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RT goes to war 
When the Second World War began 
in September 1939, it was up to 
BBC Radio - and Radio Times 
- to keep the British public 
informed and entertained 
FOREWORD BY SHEM LAW CO-EDITOR RADIO TIMES 

MT ELCOME TO THE 

latest project 

from Radio Times. 
The War Years is 
a project very close 

to our hearts and, 
we hope, to yours. Every year, there are many 

TV and radio programmes broadcast about 
the Second World War, the majority of which 
mark anniversaries of campaigns or battles 

on land, on sea and in the air. 
However, the war on the home front was 

a seemingly never-ending six-year slog for the 
citizens of Great Britain, a period that involved 
increasing privations and sacrifice. 
The BBC and Radio Times were beacons of 

hope during that time. The wireless was, for 
most, the only source of up-to-the-minute 

The BBC and 
Radio Times were 
beacons of hope 
during that time y 

news about the war and provided a much-

needed escape from the realities of rationing, 
queues and nights spent in air-raid shelters. 
Looking through the issues of Radio Times 

from September 1939 until the end of the 

war in 1945 and into 1946, you can see that 
the BBC commissioned more radio comedy 

than ever before. 
Comedians and popular musical and variety 

acts played throughout the day on shows such 
as Workers' Playtime and Music while You 
Work. News was important, but the morale 
of the nation was even more crucial. 
The BBC also became an integral part of the 

war effort - from providing listening services, 
which would monitor foreign and enemy 

broadcasts, to expanding its overseas 
broadcasting into many occupied countries. 

The listings in Radio Times are the only 

day-to-day record of what was broadcast 
each day. Reading this source material now 
gives a fascinating insight into a nation at 
war - and it was of course written when no 
one knew how the war would play out. The 
words and tone can feel old-fashioned more 
than seven decades on, but they are also at 
times profoundly moving. 
Along with the articles and listings, some 

of the most interesting and valuable material 
from a social-history point of view are the 
advertisements that appeared in the magazine. 

Some were for companies and brands that 
still exist today, informing the reader 
how they were helping the war effort, 
and there were also important 
announcements from the Ministry 

of Information on rationing or 
recruitment drives. They build an 

engrossing picture of what were 
the paramount themes of the day. 
As the war progressed, paper 

rationing meant that issues became 

smaller and smaller, with only the most vital 
comment finding space in the two-page 

"features section", and in the latter years 
of the war colour inks were banned, even 

for the Christmas issues. 
It was a time of grinding austerity and truly 

heroic stoicism. But never once in the 300 or 

so issues that we've gone through did we find 

any hint of defeatism, self-pity or wanton 
propaganda. Perhaps that's something that 
media outlets today could learn from in a 
time of national crisis. 
Reading the original articles that appear 

in these pages, you gain an insight into the 
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London 5 25 

Cardiff 5 37 

Edinburgh 5.12 
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STARTS — 

Plymouth 5 48 

Leeds 5 19 

Aberdeen 459 

TURN THAT LIGHT OUT! 
For many nights during the war, homes, 

businesses and s-.reets were blacked 

out. Every day Radio Times provided the 
required start times up and down the UK. 

LEFT covers from June 1940 and July1941 

reflecting a diet of combat and mirth. 
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IS AT WAR WITH 
GERMANY" 

A newspaper seller on the Strand 

in London on 3 September 1939 
carrying confirmation of the 

news delivered to the nation 

on BBC Radio the same 

morning by the prime minister, 

Neville Chamberlain ( below). 



Before 
the 
storm 
In the weeks 
leading up to the 
declaration of war, 
Radio Times 
produced its 
usual fun and 
colourful front 
covers. However, 
that would soon 
change... Pr-
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THE FIRST WEEK 

Ready for 
anything 
The threat of war 
with Germany had 
been in the air for 
months, so it was 
no surprise that when 
the declaration of war 
finally came, the BBC's 
plans to continue 
broadcasting during 
the conflict were 
already in place... 
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OADCASTING CARRIES 

SWINGING 
INTO ACTION 
When war was declared on 3 September 939, the issue of 
Radio Times for the week 3-9 Septembe, with JB Priestley on 

the cover ( left) was already in circulation The news of the coming 

war meant that the BBC had to revise its schedules ard issue 
a supplementary edition of Radio Times (pictured abo re), but 

the Corporation was not caught entirely unprepared. 

The editorial (opposite) made it clear that the BBC f ad been planning 
for the outbreak of war for almost a year and, in a practical and upbeat 

tone, it laid out plans to serve up a daily schedule of ra dio programmes 
from 7.00am to midnight comprising plays, music, talks, features, 

religious services and comedy — with news on the hou; every hour. The 
BBC Television service had been suspended completely on 1September. 

It was just as well Radio Times was prepared, too — f his was the 

second of three issues that staff had to produce in jus. one week. 

The editorial also stressed that Radio Times would sol lier on, albeit 

in reduced form whenever paper supplies were short, >tating simply 

that, We shall do our best to bring you the full and co -rect information 

about all the doings and plans of the BBC." 
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RADIO TIMES 

Broadcasting Carries On 
BROADCASTING carries on ! 

That is the slogan of the BBC in this hour of national 

endeavour, when the British nation is nerving itself for the 

greatest effort it has ever made. In every department of life 

the British people are steeling themselves for their great task. 

Broadcasting intends to help in the work, whatever the diffi-

culties may be. 

For nearly a year now the BBC has been making its plans. 

Recognising the part that broadcasting would play in the 

struggle, it could not afford to leave anything to chance. 

First of all, of course, radio will be one of the chief means of 

communication during the war. That has already been proved. 

The Government can speak to the people—news can reach the 

remotest village—instructions can be issued by the Ministries 

—warnings can be given of approaching attacks. 

These are obvious functions of radio during a war, and their 

vital importance is recognised by everyone. But there is 

another function that is nearly as important, and that is enter-

tainment. Broadcasting can help to take our minds off the 

horrors of war as nothing else can. 

That is why the BBC has not been content to plan pro-

grammes cosnsisting merely of gramophone records alternating 

with news. Even in the dislocation of the first few days, 

some of your favourite talkers have been coming to the micro-

phone, the BBC Theatre Organist has been at his post to 

entertain you, and the hope and comfort of religious services 

have not been withheld from the listener, at whatever cost 

to those taking part. But from next Wednesday, if all goes 

well, all-day ' live' programmes will begin_ Broadcasting 

will still run from seven o'clock in the morning till after mid-

night (with news broadcasts in the intervenink hours whenever 

there is any important news), but the programmes broadcast 

will be real, presented entertainment, studded with plays 

musical comedies, features, talks ; in fact ordinary broadcast 

programmes—only probably of a rather higher standard than 

those we know in times of peace ! There will even be a 

Children's Hour, and regular broadcasts to schools. 

We said ' if all goes well '. Every listener will realise that 

there will be times when these programmes cannot be carried 

out. There are endless possibilities of hitches, no matter how 

carefully plans may have been laid in advance. If the 

announcer has to say that a programme that has been published 

in the RADIO TIMES cannot be broadcast, listeners will under-

stand. 

On the other hand, there may easily be occasions when 

programmes are changed only to be improved. In these early 

stages, when so many things have still to be learnt from ex-

perience, it may be found when the time comes that a better 

programme than the one published can be given. Listeners 

will understand if that happens, too. 

Writing as we are doing at The very moment of decision, 

it is hard to foresee what conditions will be, even by the 

time this extra number of the RADIO TIMES appears. But 

the difficulties of keeping broadcasting going in time of war 

can hardly be over-estimated. Many a broadcaster may have 

to risk his life to supply you with your entertainment and 

your news. But broadcasting is going on. 

London, the most obviously vulnerable centre in the British 

Isles, has ceased to be the centre of British broadcasting. Far 

away in other parts of the country, in new premises specially 

reserved for this time of need, are the centres from which your 

programmes come. At one centre is a team of Variety 
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FIRST STEPS in 
An easy course for everyone will be given in five talks 

by a doctor on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 

and Friday this week at 6 25 pm 

Full courses for those seeking a diploma in First Aid are given 

by the following organisations 

British Red Cross Society. 

14, Grosvenor Crescent, London, SW.!. 

St. John Ambulance Association, 

St. John's Gate, London, E.C.1. 

British Red Cross Society ( Scottish Branch), 

206, Bath Street, Glasgow, C.2. 

St Andrew's Ambulance Association, 

108, North Street, Glasgow. 

Full information about how to learn will be given in the 

broadcast talks. 

COLLAR BONE 

HUMERUS 

RADIUS 

FEMUR 

TIBIA 

AXILLARV PP 

BRACHIAL PP 

ALSO SITE FOR 

TOURNIQUET 

FEMORAL PP 

RADIAL 
& ULNAR 

PP 

SITE FOR 
TOURNIQUET 

Diagram showing bones and main arteries of the body. The discs 

indicate pressure points. Each of these is on the course of a 

main artery. Pressure at one of these points will stop most of the 

blood passing into the limb beyond. 

You should keep th agrams 
is page handy for reie - 

ence during the broadcasts. -These di 
will be referred to in the talks. 

FIRST AID 

Compound fracture of the leg 

The shin bone is protruding 

through the skin. 

Triangular bandage applied to the foot. 

It is made to ensheath the foot and ankle. 

The ends are brought round the leg 

above the ankle, and the apex of the 

bandage is pulled upwards The ends 

are tied in front The apex, shown pointing 

up the leg, is then brought downwards 

and pinned over the top of the foot. 

Pressure applied by both thumbs to 

the pressure point of the right femoral 

artery in the groin. This is used in 

cases of severe bleeding from the 

lower part of the thigh or leg. 

FAT) RASE END 

FIRST" FOLD 

BROAD FOLD 

/\ ,v4RROVV FOLD 

The triangular bandage is of prime im-

portance in first- aid work. It can be made 

from calico or linen. A large scarf or 

handkerchief can be used. It should 

measure 36-42 inches from the apex to 

either end. Large and small slings are 

readily made. As a bandage it is used in 

the form of a ' broad-fcld or ' narrow-fold'. 

To make a broad-fold, fold the apex to 

the base, then fold the upper edge to the 

base again. To make a narrow-fold, fold 

it once again. 
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FIRST STEPS in 

FIRST AID 
[his evening at 6.25 
a well-known London 

doctor will give the 
first of a series of prac-
tical talks on things 

you should know about 
First Aid. He speaks 

again on Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday 

(See diagrams on page 5) 

mr^r1 I ,IFS7110. 7,,trr, STITIvure, 

-STOP PRESS 
tny late programme alterations will be inserted on this page 

aosswom nse 

1̀ It's rather hard to tell you who is winning, 

as all the horses are camouflaged' 

£3 

A SERIOUS 
BUSINESS 

RT's pages carried tips 
on first aid, information 

on programme changes 

and a plug for its sister 

publication The Listener. 

But there was also room 

for humour, too, with 

cartoons (top right). 

hIE LISTENER 
EVERY THURSDAY 3° 

FROM NEWSAGENTS, BOOKSTALLS AND BOOKSELLERS EVERYWHERE. 
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Keep the 
home fires 
burning 
Anti-clockwise from left: In the early 
weeks of the war the magazine's 

covers reflected patriotism, 
practicality and a sense cl national 
unity — Big Ben and the clock tower 
at the Palace of Westminster; a row of 

idyllic country cottages at Snowhill in 

Gloucestershire with the cover line 
that reads "There'll always be an 

England!"; and a group a cheerful 
miners "somewhere in W3les" 

who were digging for victory. 
Inside, the listings offet ed up 

classical music and broadcasts such 
as Bee-keeping: Preparations for 
Winter and light entertainment 
programmes starring the likes 
of Gracie Fields and Arthur Askey. 
There were also reminde!-s (opposite) 
that listeners could tune in to foreign 

broadcasts from all over the world 
on short wave, from Ankcira to the 

Vatican and all points in between. 
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FOREIGN STATIONS YOU CAN HEAR 
are known. 

These are the normal wavelengths. 

LONG 
kc/«. m kW Station - kc/s 

8 
Band No. I. 150-300 kc/s. 677 

166 1875 120 Hilversum (No. I) (Holland) 686 
(10 kW only until 7.40 p.m.) 695 

172 1744 500 Moscow (No. 1) (U.S.S.R.) 704 
182 1648 80 Radio-Paris (France) 713 
216 1389 150 Motala ;Sweden) 724 
232 1293 150 Luxembourg 
240 1250 60 Kalundborg (Denmark) 
271 1107 100 Leningrad (No. 1) (U.S.S.R.) 749 

776 

546 

601 
611, 
620 

Band No. 3. 500-1,500 kc/s. 

549.5 120 Budapest (No. 1) (Hungary) 
539.6 100 Beromünster (Switzerland) 
531 100 Radio- Eireann (Eire) 
199.2 20 Rabat (Morocco) 
491„8 20 Florence (No. 1) (Italy) 
483.9 1.5 Brussels (No. 1) (Belgium) 

814 
859 
913 

932 
959 
995 

Any wartime changes will be made as they 

AND 
rn frt. 

463 MO 
443.1 100 
437.3 20 
431.7 120 
426.1 55 
420.8 100 
414.4 17 

MEDIUM WAVE 
Station 

Lyons (PTT) (France) 
Sottens (Switzerland) 
Belgrade (Yugoslavia) 
Paris (FIT) (France) 
Stockholm (Sweden) 
Rome (No. I.) (Italy) 
Hilversum (jaarsveld) (Hol-
land). Relays Hilt cuing+ 
'No. 1) 

400.5 :Marseilles (PTT) (France) 
386.6 Toulouse (PTT) (France) 
368.6 Milan (No. 1) (Italy) 
349.2 Strasbourg (France) 1 1303 
328.6 Toulouse (Radio - Toulouse) 1312 

(France) 
321.9 15 Brussels (No. 2). Belgium) 
312.8 60 Poste Parisien (France) 
301.5 (v5 Hilversum (No. 2) (Holland) 

(15 kW only until 7.40 p.m.) 

100 
120 
50 
100 
70 

SHORT WAVE 
Mc/• m. kW " Station and Time Schedule 

-6.00 50 20 RNE Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
6.03 49.75 100 RW96 Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
6.03 49.75 25 HVJ Vatican City 
6.06 49.5 10 WCAI Philadelphia (Pa., U.S.A.). 

6.06 49.46 12 SBO Mutais (Sweden). 21.15-22.00. 
6.09 49.24 15 OAX4Z Lima (Peru). 01.00-07.30. 
6.10 49.18 25 W.NBI Bound Brook (N.J., U.S.A.). 

6.10 49.18 1 YUA Belgrade (Yugoslavia). 
6.12 49.02 10 W2XE Wayne (N-.1., U.S.A.). 
6.14 48.86 28 WP1T Pittsburgh (Pa., U.S.A.). 
6.15 48.78 2 CIRO Winnipeg (Canada). 23.00-05.00. 

48 62 10 W 2XE Wayne (N.J., U.S.A.). Vatican City. 
Rome (Italy). 
Rsidio-Nations (Frangins, Switzerland). 
Barcelona (Spain). 
Valladolid (Spain). 
Burgos (Spain). 
Lisbon (Portugal). 
Paris (Radio-Mondial, France) 
Paris (Radio-Mondial, France) 
Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
Havana (Cuba). 12.00-06.00. 
Budapest (Hungary). 
Radio-Nations ( Frangins, Switzerland). 

6.19 48.47 25 HVJ 
6.35 47.21 50 IAC 
6.67 44.94 20 HBQ 
7.03 42.7 EAQ1 
7.07 42.43 0.25 FET 1 
7.07 42.43 . • EA 1B0  
7.26 4132 10 CSW8 
7.28 41.21 25 TPI37 
7.28 41.21 25 TP011 
7.36 40.76 15 R`ilrG 
7.51 39.89 25 RKI 
8.83 33.99 5 COCQ 
9.12 32.88 5 HAT4 
9.34 32.1 20 
9.46 31.7 20 
9.50 31.58 1 
9.50 31.58 10 
9.50 31.58 12 
9.51 31.55 5 
9.52 31.51 100 
953 31.48 100 
9.53 31.48 10 

6 12 9.53 31.4 
9.55 31.41 25 HVJ 
9.55 31.41 20-25 WGEA 
9.55 31.4 10 VUB2 
9.56 31.37 10 OAX4T 
9.57 31.35 10 WBOS 

VLR 9.58 31.32 2 
9.59 31.28 20 

959 31.28 60 
959 31.28 10 
959 31.28 10 
9.60 31.25 20 
9.61 31.23 5 

HBL 
TAP Ankara (Turkey). 17.30-23.00. 
O FD Lahti (No. 2) (Finland). 18.15-23.00. 
xEww Mexico City (Mexico). 
pRp5 Rio de Janeiro (Brazil). W'days 22.45-23.00. 
VK3ME Melbourne (Australia). W'days 10.0043.00. 
Rw96 Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
wG€0 Schenectady (N.Y., U.S.A.). 
VI.JC2 Calcutta (India). 08.00-10.00. 
U Morals (Sweden). 22.15-23.00. 

PCJ 
WCA I 
VUD2 
RAL 
ZRL 

9.61 31.22 5 LI.G 
962 31.17 .. 11AD 
9.63 31.15 100 12803 
9.63 31.13 25 12R03 
9.65 31.09 10 W2XE 
9.65, 31.09 2 CS2WA 
9.66 31.06 25 HVJ 
9.66 31.06 7.5 LRX 
9.67 31.02 25 12R09 Rome (Italy). 
9.68 30.98 10 TGWA Guatemala City. 16.00-17.30 ; SoN.16.30-06.00. 

9.69 30.96 10 LRA 1 Buenos Aires. MoN. to T HURS. 00.00-03.00; FRI. 22.00-03.00; SAT. and SUN. 01.00-03.00. 

Mcis tn. sw 

9.74 30.8 10 
9.83 30.52 30 
9.86 30.43 20 

10.22 29.35 15 

10.35 28.99 12 
11.04 27.17 10 
11.40 26.31 20 
11.67 25.7 . 
11-70 25.63 12 
11.71 25.62 15 
1132 25.6 12 TPA4 
11.72 25.6 2 CJRN 
11.73 25.58 20 PHI 
11.73 25.56 5 LKQ 
11.74 25.55 25 HVJ 
11.80 25.42 50 JZJ 
11.81 25.4 100 12R04 
11.83 25.36 10 W 2XE 
11.84 25.34 10 CSW 5 
11.85 25.31 . HAD 
11.87 25.28 10 VUM2 
11.87 25.26 24 WPIT 
11.88 25.25 2 VLR3 
11.88 25.24 12 TPA3 

11.90 25.21 35 XGO1 
12.00 25 20 RNE 
12.23 24.52 7.5 TFJ 
14.54 20.64 20 HBJ 
14.79 20.28 .. IQA 
14.93 20.08 15 PSE 

-15.04 19.95 25 RKI 
15.12 19.84 25 HVJ 
15.13 19.83 25 TPB6 
15.15 19.8 12 
15.16 19.79 50 
15.17 19.78 5 
15.18 19.76 100 
15.20 19.74 20 
15.21 19.72 18 

in. kW Station 

1040 288.5 120 Rennes-Bretagne (France) 
1059 283.3 20 Bari (No. 1) (Italy) 
1077 278.6 60 Bordeaux-Lafayette (France) 
1095 274 20 Radio-Normandie (France) 
1131 265.3 60 Iiiirby (Sweden) 
1140 263.2 30 Turin (No. 1) (Italy) 
1167 257.1 15 Monte Cenen i (Switzerland) 
1185 253.2 60 Nice-Côte d'Azur (France) 
1213 247.3 60 Lille (Radio PTT Nord) (France) 
1222 245.5 60 Rome (No. 2) (Italy) 

2.7Q.5 j 15 Riga (Latvia) 
I 20 Radio-Nacional (Spain) 

2302 10 Naples (No. 1) (Italy) 
228.7 2.5 Malmo (Sweden) 

1321 227.1 27 Radio-Méditerranée (France) 
1366 219.6 35 Bordcaux-Sud-Ouest (France) 
1393 215.4 25 Radio-Lyons (France) 
1420 211.3 10 Vaasa (Finland) 
1454 206 5 Eiffel Tower (Paris) (France) 
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Vatican City. 
Schenectady (N.Y., U.S.A.). 
Bombay (India). 
Lima (Peru). 22.00-00.15. 
Millis (Boston) (Mass., U.S.A.). 14.00-06.00. 
Melbourne (Australia). 
Sydney (Australia). SUN. 06.00-08.00 ; 10.30- 

14.30; M ON. 16.30-18.30. 
Huirscii (Holland) (Exp't1.). 
Philadelphia (U.S.A.). 
Delhi (No. 2) (India): 
Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
Cape Toss(' (S. Africa). 05.45-06.50 ; 09.30- 

13.00; 15.00-17.45. 
Oslo (Norway) 20.00-07.00. 
Budapest (Hungary) 00.00-03.00. 
Rome (Italy). 
Rome (Italy). 
Wayne (N.J., U.S.A.). 
Lisbon. TUES., THURS., SAT ., 21.00-00.00. 
Vatican City. 
Buenos Aires (Argentine). 15.15-04.00. 

Call Station and Time Schedule 

CSW-i Lisbon (Portugal). - 
IRF Rome (Italy). 
EAQ Madrid (Spain). 22.00-02.45. 
PSH Marapicti (Brazil). M ON. 02.00-02-30. 

LSX Buenos Aires (Argentine). Fiu. 22.00-23.50. 
CSW( Lisbon (Portugal). 
HBO Radio-Nations (Frangins, Switzerland). 
IGY Rome (Italy). 
SBP Motels (Sweden). 19.00-22.15. 
RIA Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 

Paris (Radio-Mondial, France). 
Winnipeg (Canada). 23.00-09.00. 
Huizen (Holland). 
Oslo (Norway). 00.00-04.00. 
Vatican City. 
Tokio (Japan). 
Rome (Italy). 
Wayne (N.J., U.S.A.). 
Lisbon (Portugal). 
Budapest (Hungary). 20.00-00.00. 

Madras (India). 09.30-10.00. 
Pittsburgh (PL, U.S.A.). 
Melbourne (Australia). 
Paris (Radio-Mondial, France). 

Chungking (China). 11.30-17.30 ; 2230-00.20. 
Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
Reykjavik (Iceland). 
Radio-Nations (Frangins, Switzerland). 

Rome (Italy). 
Marapicti (Brazil). 
• Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
Vatican City. 
P (Radio-Mondial, France). 

SBT Motala (Sweden). 19.00-22.15. 
JZK Tokio (Japan). 
LKV Oslo (Norway). 16.00-00.00. 
RW96 Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
TAQ Ankara (Turkey). 11.30-13.00. 
WPIT Pittsburgh (Pa., U.S.A.). 

15.21 19.72 10 CSW4 Lisbon (Portugal). 
15.22 19.71 60 PCP Huixen (Holland) (Exp't1).. 
15.23 19.7 .. I2R014 Rome (Italy). 
15.24 19.68 12 TPA2 Paris (Radio-Mondial, France). 
15.27 19.65 10 WCAI Philadelphia (U.S.A.). 
15.29 19.62 10 VUD4 Delhi (India). 
1530 19.61 50 12R06 Rome (Italy). 
15.33 19.57 20-25 WGEA Schenectady (N.Y., U.S.A.). 
15.37 19.52 5 HAS3 Budapest (Hungary). 
15.50 19.35 15 BAL Moscow (U.S.S.R.). 
17.75 16.9 5 LKW Oslo (Norway) 
17.77 16.88 20 PHI Huixen (Holla 
17.78 16.87 25 WSIBI Bound Brook 
17.78 16.87 50 JZL Tokio (Japan). 
17.82 16.84 50 12R08 Rome (Italy). 
17.83 16.83 10 W2XE Wayne (NJ-, 
17.85 16.81 25 TPB3 Paris (Radio-. 
18.48 16.23 20 HBH Radio-Nation 
21.50 13.95 20-25 WGEA Schenectady 
21.52 13.94 10 WC.AI Philadelphia 
21.54 13.93 6 WPIT Pittsburgh (P 

NEWS OF 
THE WORLD 

Listings for international 

broadcasts on short, 

medium and long wave 

helped keep readers 

abreast of global events. 
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BLUSHER & 
BALACLAVAS 
Women were front and centre in 

this special Woman's Number from 

November with its illustration by 

Crixby Watson. Inside there were tips 

for housewives on hoiv to eke out food 

and clothing. But there was a broader 

message, too - " You will not inspire 

your family ,,nor help to win the wa -) 

by looking doway." 

The evacuation of women and 

children from cities ta the countryside 

had split families apart, so housemves 

were advised on how they could fill 

the lonely evenings. The certral 

message: " It's a mistake to brood." 
But it wasn't all about pulling 

yourself together and carry nq on, 

or winning the war with a dab of 

lipstick. There were also hints of 

women beginning to take on more 

responsibility, with tales of secretaries 

setting up offices in school changing 

rooms, or t-aining to become 

firefighters and air-rad wardens. 

FLUE MID DO M% WARS. Fedm Cibr, rod Des, twowkao bmbe 

wo,O o Meni. 0, n 
How, am, sen 

SISTER ACT 
Elsie amd Doris Waters featured 

on the cover n December. 

Their comedy characters 

Gert and Daisy helped entertain 

the country right through 

the war years. 

BALLOONS 
or 

Squaring tbe Circle! 

By Bruce Sievier 

We have receiued this amusing verse 
from the well-known broadcaster who 
is now Flying-Officer R. B. B. Sievier, 
M.C. (R.A.F.V.R.), of the Balloon 

Barrage 

When was but a baby boy •. 
‘1, cie 

In coat and pantaloon, • I lb 
My nur.,e would wheel me in the park 
Behind a toy balloon. 

When I arrived at walking stage 
(An artful little mite!) 
I used to buy a ball of string 
And fly a baby kite. 

But now I'm virile, big and strong, 
I work from noon to noon 

'.. And all day long I sit beneath 
A ruddy ' big ' balloon! 

The moral of this story is 
Enough to drive one wild, 
For those who try to wage a war 
Just treat one as a child! - 
- — - 

giirs• years 1939 

Knit this Balaclava Helmet! 
MATERIALS 
3 oz. of 4-ply wool. 

Two No. 10 needles and two No. 12 
needles. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

K.—Knit; P.—Purl; St.—Stitch; In.--
Inches ; Tog.—Together; Rep.—Repeat. 
TENSION 
7 sts. to 1 inch. 

With No. 10 needles cast on 160 sts. and 
work in K.1, Pi, rib for 1 inch. 

NEXT ROW 

Rib 20 sts., leave these sts. on a safety pin, 
rib to end. Slip the first 20 sts. of the next 
row on to a safety-pin, break off wool and 

pattern. 
work on the remaining 120 sts. in the following 

1st ROW 

X K.2, P.2 rep. from X to end. 
2nd ROW 

Purl. 

Repeat these last two rows for 51 in. then 
cast off 36 sts. at the beginning of the next 
two rows. Continue in pattern on the re-
maining 48 sts. for a further 5 in. for the 
back, ending with the second low of the 
pattern. 

the 
THE NECK BAND 

With the right side of work facing, slip the 
first set of 20 sts. from the pins on to a 
No. 10 needle, and on to the same needle 
pick up and knit 52 sts. along the side of the 
hood. Work in pattern across the 48 sts. of 
the centre back, then pick up and knit 52 sts. 
along the other side of the head. 

Finally work in rib across the other set of 
20 sts. ( 192 sts.). Work in K.1, P.1, rib for 
11 in., change to No. 12 needles, work 
11 in. in rib, change to No. 10 needles, work 
11 in. in rib. Cast off in the rib. 

TO MAKE UP 

Press work lightly on wrong side. avoidinc, 
ribbing. Sew up the front seam and the two 
back seams. Press seams. 
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PTI H IS disclosure was 
1 made recently in a 

broadcast talk from Ger-
many by a propagandist 
only a little less dis-
tinguished than Goebbels 
himself. The speaker was 
referring, of course, to the 
' lies ' issued by the British 
press and wireless, which 
are a perpetual source of 
embarrassment to the Nazi 
Propaganda Ministry, 
owing to the reputation 
for truth they enjoy in 
neutral countries and even 
in Germany itself. 

But like so many obser-
vations made by Nazi pro-
pagandists, this one can be 
used as a boomerang ; and 
it is not too fanciful 
perhaps to detect in it a 
certain degree of revulsion 
on the part of the speaker 
from his daily task of creating 
which to justify the Nazi cause. 

New Unit • 
Certainly the observation expresses perfectly 
the reaction of a member of the BBC's 
Monitoring Service after coming off a spell of 
listening to German news bulletins, talks, and 
propaganda programmes. Lies do become deadly 
tedious; but it is no good shutting one's ears to 
them in a war conducted so far mainly by means 
of propaganda and diplomacy. 
And that is why, on the outbreak of war, the 

BBC, at the request of the Ministry of Infor-
mation, created a new unit to ' monitor' 
German transmissions in particular, and trans-
missions from abroad in general. 
The Service then is just over two months old. 

It inherits from before the war its title, Monitor-
ing—checking either the technical quality or 
the programme content of a transmission ; and 
a wealth of experience in such work gained over 
a period of years by BBC engineers, mainly for 
technical purposes. 
The rest has had to be built up during the 

last ten weeks until today, in every twenty-four 
hours, something like 150 bulletins in 15 
languages are monitored, recorded, translated, 
summarised, edited, and distributed by the 
Overseas Intelligence Department .of the BBC 
to the Ministries of State engaged in the 
prosecution of the war. 

As you may imagine the process is a com-
plicated one. 

Hogsnorlon Again! 
It begins in the aerials of a number of 
receiving stations—one of which is established 
on a hill overlooking ' Hogsnortori'. The 
aerials feed a largé number of special receiving 
sets that are tuned in to the stations which 
it is required to monitor, and the output of 

'Lies are becoming deadly. tedious 
says a member of the BBC' 

Service, after weeks of listening t 

propaganda from all over the wort 

describes how this war-time activity 

came into being and how it works. 

A local policeman keeps watch over one 
of the BBC's monitoring posts 

new lies with 

them is either recorded or 
fed by line to a large staff 
of linguists, who translate 
into English the words 
composed by radio news 
editors and propagandists 
working in the offices of 
broadcasting cent res all 
over the world. 

The next stage is the 
transmission by teleprinter 
of this vast mass of 
material to the Editing 
Unit. Here it is carefully 
and minutely scrutinised. 

Then it is passed on to sub-editors who digest, 
summarise, and prit it into a readable form. 
After that it returns to the night editor who, 
surveying the whole material for the past 
twenty - four hours, 
attempts at four in the 
morning to write notes 
on new currents appear-
ing in the stream of 
propaganda, or on sig-
nificant news items 
broadcast, say, from 
Rome in Arabic or 
Ankara in French. 

Finally, it goes to 
press, or rather to dupli-
cating, at 8 a.m., to 
reappear rather miracu-
lously at 11.30 a.m. as 
the ' Daily Digest of 
Foreign Broadcasts, Part 
I, German Transmis-
sions and Daily Notes ' ; 
while Part II, ' All 
Transmissions Other 
than German', follows 
at 3 p.m. 

The BBC Director-
General, Mr. F. W. 
Ogilvie (centre, facing 
camera), visits one of 
the remote points where 
foreign programmes are 
monitored night and 
day. In the foreground 
are the machines on 
which records of par-
ticularly interesting 
broadcasts are made. 

So much for the machi 
service. It is working at su 
shifts of eight hours each al 
and scarcely time for meals 
side tends to disappear in 
propaganda, and counter-pro 

The Human Side 
But there is a human sid 
time to think for a moment 
that broadcast in Germany rece 
over sixteen inches high will 
ance of meat scraps from th 
that by the Dutch announcer 
relay of church bells from H 
on All Saints' Day with th 
these bells never have to rin 
Dutch and Swedish people 
forced to lay down their lives 

Monitoring 

news and 

Here he 

f the BBC 

ry of this new 
a speed—three 
round the clock 
that the human 
flood of news, 

ganda. 

when there is 
f items such as 
tly: Only dogs 
eceive an allow-
butcher's'. Or 
ho introduced a 
land for Sweden 
se words: May 
for the souls of 
who have been 
n war ! 

WE'RE LISTENING... 
In a November RT, a member of the 
BBC's Monitoring Seriice explained 
how the newly formed unit listened 
to radio broadcasts fi om Germany 
and other countries 24 hours a day 
and produced daily summaries for 
"Ministries of State engaged in 
the prosecution of the war". 
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But we can't advance on Saturday night, sir, 

miss ' Band Waggon' 

When I drive people don't come 
round corners. It's not done!' 

• To the Public Danger', a story of a ,>ar ride by Patrick Hamilton, was 
one of the most successful broadtmists of this year. It will he repeated 

tonight at 8.15. 

we shall 

f ou will just tune down your 
and now, i y  

sets a little 

--"*"fflommilimimmeimi 

  FtADIO+TIMES 
POW/UM Of TIE IROADCASTING CORPOIATION 

The war years 1939 

Same fine nourishment .. same price 

béGIVE us Stork again," said millions of housewives the moment it seemed likrly 
that margarine would be decontrolled. And here is the very news they wanted: 

you can get Stork now — as much of it as you need! 
In spite of difficulties in obtaining exactly the same blend of raw materials for Stork, the 
makers of this famous margarine have secured the finest ingredients available, have blended 
them as skilfully as their years of experience have shown them how. So you can be sure of 
this—though occasionally there must be variations in the actual blend of ingredients, the 
splendid food value of Stork will remain unchanged! 

STORK 
MARGARINE 

(Gift scheme terminated as previously advertised) 
er lb. 

Contains Sunshine Vitamins A & D 

39º..30- en 
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fib 

FRONTLINE 
NEWS 
Richard Dimbleby's report 

from the Maginot Line in 

France featuredl on the 

front cover in December. 

(INCORPORATING WORLD- RADIO) 
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A feature programme describing the life and 

of the French fortress troops on the Western Fr nt 

which has been recorded in France by Richard Dimbleby and is 

team of BBC News Observers will be broadcast on Tuesday night. This pict e 

shows French soldiers on their way to one of the underground entrances to the II e. 
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BBC NEWS in SEVENTEEN LANGUAGES 
W HEN the listener in Great Britain 

hears the fading-out of Bow Bells 
and the familiar voice of the announcer tells 
him that ' This is the BBC Home Service', 
he must often, in spite of the emphasis on 
the ' Home', paint to himself an incom-
plete picture of the work that is being done 
today by the BBC. I know that until three 
or four weeks ago that was what I 
did, and I worked in Broadcasting 
House. 
I won't pretend that I was in 

total ignorance. Sometimes, in the 
restaurant, I drank my coffee at the 
same table as men and women who 
talked in tongues I couldn't even 
identify. There was one room in a 
certain corridor where a small gilt 
notice-board inscribed with Arabic 
characters hung on the door, and 
sometimes I heard of colleagues 
who had to move out of their offices 
because foreign-language experts 
were moving in. Apart from that 
I couldn't have known less if I had 
been a solitary inhabitant of St. 
Kilda. 

It all happened very quietly and 
very quickly, this building up of a 
wartime overseas service. When I 
was asked to undertake the pre-
paration of a feature programme 
describing it for British listeners, I 
didn't know how much or how 
little to expect. 

Startling Figures 
One thing I didn't expect, and that 
was to be told that today the BBC 
is broadcasting in seventeen Ian- . 
guages. Less than two years ago London 
was broadcasting only in English. Today 
there are news services in English, Arabic, 
French, German, Italian, Spanish and 
Portuguese ( for Europe), Spanish Ind 
Portuguese for South America, Afrikaans, 
Czech, Polish, Greek, Magyar,. Rumanian, 
Serbo-Croat, and Turkish. Another sur-
prise to me was to learn that in the Over-
seas Service alone forty-nine news bulletins 
and summaries are broadcast every day, 
and the number is still increasing. 

These figures are evidence of nothing 
more than rapid development. As I met 
the men and women who had all the work 
and anxiety of that development to carry 
on their shoulders, I began to wonder if 
there was any way of expressing something 
of the drama that is implicit in it. There 
was the drama of swift effort, the battle 
with time in engaging the right men, 
momentous nights—such as that of the first 
broadcast to Germany. There is still the 
drama of the daily wrestling with the day's 

news, of the sudden ' breaking' of an 
important item of news just as the an-
nouncer walks to the microphone, of a single 
but complicated human effort. 
And there is the drama, which one can 

construct for oneself rather than see, of the 
reception of the news among once free 
peoples now under the heel of the oppressor. 

POR'TUGUESE 

achievement of one great aim. That aim 
is the important thing. 
I have tried to summarise it by saying 

that it is the provision of a reliable news 
service and a statement of the British point 
of view to the peoples of the world. But 
even that is inaccurate, for surely the tradi-
tion of reliable news which broadcasting has 

inherited from a free press does 
itself form part of the British atti-
tude. And these ideals, again, have 
to be translated into the idiom of 
the peoples to whom they are 
addressed. 

A picture of the BBC Overseas Service will be given to 
listeners to the BBC Home Service on Sunday, in a 
programme called London Calls the World'. Robert 

Kemp introduces his programme in this article. 

To reflect, as one listens to a bulletin in 
German, that beyond the Rhine men and 
women are hearing the same words, in spite 
of the vigilance of the Gestapo and at the 
risk of grave penalties, is suddenly to be 
aware of the grim seriousness which lies 
behind the bulletins. 
The people, tot), are a story by themselves. 

There are the British subjects who control 
policies and programmes and edit bulletins ; 
there are men from abroad who speak the 
bulletins in their mother-tongue and who 
have it in their power ,to give valuable 
advice on the idiom and temper of the 
bulletins. 

In the end I decided to keep my pro, 
gramme as simple and direct as possible, to 
forget the picturesque frills and the tempta-
tion to depict a new Tower of Babel. For 
Broadcasting House today is the very reverse 
of the Tower of Babel. There, you remem-
ber, confusion reigned. At Broadcasting 
House, on the other hand, there is con-
tinuous co-ordination and dovetailing in the 

Empire Backbone 
So in Sunday's programme I will 
begin to tell the, story where it 
began—in the Empire programme 
which has been serving the 
Dominions and Colonies since 
1542. That is t̀he backbone of the 
whole thing. Then, in January, 
1938, came the Arabic programme, 
the first of a number of foreign-
language services that were added 
with increasing rapidity as time 
passed. One of the most exciting 
moments was the inauguration, at 
notice of literally a few hours, of 
the French, German, and Italian 
services at thé time of the Czech 
crisis. I have had translated into 
English one of the most effective 
' Sonderbericht' or German ' news-
talks ' programmes, that in which 
Hitler's recorded voice is used to 
prove the worthlessness of his word, 
and I hope that listeners will gain 
from this some idea of what is 

being done to reach the people inside 
Germany. 

Who Listens? 
Then I will try to describe for you what 
happens to news from the time it arrives in 
Broadcasting House on the agency tapes 
until it goes out in the various languages. 
Finally, some of the evidence that these 
broadcasts are widely heard will be pre-
sented. For there is an important depart-
ment which studies in detail the reactions to 
these bulletins, and they have in their pos-
session many astonishing facts. It is a 
salutary department, for any broadcaster will 
tell you that there are moments when he 
feels himself performing in a vacuum, more 
cut off from his fellow humans than if he 
were on Mars, although in point of fact his 
audience may be numbered in millions. 

London Calls the World—and I have 
thought it worth while to remind those 
who like to belittle the achievements of theit 
fe/low-citizens that the world listens. 
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CHRISTMAS 
1939 
The first Christmas issue of : he Second 

World War was a morale- boosting exercise 

in festive bonhomie. AA Thomson's poem 

In Spite of All That (opposite page) with 

its gentle exhortation to good humour 

appeared in place of the usual editorial. 
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mitTORE.S 

Spite of All rV 
BY A. A. THOMSON 

What do they'know of Christmas who only Christmas know 
In ordinary peaceful days with robins, cards, and snow— 
The careless Christmas of bright lights and sentimental rhyme ; 
That gave (if I may coin a phrase) a Dickens of a time ? 

That Christmas now has been assaulted all along the line, 
And bad old General Black-Out has pursued his dark design; 
There's serious interference with the atmosphere old-fashioned ; 
There's even been a rumour that our Christmas may be rationed. 

So ponder, 0 my pessimists, beneath the darkened skies, 
On ration-books for turkeys and on coupons for mince-pies. 
And would sweet feminine allure survive the cruel blow, 
If it had to wear its gas-mask underneath the mistletoe ? 

But things are not as bad as that; let's have it clearly stated: 
The spirit of the real thing is not evacuated ; 
In spite of all, I promise you that there will be this year 
No black-out of benevolence, no censor of good cheer. 

The home-fires still keep burning, and, although the trail is long, 
The lads go bravely down it with a smile and still a song ; 
So long as rabbits run (they say) ; so long 'as barrels roll, 
Nothing can quench their (so to speak) unconquerable soul. 

And while, in plaintive harmony, they tell us how they pine 
To go and hang their stockings out upon the Siegfried Line, 
Let's wish 'em every comfort—turkeys fine and puddings mighty— 
That they all could ever hope for, if they'd stayed at home in Blighty. 

The hawk-eyed heroes of the air, the sailors of the Fleet, 
The wardens who have found this war so hard upon their feet— 
May every gallant lad of 'em, on ocean, isle, or isthmus, 
Enjoy, without restriction, a completely happy Christmas. 

The spirit of our England lives in courage and in laughter ; 
In saving what is good and true for those who follow after, 
But peace at last will crown the brave, and so, until that day, 
God rest you merry, gentlemen, let NOTHING you dismay. 
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WE'RE IN IT 
TOGETHER 
Also in the Christmas 

issue, broadcasting stars 

of the day offered their 

festive messages 

to readers. 
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Tone Poem, CorioLanus 
Xylaphone solos by W. Illingworth: 

Splinters  
Sparks 

P.irtrait of a Toy Soldier  
Selection, The Country Girl 

12.0 noon FODEN'S MOTOR WORKS BAND 

Conductor, Fred Mortimer 
 Cyril lenkins 

lllingworth 
 Alford 

Ewing 
 Monckton and Talbot 

12.30 p.m. THREE STORIES 

Algernon Blackwood returns to the microphone 

A great writer of stories, especially of mystery stories, will be broad-
isting three stories of his own today: Transition ', ' The Laughter 

it Courage', and A Boy and his Bag'. All three were published some 
years ago. The author has spent a gitod deal of tinte on adapting 

them for radio 

1.0 Time Signal, Greenwich: NEWS 

1.10 AN ORCHESTRAL CONCERT 

Conducted by Guy Warrack 

Overture, The Vale of I.ove Oscar Straus 
Suite, Children's Games-1 March, Trumpet and Drum. 2 Berceuse, 

The Doll. 3 Impromptu, The Top. 4 Duo, Little Husband, Little 

Wife. 5 Galop, The Ball Bizet 
Rhapsody, España Chabrier 

1.35 ' THE SOLDIER SINGS' 

A programme of national and popular songs in contemporary settings, 
devised and written by Dr. Thomas Wood 

The programme is in six scenes 

1—The Spanish Armada ; 2 The Civil War; 3—The Great Rebellion; 
4—Waterloo ; 5—The Crimea ; 6-1914-1918 

HIS MAJESTY 

THE KING 

will broadcast a message 

Empire this afternoon 

3.0— following 

THE EMPIRE'S GREETING 

a reunion by radio of the peoples 

of the Commonwealth (2.15-3.0) 

the 

to 

at 

The incidents ¿sed have been baz:ed on fact so far as tact could be 
established 

The cast includes: Alan Howland, James McPhee, Francis de Wulff, 
Beryl Laverick, Gifford Bean, Cameron Hall, Howard Marion-Crawford, 

Albert Ward 

with the BBC Men's Chorus (Chorus master, Leslie Woula.ate) and the 
BBC Military Band, conducted by P. S. G. O'Donnell 

Production by Felix Felton and Maurice Brown 

'The Soldier Sings ' shows in their historical settings some of the 
most famous tunes in the history of the British nation, from ' I.ord 
Willoughby ', which was sung when Queen Elizabeth reviewed her 
troops before the Armada, to the songs sung in a Divisional concert-
party hut in France in the last war. 

Todav's progranune is a revised form of the programme originally 
I m›adca-st in May, 193S. 

2.15 

Christmas scenes and Christmas greetings between the peoples of 
the Commonwealth 

The peoples of the British Commonwealth are at war. On this day 
of reunion by radio in ' one great family' they meet again in battle-dress 

Narrator, Howard Marshall. Producer, Laurence Gilliam 

Christmas with the Forces 

The Royal Navy: The Dover Patrol 

The Army: The British Expeditionary Force 

The Royal Air Force: The Fighter Command 

AT THREE O'CLOCK 

A MESSAGE TO THE EMPIRE FROM 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING 

following 

THE EMPIRE'S GREETING 

KING'S SPEECH 
The radio listings for 

Christmas Day 1939, 
including the address to 
the British Empire at 3pm 

by King George VI. 



September 1940 saw the 

start of the Blitz and tie 

devastation of many British 
cities. Here a number 88 bus 

lies in a bomb crater on 

Balham High Street in south 

London after a raid on the 

night of 14 October 
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Arthur 
Askey 

¡S Doing Big-Hearted in panto-

mime now you will hear 

him from the stage d the 

Prince of Wales Theatre, 

Birmingham, on Wednesday 

A_SO THIS Vr EEK 

'For Auld Lang Syne' 

A Scrapbook of Scrapbooks 

Will Fyffe 
(ram Somewhere . F-ence 

Carl Brisson 
Monday N.qh1 al Lobt• 

Return of 

Café Colette 

' Nings over Ruritania 

a sequel to tir. Mwry R.nces1 

Mother Goose' 
1nm Bradford 

'Dangerous Corner' 
I S Pnesiley's play 

Football 
M. hohreem rhe F end 

ar,l an, broadcast, rh.ch 

BOXI•40 

AUo 

Formby 
,>•,+ ,,„, 

eaC SeT,Phnny Orchestr., 

'Rabe, in Amu' 

Wodehou.e.. Ukridge 

As the calendar turned to January 
1940, Arthur Askey, Robert Donat 
and a range of sports were lined up 
to entertain listeners. Look closer 
at these covers and you'll also see 
appearances from Will Fyffe, Prime 
Minister Neville Chamberlain, George 
Formby and Mother Goose... 
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'How to bring Britain to its knees..? 
STADTPLAN LCNDON 

t; Al I N 

eogr Angeben nach den bis turn 

1.1941 vorhandenen Unledagen 

à 

rc % 
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The war years 1940 

W
hen war was declared, the BBC moved 
its operations from Broadcasting House 

in central London to Wood Norton near 

Evesham in Worces`.ershire. Radio Times 

followed suit. While tie editor, Maurice 

Gorham, remained at Broadcasting HoLse, staff were 

evacuated to the safety of the Waterlows print works 

at Park Royal in north-west London. 

Little did the BBC know that the Luftwaffe had earmarked 

the site as a potential target. This was confirmed after the 

war, when maps and photographs ident fying Waterlows were 

found at Luftwaffe headquarters in Berlir. The Germans 

would have known all about the importance of the BBC to 

the British wa - effort and to morale in he event of war, and 

the embassy staff in London would have explained the part 

Radio Times payed in that. So while they couldn't domb the 

BBC off the air, tie Germans could certainly try to deprive 

the British people of a copy of Radio Times. 

Production of -.he magazine became hazardous during 

the Blitz, and Gorham was visiting the plant when German 

bombers struck. He wrote, We were nearly all of us in the 

trench shelters when Waterlows was bombed. Two of the 

canteen staff were not, and I had the experience I t- ad always 

imagined and rever really expected — running out to give 

a hand with the casualties and then returring to the shelter 

and going on passing the page proofs." 

The Luftwaffe Stadtplan (far left) and German aerial 

photoçraph ( below) showing Waterlows, the print works 

specially built for the production of Radio Times (left) 

(.1112. lilt 29. Nr.111: Iledairrlou'm Groltdruf rork Royal ( 11'erl London). 

1;tollinocief•I lime• 

Th i, photograph. takrn from German air force fijes in Berlin, shows that the Waterlow plan 1 
on which the "Radio Timi•s" is produced, was scheduled for destruction, It was damaged, lui, 

only slightly. 
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t% C is now presenting a regular Sat day-

ee The recording unit with the B. E. F. in F ance 

8 

let oto- m 1 night despatch from the Western Front. 

Here is the unit in action with a hand micro hone. 

See the article by Richard Dimbleby (centre, above) on pa e 5. 
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With the BBC at the Front 
From RICIIIRD DIJIBLEBY and Co., whose regular weekly 

despatches from France start tomorrow (Saturday) at 6.15 

c/o Directorate of Public Relations, 
G.H.Q., B.E.F. 

January, 1940. 
DEAR EDITOR, 

yOLJ asked us to write to you as soon as we 
could, giving some idea of what we've been 

doing here since we came out. 
Well, we started in October by keeping a 

careful record of our activities, but lately it seems 
to have gone rather astray. However, our diaries, 
such as they are, show that we've inflicted on 
listeners about thirty special reports, one longer 
programme (the Maginot Line), more than half 
a dozen concerts or Variety shows, and a dozen 
or so special items, mostly around Christmas. 
Also we've been able to do some work with the 
American and French radio, and we have 
established a close liaison with the latter. In 
most of our reports officers and men themselves 
have spoken ; we hope listeners will agree 
that so far we have succeeded in acting as some 
sort of a link between the Army here and its 
families at home. That is the chief justification 
for our presence here. 

Taking the Records to Bed 
Conditions here as a whole have been reason-
able, although recently the weather became 
troublesome. We reached a stage when we 
skidded wildly about on icy roads all day and 
all night. Sarney, as engineer-in-chief, had to 
share his bed with the discs to prevent their 
freezing. Incidentally, if you hear any hissing 
in our recorded reports, it isn't us, but just a 
record that's been got at by Jack Frost in spite 
of Sarney's self-sacrifice. Christmas Day was 
the worst of all. 
I don't think we told you anything of the 

background of our Christmas broadcasts—how 
the medical corps speakers in the ' Empire 
Greeting' programme arrived thirty seconds 
before they spoke, having given First Aid at 
two road accidents on the way ; how the Deputy 
Chaplain-General lost a wing and a bumper 
before arriving at the service ; or, for that 
matter, how half the competitors in the spelling 
bee and Jack Payne and his band just didn't 
arrive at all. 

•••111", 

Nor did you hear about 
Dimbleby's drive back from the 
Maginot Line on Christmas Eve 
after fixing the details of the 
French troop concert there. It 
seems to have rivalled Tschif-
fely's. It took fifteen and a half 
hours, most of it sideways, and 
ended here at our headquarters 
at two o'clock on Christmas 
morning. 
What with one thing and 

another, there were some bad 
moments, but we managed to get 
away with it all, and rewarded 
ourselves with a day off. 

However, we haven't been as 
heroic as we expected. There's 
been more discomfort than danger. We can 
say for ourselves that we haven't missed 
an opportunity of getting to the business 
end of things. We have been near enough 
to German soldiers to distinguish their features, 
if that conveys anything to you, and we've 
seen artillery and aircraft in action. Once 
when we were in a French advance post some-
one in the other front line fired five rifle shots, 
and we spent some time arguing whether he 
was shooting at us. If so, he missed. But this 
will seem very trivial to older campaigners than 
ourselves. 

We're glad to report that the faithful recording 
car is still going strong in spite of a good many 
vicissitudes, including a.sudden meeting with a 
French car and a wall at 50 m.p.h. Entente or 
no, it was the Frenchman's fault. Nobody was 
hurt, nor was the recording gear, but the car was 
laid up for ten days, and we had to hire one and 
borrow another from our opposite numbers in 
the French State Radio. 
We made several resolutions for the new 

year, but how many we can keep depends 
naturally on general events. If possible, we shall 
keep up the supply of reports for the news 

• 

PORTS FROM FRANCE 

The BBC unit: (L. to R.) the recording car, Dimbleby, Sarney, 
the conducting officer of the unit; and Howarth 

An A.A. battery 
somewhere in 

France' records 
a programme for 
listeners at home 

This issue marked the launch of a weekly radio despatch from France by Richard 
Dimbleby (centre, wearing an overcoat). He had been with the British Expeditionary 
Force since October 1939 and wrote: "We hope listeners will agree that so far we have 
succeeded in acting as some sort of a link between the Army here and its families 
at home." He also noted in a breezy style an epic car journey through snow and ice, 
"most of it sideways", meeting troops and being shot at from the German front line. 

BRA 

bulletins, and in addition we are starting on 
January 27 a weekly series of despatches which 
will be broadcast on Saturdays from 6.15 to 
6.30 p.m. In these we intend to deal with the 
aspects of the Army's work which need more 
detailed description than one can fit into the 
shorter news periods. There are the Army 
Services, for example, which have not yet seen 
much of the limelight, and there are many 
picturesque units of the French army whose 
work would interest British listeners. 

More Concert Broadcasts 
We shall arrange more Variety and concert 
broadcasts direct from the zone, and we hope 
to be able to give a chance to some of the 
amateur talent here as well as to ENSA stars. 
Howarth, who calls himself the maid-of-all-
work of the party (as indeed he is), has taken 
unto himselfuthe job of listening to concert 
parties in all parts of the British area, and we 
intend to put our seven or eight best discoveries 
into one really good troop broadcast. 

All this rests on the assumption that ' the 
situation ' remains much as it is. If the balloon 
goes up, our plans go with it. But we think 
we have laid things on well enough—to use 
an Army term—to keep some sort of channel 
open to London for bare news reports, what-
ever happens. More than that we cannot say! 

Yours sincerely, 

• 

1.1 . 

P.S.—Could you find a way of telling all the 
people who have beer' sending us ' comforts ' 
for the Army that we're quite happy to pass 
them on ? Sometimes when we get a day or two, 
behind, our attic studio-cum-office looks like one 
of those village shops that sell everything, but 
we can assure people that everything goes to 
someone who needs it. 
One other thing: We should be glad to have 

the comments, rude or otherwise, of anyone who 
has time to write to us out here about our 
programmes. 
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AN I ITMA' WHO'S WHO 
All good things must come to an end, and Itma', whose weekly Tuesdays are 

now numbered, is no exception. So this is the time to take you behind the 

scenes to meet the boys and girls who have made Funf and the Office of Twerps 

a hilarious reality in millions of homes (we wish we had as many shillings) 

TOMMY HANDLEY, chief funmaker in the 
notorious Office of Twerps, was born in Liver-
pool. After leaving school, he entered a corn 
merchant's, where, so he says, he ' learned to 
flick corn with incredible accuracy at adjacent 
office windows'. Here, too, he probably picked 
up some of his ideas for the running of the 
' Itma ' office. Made his BBC début fifteen years 
ago in a series of revues, and has been a top-
liner ever since. 

Off-stage he is very much as he is in the 
studio—full of staccato wisecracks, with a good 
line in far-fetched puns, and an ability to keep 
his face straight when those around are 
convulsed. 
When the war broke out Tommy was one of 

the original members of the BBC's Bristol 
expeditionary force and was the first BBC artist 
to put over a wartime song hit—' Who is this 
man who looks like Charlie Chaplin?', composed 
by John Watt and Max Kester. 

In private life a simple soul who likes nothing 
better in his spare time than to stroll round 
Clifton Zoo with a bag of jelly babies in one 
pocket and a bag of nuts in the other. The 
babies are for himself and the bag of nuts for 
himself and the monkeys. Tommy likes bananas 
too, and that's why he can't bear to see his 
favourite animal fed—Alfred, án out-size in 
gorillas, gulps down forty of them at a sitting. 

VERA LENNOX plays the part of Deetty, Tommy 
Handley's Itma' secretary. The thing troubling 
her at the moment is that she's running out of 
misnomers for Tommy—there's a limit to the 
variations on Mr. Handcuff, Mr. Handbasin, 
Mr. Handbell, etc. 

She began her stage career at the age of ten 
in The Swineherd and the Princess, and has 
since starred in almost everything, from Wode-
house farce to Shakespeare. The trouper tradi-
tion comes naturally to her. The show's the 
thing, whatever she feels like. A fortnight ago 
she had such a bad cold that Dotty's boo-hoos 
were accompanied by a stream of tears. 
As well as Dotty, Vera portrays in ` lima' 

any exotic woman who may be in the script— 
Helga Schwenk, the beautiful spy, for instance, 
was her creation. 

* * * * 

JACK TRAIN, regularly plays three parts— 
Fusspot, old Jollop, and, last but not least, the 
fearful Funf. Funf first made his appearance 
in the second ' Inma ' broadcast of the war. It 
was a characteristic début. 
Fun): This is Funf speaking. 
Handley: Funf ? Funf ? Is that a name or a 

rude expression ? 
Fun f: It is Funf, your favourite spy. 
Funf was Worsley's idea—the origin of the 

character was recently described by ' The Broad-
casters' in the RADIO TIMES. The master-stroke 
was also Worsley's invention—to make Funfs 
sinister tones reverberate in a tumbler. Jack is 
now so used to Funfing into a tumbler that he 

can't drink a glass of beer without blowing 
bubbles—that's what Tommy Handley says, 
anyway. 

Apart from Fusspot and Jollop, Jack can twist 
his voice about so much that he can impersonate 
almost anybody he feels inclined to. He is slight, 
dapper, lean, with dark hair that keeps its shiny 
neatness until he gives an impersonation of 
Hitler. Another thing that spoils his appearance 
is his Lionel Barrymore imitation—all his suits 
show signs of wear round the lapels, which he 
clutches in true Barrymore fashion. 

His first broadcast was from Plymouth in the 
very early days of 5PY. His act consisted of a 
couple of songs and a tune on the baniolele. 
' You sang beautifully, Jack', said a friend the 
following morning, ' but the fellow who 
strummed the baniolele couldn't play for nuts.' 
He has done quite, a lot of straight acting, 

notably in lourney's End in the West End and 
on tour. Funf is his favourite part, however, 
the only snag being that he finds it difficult not 
to laugh. Listen carefully and you may hear a 
snigger or two escape from the tumbler. 

* * 

MAURICE DENHAM plays Mrs. Tickle, Vodkin, 
and Ferdinand, announcer of Radio Fakenburg. 
In addition to the queering falsetto of the 
glamorous Lola Tickle (studio audiences invari-
ably murmur in surprise: Well, I never! It's 
a man! '), Maurice can sing and speak tenor, 
contralto, bass, soprano, and baritone. 

His hair has retreated rather prematurely from 
his forehead, making him look older than he is; 
actually, he is only just thirty. 
Made his radio début in February, 1938. At 

the outbreak of war he had well over a hundred 
broadcasts to his credit. Additional appearances 
since then must have sent his total up to the 
250 mark. He has done everything in radio, 
from being the Rabbit in ' Winnie the Pooh' and 
reading stories in schools broadcasts, to playing 
Reggie Neemo in all the Mr. and Mrs. Neemo' 
sketches, and Gabby in Gulliver's Travels. He 
also acted the baby for Arthur Askey's foundling 
in Band Waggon', so expertly that there were 
several accusations of cruelty and dark talk about 
reports to the N.S.P.C.C. 
The rôle he likes best in lima' is helping 

with the effects'' particularly if it's something 
messy like water, but best of all he can supply 
the cries of pigs and fowls. 

BILLY TERNENT has provided the music for 
Itrna' ever since the outbreak of war. The 

band started by doing an ordinary accompany-
ing job, and has now developed into an integral 
part of the show—they can put down their 
instruments and do a cross-talk act with 
Tommy Handley. 
' Itma ' has already got under the skin of the 

band boys. They laugh as much as the audience, 
which is very rare for a band, and altogether 
behave rather peculiarly. Studio audiences, 
unacquainted with the wild effects'lima' has 

on those taking part in it, look quite worried 
when the boys give Red Irtlian shrieks at the 
end of the broadcast. 

Billy is the Beau Brumrsell of the ' hma' 
outfit—a lithe figure, faultkssly dressed, with 
hair that looks like an adver isement for Persico 
Brilliantine. For more thai thirteen years he 
has been attached to Jack Milton. Despite travels 
all over the world in tours with Hylton, you can 
still hear Billy's native town in his speech— 
Newcastle. 
No, he didn't compose the ' Iuna' signature 

tune. This catchy little nimber was put to-
gether by Francis Worsley Ind Michael North. 
The ' commercial ' tune, wh.ch Sam Costa sings 
to different words every week in the Radio 
Fakenburg spot', is the wcrk of a BBC Variety 
producer, Leslie Bridgmont. 

• 
THE CAVENDISH THREE are the young 
ladies who, among other things, introduce 
' hma ' with the It's That Man Again' signa-
ture tune and make Tom ny Handley's office, 
life difficult by acting as at xiliary secretaries to 
Vera Lennox. 
Two of them, Kay Cavendish and Pat 

Rignold, have dark brown hair, the third, 
Dorothy Carless, is a blonde. All are tall and 
attractive. * 

SAM COSTA is not on14, the vocalist, but 
Lemuel, that ' common boy' who worries 
Tommy Handley with ' Five, five, five', etc. 
'lima' has turned him no an actor. The 
' common boy' act worries him. If it gets a 
hold on him, he thinks, he might never again be 
able to croon rhymes lihe ' day' and ' say' 
without turning them to ' dye' and ' sigh'. 
Twenty-nine-year-old Sam does his funny stuff 
with a gusto worthy of a red-nosed comic, yet 
takes his singing seriously. When he croons, he 
pleads so realistically to the microphone that it 
is said his wife becomes ealous. Comes of a 
musical family that incluoed Michael Costa, a 
conductor well known round about the middle 
of the nineteenth century. Apart from his 
singing, he has held doy n jobs in first-class 
dance bands on his merit as a pianist. 

N b. 

TED KAVANAGH writes ire scripts. You were 
told all about him and the weekly ' Iuna' sit-
round, where the ideas are hatched, in a RADIO 
TIMES article by Harold Rathbone two weeks 
ago. 

FRANCIS WORSLEY, priiducer, is, in his own 
words, ' not really a producer at all, but an 
administrator'. After comi4 down from Oxford 
in 1926, he went to the Gc Id Coast as an educa-
tion officer looking after 2 bush province about 
the size of Wales, but wa invalided out of the 
Civil Service eighteen months after. He joined 
the BBC as a talks assistant at Cardiff in 1928, 
and had an interim of looking after .outside 
broadcasts and being proeamme director of the 
West Region before he was ittached to the Variety 
department a year ago. Tie thing that he's most 
proud of is that he lu s played cricket for 
Glamorgan on several °cessions. 
When ' Itina' started hour weeks before war 

was declared—Tommy Himdley had a floating 
broadcasting station in those days—Worsley had 
a worrying time choosini a title for the show. 
It was very nearly christened MUG — the 
Ministry of Universal Gr c tification. 
For a man who can crane and enjoy slapstick 

humour, Worsley has a arge serious streak in 
his make-up. He can pro.7e in a few words how 
Itma' follows the old &editions of the morality 

play and pantomime. Tommy Handley is Noah, 
Vodkin is Mrs. Noah, aid Funf is Beelzebub, 
a power of evil made funny. 
The artists who work with him swear by him. 
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TOMMY'S TEAM 
In January 1940, Radio Times 
revealed the faces behind It's 
That Man Again (ITMA), the 

famous radio conedy starring 
Tommy Handley .above). The 
show was a highlight in the 

war years and beyond. It ran 

until 1949 and endec when 

Handley died at the age of 56. 

rr314 1111A 

„00011111P 

"In 
'Mother's pride 
and joy, Mrs. 

Handley's boy' 

MEANWHILE 

THE BAND 

WILL PLAY . . . 

and on the left is 
Billy Ternent, 

who conducts it, 
and is an integral 
part of the ' Itma' 

outfit 

BEHIND THE SCENES: Each week's ltma' broadcast is thrashed out over the teacups by 
(L. to R.) Francis Worsley, Tommy Handley, Ted Kavanagh, Jack Train, and Maurice Denham 

WHAT A COMMON 

BOY!—Sam Costa, vocalist, 

now adds to the weekly com-
plications as Lemuel, the 

adenoidal office-boy 

WELL, ALL 
RIGHT, ALL 
RIGHT! — (Left) 
Tommy with his 
secretaries. Vera 
Lennox, as Dotty, 
(Oh, Mr. Hand-
cuff!), is seated, 
and the Cavendish 
Three are behind. 

MOST IRREGU-
LAR! — On the 
right is Mrs. Tickle 
(Maurice Denham) 
herself, complete 
with mop, doing 
her best for one of 
her gentlemen, in 
this case Jack 
Train, as Fusspot— 
or jollop—or both! 

. . . VOUS POUVEZ 

CRACHERI — Maurice 

Denham puts his heart into 

blowing the pip-pip signal of 
Radio Fakenburg 

THIS IS FUNF SPEAK-
ING—and this is exactly 

how Jack Train does it. Jack 

is also, when necessary, 

Funrs Father and Funf's 

Grandfather! 
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RADIO 
PRICE TWOPENCE * February 1€ 

TIME 
(INCORPORATING WORLD- RADIO) 

The twelre-hour dailv 

programmes shirt this week 

The service of special programmes 

intended for men of the Navy, Army, 

and Air Force is being extended to 

twelve hours daily, from 11 a.m. to 

11 p.m. Full details of all programmes 

are now given in the RADIO TIMES 

side by side with details of the Home 

Service programmes. Information about 

the new service will be found on page 3. 

b'  

JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

FOR THE 
FORCES 
This February edition 
mar ked the start of 
the BBC's For the 
Forces schedule for 
thow serving in the 
Navy, Army and Air 
Force, which ran daily 
for 12 hours a day 
starting at 11.00am. 
The new programmes 
were aimed at squads 
of "at least half-a-
dozen men grouped 
round one 
loudspeaker", rather 
than "a single listener 
sitting in solitary 
cor centration by 
his own fireside". 

.,...;e115-4341 
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RADIO TIMES 

FULL-TIME PROGRAMMES 
FOR THE FORCES 

TURN to the programme pages this 
week, and you will find a change. The 

Home Service programmes have had to 
squeeze up to make room for a welcome 
bedfellow in the shape of the programmes 
intended for listeners in His Majesty's 
Forces, sailors, soldiers, and airmen on active 
service both at home and abroad. 

There have been programmes for the 
Forces since January 7 from 6.0 p.m. on-
wards, and a summary of the items to be 
broadcast on the extra wavelength during the 
evening hours have duly appeared in the 
RADIO TIMES. But with the inauguration this 
Sunday, February 18, of a full twelve-hour 
service, from 11.0 a.m. to 11.0 p.m., the 
items will now be printed in as full detail 
as the Home Service programmes are. 
Actually this arrangement, paradoxically 
enough, allows more room not only for 
complete details of each programme but for 
more of those supplementary annotations 
which have bees for over ten years a feature 
of our programme pages. 
When the evening programmes for the 

Forces now being broadcast were first intro-
duced it was stated in the RADIO TIMES: 
' This is an experiment. If it succeeds, the 
BBC hopes soon to present the troops with 
something much more complete in the way 
of a daily programme.' Well, the experiment 
has succeeded. Technical difficulties have 
been overcome, and the requirements of 
national security ( still the first thing to be 
considered) have not been infringed. 
, Meanwhile the BBC has been conducting 
a systematic inquiry into what kind of pro-
grammes are most likely to satisfy those for 
whom this service is intended. All kinds of 
evidence has already been received from 
officers and men of the Navy, Army, and 
Air Force. And the first full-time pro-
grammes have been planned on the basis of 
what they have had to say. You will prob-
ably recall that the Director-General of the 
BBC has himself visited France to try to 
ascertain at first hand the likes and dislikes 
of the British Expeditionary Force and the 
Royal Air Force in France in particular. 
You will have heard his broadcast on 
February 7. You will have learned of 
his discovery that there seems to be the 

prospect of as much difficulty in satisfying 
all tastes in France as there has always 
notoriously been in satisfying all the differ-
ent tastes of listeners at home. 

* * * * 
Nevertheless various general assumptions 

have been made. One is that most active-
service listening will be group listening. 

TIMES AND WAVELENGTHS 
The full twelve-hour service of BBC pro-
grammes for the Forces will be heard this 
week on the following wavelengths: 

11 a.m. to 6 p.m. 373.1 m., 804 kc/s only 
373.1 m., 804 kc/s 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. { 
342.1 m., 877 kc/s 

7 p.m. to 11 p.m 342.1 m., 877 kc/s only 

NOTE—With the coming of British Summer 
Time on February 25 the above times, though 
not the wavelengths, will be slightly changed. 
Details of the changes will be given in next 
week's RADIO TIMES. 

That is to say, the picture that the pro-
gramme planners have in mind is of at least 
half-a-dozen men grouped round one loud-
speaker rather than of a single listener sit-
ting in solitary concentration by his own 
fireside. A second safe assumption, arising 
out of the first, is that light programmes 
will always be more acceptable, the kind of 
programmes that do not suffer unduly by 
interruption, either by conversation or by the 
call of duty — indeed, the kind of pro-
grammes that may even be enhanced by 
communal enjoyment and a running ex-
change of comment. 

Thus the BBC offers to this special 
audience of listeners plenty of Variety enter-
tainment, both from the studio and from 
theatres; of dance-band programmes (from 
France as well as from Britain) ; of theatre-
organ broadcasts, both from St. George's 
Hall and from cinemas where leading 
artists play; and outside broadcasts from 
theatres of excerpts from musical shows and 
revues. 

There will be radio thrillers, community 
singing, students' songs, and all possible 
kinds of sports broadcasts as they come 
along. One particular sports broadcast of 
special interest should awaken the eager 

anticipation of the Canadian troops: this is 
the recording for half-an-hour every Sunday 
evening of a commentary from Canada on 
the best of the previous day's ice hockey 
games. 

Talks will be few. They will include two 
weekly talks on sport, on Thursdays and 
Saturdays, when well-known sportsmen will 
be broadcasting. On Tuesdays that very 
human speaker John Hilton will talk about 
activities on the home front. Also on Tues-
days, every other week, there will be a fort-
nightly report, a kind of news-letter, from 
the Navy and Air Force, to keep the 
Army informed of what the other two 
Services are doing and how they are faring. 
Finally, there is ' Close Up', a feature 
that will cover all news of the world of 
entertainment. 

In response to an already considerable 
demand there will be simple and entertain-
ingly-devised lessons in French twice a week. 

Each day's broadcast will open with a 
summary of the programmes to be heard 
during the day, and will close with a similar 
summary for the following day. 

* * * * 
The point to emphasise about all these 

plans is that they are still tentative and ex-
perimental. The BBC cannot, any more than 
any other organisation, lay claims yet to 
expert knowledge of what exactly constitutes 
' the stuff to give the troops'. Only the 
troops themselves are able to reveal that. 
Even the experience of entertainers twenty-
five years ago can be no guide to what the 
new generation of sailors, soldiers, and air-
men prefers, a generation of civilian fighters 
who have come to maturity in a world in 
which the new popular arts of radio and° 
the films have helped to mould public taste 
anew. 

So the BBC awaits the verdict of the men 
of the fighting forces, and it cordially invites 
that verdict. Please, if you are a member of 
His Majesty's Forces, listen to the pro-
grammes, then write to the BBC with your 
opinions, criticisms, and suggestions; and 
in this way there may be every hope that a 
service which is now experimental shall be 
quickly strengthened into one of proven 
value. 

Invitation to all who are serving with H.M. Forces at home, on the sea, or abroad: the BBC will be delighted to receive 

letters from you with your opinions, criticisms, and suggestions in connection with the special programmes intended for your 

entertainmtnt. It is anxious for your collaboration in making these programmes a real success. Please write to the BBC. 
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BRITISH 
EXPEDITIONARY 
FORCE EDITIONS 

For the 
troops 
With the British 
Expeditionary 
Force stationed in 
France awaiting 
action, in 1940 
Radio Times began 
printing alternative 
editions for the 
BEF at a price 
of 1.50 francs. 
The covers 
often featured 
photographs of 
the glamorous 
female stars of 
the day like 
Hi, Gang!'s 
Bebe Daniels, 
Elizabeth Allan 
and the original 
Eliza Doolittle, 
Wendy Hiller. 
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BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE EDITION 

* Bebe * 
DANIELS 

is in the new Sunday 

* Hi. Gang with 

VIC OLIVER 

(Inc_ 

BEN LYON 
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teautiful face. a> vou or here, and a glorum 

>irunnit coke, a, you will hear on Sunday 
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PROGRAMMES FOR 

FRANCS 1.50 April 14-20  
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( Gracie ) 

( Fields ) 

is here again ! On Tuesday you will 

be able to hear her broacicasting from 

the Paris Opera House in o special ell-

star, Anglo-French concert. 

* * * * * * * * * 

G RACI E ! Our Gracie : She 

can do anything with an audience, whether 

they see he; or' only hear her. She can slake 

you split your sides with laughter, then in a 

moment she can bore through your tunic to 

touch your most sentimental spot and make 
your eyes moist. She can get a whole crowd 

of VOL singing rollicking choruses at the tops 

of your voices, then a minute later you can 

sit back quietly and be thrilled by her liquid 

notes as she sings ' Ave Maria ' Jerusakin ' 

—or, as in her Christmas Day broadcast, 

come, all ye faithful 

Above all, the secret of Gracie's enchant-

ment is her sympathy. As you listen to her, 

you know very well that she has great 

sympathetic imagination. You feel instinenvely 

that she knows how bored you can get with 

cleaning your buttons and all the other 

hundred-and-one dreary routine duties. 

She knows it all. She is not one of your 

condescending high-hat sort. but one of the 

people—one of you ! 

Is it too much to hail her, as all her soldier, 

sailor, and airmen audiences hail he 

of the boys' AWAY AND HOME 
The cover of the British Expeditionary Force edition 

for 14-20 April 1940 featured Forces' Sweetheart 

Gracie Fields. Back in Britain, the standard edition 

(rigit) depicted the flying-boats of the RAF Coastal 

Cornmand patrolling B -itain's vital sea routes. 

 leg 
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What infernal noise is that in there?' 
Programme for the Forces, Sir.' 

' HELTER-SHELTER'. Come and join the cheerful shelterers toni 
at 8.0 when a new Variety show for the Home Front gets going. 

. eN 
-tariN 

f. 

' Now in a second or two, all being well, you people at home will hear 
actually leaving the gun' 

John's head gave Joan 
a shock---
when he came 
home on leave 

HOW THIN 
youtl" yor 
ON 701, 
Jain,/ 

ft' INiNINS I 

„: CANT it r JOHN 
• 40 IALD AT 04,S 

4tif /*mil Po 
étSOME io4í 
,-k_tagovr IT ". 

Hlm SwEAR To 

USE IT 

IT has been discovered that there are 
fourteen separate and distinct organic elements 
in the natural food the hair must have for Lu 
healthy growth. These fourteen elements have 
actually been prepared and combined in Silvikrin 
in Nature's exact proportions. When the blood 
stream fails to feed these elements to the hair roots, 
dandruff, falling hair and even baldness remit. 
and the only thing to do is to apply Silvik rin— 
because it contains the missing elements. That is 
why Silvikrin has been so astonishingly successful 
in clearing up dandruff, stopping hair falling and 
a.A 11 grt,wing ncw hair. 

MY 

LOSI 

.. a... ,„ 
..s, "e .44. MI 

-vid e" 1.4kw. 
Oil W".*.Mk. 4f• »  

sit4u.. elhe set,' • 

\ 

ieriewe 'i‘ 

Y 

SBAND IS 
HIS HAIR-

ikwAT Do you 
MUNN», 

SILVIKRIN 
m,4-DAM, HAS 

1I VEN leVNDERFUL 

RELUI TJ. 

Kliey JOHN. 
SO cjiAD 
HEARD OF 

24— 

DO YOU MAKE THE 

DANDRUFF SIGN' 

Dandruff 11111411...--

the shell 
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1-10V1 TO MOLE 
YOUR BOG 

IN N MR RAID 
Panic measures are entirely unnecessary, and 
provided you take a few simple precautions, your 
dog can continue to give you his faithful companion-

ship in these difficult times of war. 

Install your dog's sleeping basket 

in the air raid shelter or refuge 

room and let him get accustomed 

to sleeping there. 

To minimise fear and reduce shock 

give the dog a dose of Bob Martin's 

Fit and Hysteria Powders when 

the raid warning sounds. They 

cost only 6d. a carton from all 

chemists and dog-food shops. 

If your dog is of an excitable 

nature and is inclined to snap at 

strangers, it would be an advisable 

safeguard to keep a muzzle handy. 

Glide the muzzle gently into 

position — don't tug it! 
, 

Avoid undue agitation when hand-

ling the dog. Keep Calm— and 4 your dog will be made less ' nervy' 
by your example. Your calm will 

be a reassurance to him — his 

company will comfort you. 

OF Detailed instructions on air raid protection 

and wartime care of dogs and cats are contained 

in h special booklet ' Your Dog and Cat in Wartime.' 

Every owner is urged to write for a free copy from 

Bob Martin Ltd., 98 Union St., Southport, Lancs. 

BOMBERS OVER GERMANY 
In an issue from August. RT shone a light on the role being played 

by RAF bomber pilots. The billing for Bombers over Germany said: 

"Listeners will be told exactly what happened from the moment the 
Whitley bombers took off, to the moment they la -ded after their trip 
to Bremen." The trip in question was a bombing raid on an oil refinery. 

vpi_ 
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YOUR WARTIME FOOD 
This food chart is issued in connection with the Tuesday -

morning talks, ' The Kitchen in Wartime' 

Some food from each group should be chosen each day 

GROUP I 

BODY-BUILDING FOODS 

They build the body and 
prevent the tissues wearing out. 

Milk 

Cheese 

Eggs 

Meat 

Fish 

Many vegetable foods such as peas 
and beans, bread and potatoes, 
help in body-building; but they 
are not such good body-builders 
aç these five. 

GROUP II 

They 

ENERGY .POODS 
provide fuel for 
human body. 

Potatoes 

Bread and Flour 

Oatmeal 

Rice. Sago 
Sugar 

Dried Fruit 

Honey 

Cheese 

Butler or Margarine 

Dripping. Suet. Lard 

Baron and Ham 

the 

GROUP III 

Milk 

Butter or Margarine 

Cheese 

Eggs 

Herrings, Salmon 
(canned or fresh) 

PRICE rwootucE 

GROUP IV 

PROTI...CTIVE FOODS • 

They protect us from disease. 

Potatoes 

Green Vegetables and 
Salads 

Fruit (fresh or canned. 
but not dried) 

Carrots 

Toms toes 

moo:mom FOR 
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RADIO'S CONCENTRATI 
ALL SAINTS 

REDLAND HALL 
?ARK 
HALL 

FAN ‘‘ 
MAIL. 

THE BBC IS DISTRIBUTED 

DIN:LY THROUGHOUT BRISTOL . 

BROADCASTING 
HOUSE 

‘,...10spER. 
Gee FOR pla7e 

ON 
DUNKLEY had with him an extra supply of 

black crayon. ' I've read all about the BBC 
CLIFTON beards in the papers—you need a nice soft lead 

COLLEÇE PARISH to get a good bushy effect . . . Corduroy 
ROAD HALL trousers, too, they say. . . . 

Of the hundreds of BBC staff and artists 
stationed in Bristol there are only seven beards 
and—on public view, anyway—two pairs of 
corduroy trousers. The BBC in Bristol, there-
fore, still stands for the 13 itish Broadcasting 
Corporation and not for B istol's Beards and 
Corduroys. 

CHAPTER. CDOPERATNE In Bristol are the wartime headquarters of 
HOUSE 

HALL Variety, religious and scbools broadcasting, 
music, and Children's Hour In addition, the 
old West Region still carries on, very much in 
deed if not in name, so thrt Bristol also con-
tributes a good share of drami and outside broad-
casts. Turn on your set to the Home Service 

fecs pan/sewer' or Forces wavelength and it more than a fifty-
DORIS N ICHOLS fifty chance what you hear «ornes from Bristol. 

Here is a more concentrated concentration THE NOT-TOO-MUCH camp 
of radio than the same area around 

SPORTS ROOM Broadcasting House in London. As far as the 
BBC staff and repertory ar ists are concerned, 
there are no suburbs to go I orne to after work-
ing hours, so that if you oon't like somebody 
else's face it's just too bad. 
Dunkley actually discovered that Harry 

Pepper always plays a game of his own ron Sunday afternoons; he )ets himself he will 
see at least one BBC persor for every hundred 
yards he strolls. 

Altogether there are thirtet n studios in Bristol, 
seven in Broadcasting Hmise, the remainder 

Wsio is rr 
being scattered over a distan oe of about two miles. 
These outposts range from the Lady Chapel of 

A • HOWDY FOLKS ' HUDDLE 

KEN WAY S 

you N q 

BROApc ,STi 
HOUS E SERVE - 

youRseLF - 
CANTEÑ 

40 

WE DON'T KNOW 
YET. 9uT s 
ÇOY A 
IISMRD 

uRcto mASrEN. 
SFLI Dc( p-NoNT 

ERIC enraieers. 

MOST 
nF THE 
REvut cmoRuS Reo 

e//iVA 

'4,/,tozvy 
/2/o//ruzai-

MEET, 

'BUMPS DORIS DORIS MARRY DICK VERA PATRiC NELEN CLAREmcE DR. RONALD 
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DOORS 
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CAMP! 
Jack Dunkley, popular RADIO TIMES artist, went 

to Bristol to see the radio stars back-stage. This 

is what he saw— 

the Cathedral, where the morning services come 
from (just Studio 19 to the BBC), to a store-
room in the Co-Operative Hall, where serious 
orchestral concerts come from, and three parish 
halls, Clifton, Redland Park, and All Saints'. 

Clifton Parish Hall was converted at the out-
break of war into a fully-equipped studio within 
three days. There is undoubtedly a labyrinth 
of wires and plugs and switches and what-not 
beneath the floorboards, but to ordinary eyes 
there is little change. There still remains a stage, 
which seems haunted by the ghosts of innumer-
able amateur performances of Charley's Aunt 
and which is not used by the BBC (no, not 
even for Garrison Theatre ') ; leaded-glass 
windows framed in Gothic stonework; and two 
hundred or so chairs, battened together in rows. 
which come in useful for studio audiences. 
There are microphones now, of course, gramo-

phone turntables, and a glass-fronted control 
room that makes the engineers look like fish in 
an aquarium. 

You can imagine how all this appealed to 
a simp..e soul like Dunkley, but his biggest thrill 
was to come later—when he learned that between 
broadcasts of dance music and other frivolities 
a Bible class still meets regularly at Redland 
Park Hall. 
The frieze at the bottom of these two pages 

perhaps needs some explanation. It shows a 
typical scene in the new canteen at Bristol's 
Broadcasting House. You takes your choice on 
the left and pays your money at the cash desk 
on the right. There are as many as twenty-four 
tables in this restaurant, but the queue is so long 
at lunch-time that Dunkley would have wanted a 
specially wide edition of the RADIO TIMES to 

get it all in. 
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THE BBC IN BRISTOL 
Bristol had become the wartime 

HQ for much of the BBC's output, 

including variety, religion, schools, 
music, drama and Children's Hour. 

In a May1940 RT, the proliferation 
of BBC personnel was likened - 
rather unfortunately - to a 

concentration camp, and depicted 
by cartoonist Jack Dunkley. Notables 

included actor Jack Warner and a 
very early BBC watchdog, Barty. 

BBC WATCH POi 
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MARTYN PAT DOROTHY 
le-OSTER RiceNOLO CARLES6 

MAY. 
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DANE6C 
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ALVAR L1DELL 
is second senior announcer, and since 
war began has been responsible for 
arranging announcers' duty rotas. 
After trying various careers—stage, 
films, a job in a bank—he joined the 
BBC as announcer at Birmingham in 
1932, being transferred to London the 
following year. His chief hobby is the 
singing of lieder, but he is also an 
expert dart-thrower—only last night 
he represented the BBC against the 
champion clansman of the ' Parish 
Mags 

(9.0 p.m. News—Monday) ## 

ALAN HOW LAN D 
Before he returned to the BBC to 
become a regular news-reader, the 
precise and lucid diction of Alan 
Howland had become familiar to 
countless people by reason of his 
regular sports commentaries for news 
films. But how many of the younger 
generation of filmgoers recognised the 
voice of Alan Howland as that, of 
one who in earlier days had regularly 
entertained them as ' Columbus' in 
the old London Children's Hour? 
He was no stranger to the micro-
phone when he returned to it early 
this year. An Oxford man, he had 
his first stage experience with the 
O.U.D.S.; he played in Ibsen's The 
Pretenders nearly twenty years ago. 

(9.0 p.m. News—Thursday) 

Introducing 
For the first time here is a picture gallery of all of them at once, all the BBC 

News-Readers now regularly on the air in the Home Service and Forces progr 

exceptions are one or two who are liable to be called up for military service at 

whose voices you are therefore unlikely to hear long enough to become familiar 

With each portrait we print details of one occasion during the coming week wh 

to hear that particular announcer. 

In charge of announcers is John Snagge, renowned for his outside broadcast 

His portrait, which has often appeared in the RADIO TIMES, is not included he 

he has announced or read the news now and again, he is one whose voice you do 

Remember that an announcer's job does not consist in merely announcing. 

programme is on the air, the announcer is its unofficial ' chairman ', ready at 

tactfully to any unforeseen emergency in order to keep the stream of pro 

smoothly to the advantage of every listener. 

HERE ARE THE NEWS-RE 

FRANK PHILLIPS 
Born in Devon, he was formerly a 
professional singer, and agrees with 
Stuart Hibberd and Frederick Allen 
that such experience was the finest 
training for his present job. His first 
broadcast was as a singer in 1928. 
Toured 17,000 miles in South Africa, 
then to Canada for a Toronto music 
festival. Has sung at Three Choirs 
Festivals and Royal Choral Society 
and Bach Choir concerts. Became a 
BBC announcer in 1935. Often does 
' BBC Observer' work for the News 
Department, acts as M.C. for many 
of Neil Munro's.parlour games, and 
presents gramophone programmes. He 
begins a new gramophone series on 
Wednesday, called Apropos'. 

(9.0 p.m. News—Wednesday) 

4p, 

PUTTING FACES TO THE VOI 
In August 1940, RT provided readers with this galle 

BBC announcers and newsreaders. Another 16 app: 

following pages in the magazine ( but not shown in t 

JOSEPH MACLEOD 
joined the BBC in 1938 after being 
barrister, author, private tutor, book-
reviewer, and theatrical producer and 
lecturer. Having travelled to Russia 
to study the theatre there, he broad-
cast a talk on his journey, which, 
with two Children's Hour talks on 
birds—his favourite hobby—gained 
him the offer of an announcer's job. 
Before the war he lived in one of 
England's oldest houses, but has now 
sold it and lives in an ultra-modern 
flat. His dogs he had to give away, 
but he and his wife were among the 
first to adopt Zoo animals. They are 
foster-parents to a pygmy hippo and 
a small panda. He is an F.Z.S., by 
the way. 

(9.0 p.m. News—Saturday) 
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CK ALLEN 
news-reader, but is 
anyone is ill or on 
ckground is the con-
riety stage. He has 
f singing and elocu-
onal and educational 
ading firm of music-
had also done a con-
s of radio acting and 
ccoming a BBC an-
. He is, as you see, 
genial, with a great 

r. His great interest 
has been since his 
m how to hold a bat 
x. Was for years an 
of Middlesex, and is 
rt behind the stumps. 

eves—Tuesday) 
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your announcers 

STUART HIBBERD 
The BBC's Senior Announcer has 
been at the job for sixteen years, 
having joined the British Broadcast-
ing Company on its second birthday. 
He has announced many great events 
in his time ; his reading of the final 
bulletin preceding the death of King 
George V will long be remembered. 
He was a choral exhibitioner at 
Cambridge and a member of the 
Cambridge University Musical 
Society. Last war service: Gallipoli, 
Mesopotamia. Later, on North-West 
Frontier. Now platoon commander 
in the Home Guard. 

(Jacques String Orchestra—Sunday 
Home, 7.0 p.m.) 

T. L. L. FARRAR 

announces many of the musical pro-
ductions of the Gordon McConnel or 
Mark Lubbock type. He has been 
with the BBC since 1925, as an-
nouncer, productions executive, and 
compiler of programmes, and has 
taken part in hundreds of Children's 
Hour broadcasts under the name of 
Ajax', by which name he is gener-

ally known both in and out of the 
BBC. Originally intended for a par-
son, he has been an actor, a farmer, 
an assistant sales manager, and a 
pedlar of vacuum cleaners. During 
the last war he helped to form the 
Roosters concert party. 

(BBC Theatre Orchestra—Wednes-
day Home and Forces, 2A p.m.) 

FREDERICK GRISEWOOD 

is known to everybody as Freddie. 
He became a BBC announcer in 
1929, changed to Outside Broadcasts 
in 1937, but since the war went back 
to announcing, though this time only 
in the Overseas service. But home 
listeners still hear him every week 
as the friendly compère putting 
everyone at his ease in ' The World 
Goes By'. Was originally a singer. 
Sang bass solo part in Henschel's 
Requiem at Queen's Hall, 1913. 
Creator of the radio character ' Our 
Bill', based on the rustics of his 
native Cotswolds. 

(` The Woad Goes By '—Wednesday 
Home and Forces, 6.45 p.m.) 

T. P. DAWSON 
announces many programmes with a 
Scottish interest or of Scottish origin. 
He was born in Cawnpore, but left 
India at the age of twelve to be edu-
cated at the University of Edinburgh. 
Since joining the BBC at the end of 
1936, he has broadcast several com-
mentaries on Scottish events, includ-
ing one on the Royal visit to Scotland 
in 1937. He also produced several 
light programmes. But the war 
brought him back to his original 
job of announcing. His hobbies are 
swimming and tennis and stamp-
collecting (specialising in stamps of 
the Indian Native States). 

(Orchestral Concert—Saturday Home, 
12 noon) 

ELIZABETH COWELL 
became famous as one of the original 
television announcers. She hopes to 
be a television producer some happier 
day. She did actually produce 14 
shows at Alexandra Palace, all ballet. 
Began as a full-time announcer for 
broadcasting last November, an-
nouncing chiefly music programmes 
and Variety shows. Her dulcet tones 
were hailed by most listeners as a 
welcome innovation. Now presents 
gramophone programmes for the 
Forces called ' From Me to You' 
and, until lately, always introduced 
She's My Lovely'. 

(' Tunes Everybody Knows '—Mon-
day Forces, 4.45 p.m.) 

MAURICE SHILLINGTON 

became an announcer at Belfast in 
1936. He comes of an old Ulster 
linen family. In 1928 he went out to 
Nigeria on an education job. There 
he developed a taste for polo, now an 
absorbing hobby: with a few kindred 
spirits he helped to revive polo in 
Ulster, and before the war often 
played for the Ulster Polo Club. An 
attempt to cross the Sahara by car in 
1935 was the subject of his first 
broadcast. He married an American 
lady while on a holiday trip to the 
States in 1937. Nowadays he is also 
the extremely proud possessor of three 
Home Girard stripes. 

(Irish Rhythms—Tuesday 'Forces, 
6.40 p.m.) 

• 

ROY RICH 

was connected all his life with the 
theatre until he became a BBC 
announcer in March, first appearing 
as a child in Hassan at His Majesty's. 
During eight years at the London 
Hippodrome was everything from 
chorus boy to manager. At the age 
of 28 was productions manager for 
G.T.C. and Moss Empires, Ltd. 
Produced the stage version of Band 
Waggon'. After four months of an-
nouncing, was appointed Assistant 
Presentation Director, and now com-
pères such programmes as his own 
'Record Time'. 

(` Record Time'—Tuesday Forest, 
7.45 p.m.) 

bitLLE BELFRAGE 

is yet adother recruit from the stage, 
which he graced for 12 years not 
only in London and the provinces 
but in Canada, the U.S.A., and 
South America. Began to broadcast 
in 1928 and since then has played 
hundreds of parts in radio drama— 
though none more notable than his 
recent rôle of narrator to the Pick-
wick and Vanity Fair serials. Joined 
BBC in 1935 to take over the audi-
tioning, casting, and booking of 
drama artists, and still carries on with 
this part-time, combining it now with 
announcing. 

(Bel! rage will be on leave this week, 
but you will hear him read the 6 p.m. 
News on Wednesday, Septembier 4), 
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PRICE TWOPENCE 

.1 PROGRAMMES /OR 

September I - 7 

RADIO TIMES 
JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

(INCORPORATING WORLD RADIO( 

' Napoleon 
Couldn't 
Do It' 

„ 
ALSO THIS WEEK: 

Calling All Workers I 

Leslie Howard 

The Minister of Information 
„ 

'Twelve Months Ago' 

Gibraltar 

Herbert Morrison 
e 

Jack Warner 

Masks Matfhows 
In aakodr, 

TIME 
a.m. 

10.5 

1010 

11.0 

11 20 

11.25 

11.40 

12.0 
m 

1.50 

210 

2.15 

2 35 

2.40 

PRICE nivosiEmcs 
PROORANNES PCI 

September a - 14 

RADIO TIMES 
JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

:NCORPORATINC WORLD.RAD101 

000ee" 
%sae 

Charles El Cochran o(ctute 

oresent• lho fir« 01 his 

Saturday shows on SaaternItar 14 

ALSO THIS WEEK 

National Day of Prayer 

Robert Donat 

'Gay Divorce' 

'Uniform House' 

Arthur Askey 
arta oe Cora. 

'Anchor Day' 
brdon enhOrnb 11.• tn.10•1 

'France Fights On' 
lore 1rsnannw. 

BROADCASTS TO SCHOOLS 1940- 4 1 

Autumn T.-nu, St./deft/her 9 tr, orb, r l,Pat, • r.‘prir,;.: and SIIMMer 1 *, rms 7..111 1,, 

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 

MONDAY 

News Commentary 
Senior n-15 

Singing Together 
Junior and Senior 

9-15 

Inter vat Musrc 

Senior English Ill 
Secondary and others 14-16 

English for Under-Nines 
Junior 7-9 

The Practice and Science 
of Gardening 
Senior 11-15 

Interval Music 

World History 

Junior 9-12 

i 
. ._.. 

Inter val Music 

, 
Senior English i i 

Senior 11-14 

3.0 
A copy of the detailed programme for the Autumn Term has been sent to every reg,stered listening school. 

already done so should write at once to the Secretary of the Central or Scottish Council for School Broadcasting 

TUESDAY 

News CornmentarY 
Senior 11-15 

Physical Trang 

Junior 9-12 

Inter val MUSK 

Games .th Words 

Junior 9-12 

Talks for Filth Forms 

News Commentary 

Senior 1-

Music and Mzivement 
for Juniors 

Junior 7-9 

Current Affairs 
Senior 11-15 

44 

For Rural Schools 
Junior and Senior 

9--15 

Inte-val Music 

For Undor-Sevens 

Mier val Music 

Senior tnglish II 

Senior 11-15 

Broadcasts in Welsh 

Music Making 
Junior and Senior 

9-15 

Interval Music 

General Science 
Senior 12-15 

Interval Music 

Junior English 

Junior 9-12 

News Commentary 

Senior 11-15 

Preparatory Concert 
Broadcasts 

Intermediate I,ench 
14 and ever 

Senior Geograp 
Senior 11-

Nature Study 
Junior 9 12 

Interval Music 

Physical Trainsnç 

(Classroornsl 
Junior 9 - 12 

Interval Music 

British History 
Senior 11-15 

Any school 

at broadcastr 

FR 
10 5 

News C mentaiY 

ONE YEAR ON... 
In September 1940, a year after the 

war had startei, Radio Times drew 

a "topical parallel" to Napoleon (above 

left) and heralded light-hearted variety 

from impresar o Charles B Cochran 

(above right). School broadcasting 

was recognisel as "a highly important 

national service" and RT printed 

a full schedule. 
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start:. on September 9, 
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Fighter 

Pilot 

November 3 — 9 

TIMES 
BROADCASTING 

(INCORPORATING WORLD-RADIO) 

A feature programme showing you the 

fighter pilots of the R.A.F. in training 

will be broadcast oh Tuesday. Here 

is a pilot, typical of the young men 

who fly the Spitfires and Hurricanes 

(page 16) 

ALSO THIS WEEK 

C. H. Middleton 
Returns to your garden ¡page 9J 

Edith Evans 
In Congreve's comedy ' The Way of the World' 

(Page 1)) 

'In Hazard' 
Play from the novel by Richard Hughes (page 13) 

Jessie Matthews 
As the ' Young Lady at Large' in new serial (page re 

Turkey 
Story of the rebirth of a nation (page 19) 

'These Men Were Free' 
Battles of Thermopylae and Salamis (page 27) 

'In Town Tonight' 
Cornes back for its eighth season (page 30) 

CORPORATION 

FIGHTER PILOT 
As the country suffered the onslaught of t-ie Blitz, in 

November Radio Times celebrated the heroism of RAF 

fighter pilots. The 30-minute broadcast, w-itten and 

produced by Cecil McGivern, followed a pilot through the 

RAF's intensive training programme until tihe moment he 

was ready to take to the skies in a Spitfire or Hurricane. 
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MINISTRY OF FOOD 

THE WEEK'S 

DO without that second 

helping, that extra snack, unless 

you really need them. Turn 

today's scraps into tomorrow's 

soups and savouries. Our 

waste is Hitler's weapon. 
Save food! Save money! 

Save cargo space for munitions! 

Remember ta .tuns on the wireless 
at 8.15 every morning. You'll 
hear many useful household hints 

ON THE KITCHEN FRONT 
BLACKBERRY JAM 

Allow s lb. sugar to each lb. fruit. 
The blackberries must not be over-
ripe. Put the fruit in a pan, and 
after sprinkling the sugar over it, 
let it stand for 3 or 4 hours. Place 
the pan over a low fire and Itir with 
a wooden spoon until the sugar is 
quite dissolved and the mixture 
comes to the boil. Boil rapidly for 
z5 minutes stirring all the time. 

Then begin to test 
by cooling a little 
jam on a plate. If 
the surface sets 
and wrinkles when 
you push it with 
your finger, the jam 

is at setung-point. Take the pan 
from the fire. Cool a little. Remove 
the scum if it is very thick and pour 
the jam (tito dean, dry, warm jars. 
Cover immediately. If the jam is 
for tinmediate. use, only I lb. sear 
is necessary for each M. fruit. 

A Grand Use for Stale Bread 
Cut the stale ends pt your loaves into 
neat pieces and bake them in the 
oven whenever you happen to have 

it on. They make crisp, delicious 
rusks, excel iat for the children's 
teeth. 

Grated Carrot Sandwich 
Carrots are an exceptionally health- , 
giving food and are rich in natural 
sugar. A grated carrot sandwich, 
preferably made with wholemeal 
bread, is a fine sustainer for an 

energetic child. 

HEALTH HINT. Steam your 

vegetables rather than boil them. 

Steaming conserves their goodness. 
If you have to boil them, use very 

little water and save that water for 

gravy or soup. Never over - cook 
them. It wastes fuel and destroys 
much of their nourishing content. 

THE MINISTRY OF FOOP LONDON, S.W.I 

MINISTRY 

AN army marches on its 
stomach." In this war, where every kitchen is in the 
front line, we all march on our stomachs. 

Today science offers to help us to victory on 
the kitchen front. Everyone kr ows that certain 
foods are needed for energy and fbr body-building. 
But do you realise that other foods ( rich in vitamins 

and mineral salts) .are essential for protecting us from illness? 
Below there is a list of these ' medicine' fooc s, which science 
calls the protective foods. Read on if you wa it to know what 
to eat for health. 

ON THE KITCHEN FRONT 
CHIEF PROTECTIVE FOODS 
Milk 
Butter or 

Margarine 
Cheese 

Potatoes 
Green Vegetables 
(fresh or canned 

but not dried) 
Salads 

Eggs Fruit (fresh or 
Herrings (fresh, canned but not 

canned or salt) dried) 
Salmon (fresh or Carrots 

canned ,ta Tomatoes 
Liver Wholemeal Bread 

TWO WAYS OF 

PRESERVING TOMATOES. 
Tomato Puree. Wash the tomatoes 
and cut in quarters; heat in a covered 
saucepan until they are quite soft. A 
quarter-ounce of salt and a quarter-
ounce of sugar to each two pounds of 
tomatoes may be added if desired. 
Rub the pulp through a sieve. Return 
it to the pan and reheat. Pour im-
mediately into clean hot jars and 
seal either with mutton fat, or with 
three or four rounds of thin paper 
brushed with home-made paste an 
pressed down firmly one on 
the other over the neck of 

Skinned whole 
Blanch the toma 
for about half-a 
in cold water. P 
pack in screw-b 
Cover with brin 
ounce of salt to 
A very little sug 
of an ounce) in 
brine if desired. 
way as for bottle 
temperature to 
and maintain t 
30 minutes. 

SWEDES AN 
E 

Don't always ea 
turnips with mea 
food and make 
themselves. 
turnips an 
pieces. 
in a 
lid 

oniatoes in Brine. 
in boiling water 
flute; then put 
the tomatoes and 
d or clip-top jars. 
made from half an 
ne quart of water. 
r (about a quarter 
be added to the 

terilisc in the same 
fruit, but raise the 
' F. in II hours 
temperature for 

e • 

T NIPS 
SEROLE. 
edes and 
xcellent 
rse by 
S or FOOD 

•• FACTS 
The Mir istry of Food ran 

regular adterts during the war 

offering adyici? on nutrition, shopping 

locally and how fo cook during rationing. 
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MINISTRY OF FOOD 

THE WEEK'S 

1\13 
WE help the war effort if we buy what happens 

to be plentiful in our own locality. Stocks naturally 
vary a little in different parts of the country, but here 
is a " plenty list" which applies to most places: 

HOME- KILLED MEAT • COFFEE • POTATOES 

OATMEAL • HOME-GROWN VEGETABLES 

011 THE KITCHEN FRONT 
How to Dry Apples 

We may be short of apples later in 
the year—through bringing muni-
tions instead of apples in the ships 
from Canada. So here is a way of 

# preserving t h e 
present supply— 
it can be i:sed 
for windfal% or 
blemished fruit. 

-- Wipe the 
apples, remove 

m cores with a 
round corer and 

- peel thinly. Cut 
out any blemishes. Slice into rings 
about thick. Steep the rings for 
to minutes in water comaining 
11 ozs. salt to the gallon. 
Thread the rings on sticks or spread 

on slatted trays or cake racks covered 
with muslin. Dry in a very cool oven 
(leaving the door open to let the steam 
escape) or over a hot cylinder or on the 
rack of. a stove, until they resemble 
chamois leather. The temperature 
should not exceed 120' F. At this heat 
the process usually takes about 4 hours. 
Turn once or twice during drying. Cool 
for 12 hours, then pack in paper bags, 
jars or tins and gore in a dry mace. 

How to Make Porridge 

et double saucepan or porringer is 
excellent for making porridge. Ii you 
have not got one, use a 2 lb. stone jam 
jar in a saucepan of boiling water. 
Allow 2 OZS. medium oatmeal to 
pint water. Bring the water to the boil. 

Sprinkle in the oatmeal, stirring all the 
time. Sprinkle slowly so that the water 
does not go otf the boil. Boil and stir for 

e THE 

5 minutes, then put in a level teaspoon-
ful of salt. Cover the pan and simmer for 
about 45 minutes, stirring occasionally. 

If you have a hay-box (see Food 
Facts No. Is for how to make one) boil 
the porridge for ç minutes as before, 
then leave in .the hay-box all night. In, 
the morning reheat and serve. 

Two Ways with Swedes 
BAKED 

So edes are delicious baked round the 
joint. Peel them thinly, cut into neat 
cubes and arrange round the meat in 
the baking tin. Baste front time to time. 
When they are golden brown they are 
ready. 

HASHED 
If preferred, boil the swedes in a very 

little salted water until tender. Drain 
(using the water for gravy) and mash 
with a little dripping. Add a dash of 
.pepper and serve piping hot. 

Home-Killed Meat 
Buy home-killed meat—and so assist 

our farmers and help to build up our 
reserves of imported meat. This needn't 
increase your housekeeping bills. Home-
killed second quality is as good as im-
ported and just as cheap. For instance, 
home-killed second quality boneless 
silverside, which goes such a long way 
with carrots and dumplings, costs 114d 
per lb. 

Beef cuts for stews are excellent bar-
gains. Boneless neck of beef lad per lb. 
first quality and rod. second quality) is 
ideal pie and pudding meat. You can 
make rich soups from clod and sticking, 
or knee joints (get the butcher to crack 
the bones for you). 
Other economical cuts are brisket of 

beef, breast of mutton, sheeps' hearts, 
hand with foot (pork), and knuckle of veal. 

Juin en your wireless at 8.15 .eery morning ta hear useful hints and reeity 

MINISTRY OF FOOD, LONDON, S.YV.I 

MINISTRY OF FOOD 

ON THE POTATO FRONT 

POTATOES are home grown: we can eat as 
many as we like without using one inch of cargo space. 
Potatoes are good for us: they give us energy and 
bodily warmth and are what scientists call" protective" 
foods—that is, they help us to ward off infections. And 
remember — potatoes shouldn't always mean boiled 
potatoes. There's no end to the delicious ways in 

which they can be served. 

Con you Cook 
Potatoes? " 

Before you answer 
" Yes " just read quickly 
through these questions. 

1. Do you always scrub 
your potatoes rather than 
peel them ? (Nearly one-
fifth of the value of the 
potato is lost if it's 
peeled.) 

2. Do you conserve the goodness of 
your potatoes by baking or steaming 
them whenever possible? ( If you 
haven't a steamer, a colander put over a 
pan of boiling water and covered with 
the pan lid will do.) 

3, When boiling potatoes, do you 
boil them only for io-s5 minutes, then 
dra:n, cover with a cloth and the lid 
and then let them cook in their own 
steam for about zo minutes, to keep 
them whole and floury ? 

4. Do you keep your baked potatoes 
nice and floury by bursting them gently 
when they are done, and mum-mg them 
to the oven for a minute to let the steam 
escape? 

Potato Salad 
The golden rule about Potato Salad 

is " Mix warm and eat cold." 
Steam some potatoes in their skins, 

peel and cut them into small chunks 
while still warm, add a finely chopped 
raw onion and whatever kind of salad 
dressing you like best. Mix these to-
gether thoroughly with a wooden spoon. 
When the salad, is cold, add a good 
sprinkling of chopped parsley. 

Stuffed Baked Potatoes 
Large baked potatoes can be stuffed 

ir. a great variety of ways. Here are 
three suggestions : 

T. Cut the potato la 
half lengthwise, scoop out 
most of the inside and 
mix in a basin with pepper 
and salt and about 2 osa. 
of grated cheese. Pile the 
mixture :nto the potato 
cases, sprinkle the tope 
with a little more grated 
cheese and return to the 
oven to brown. 

2. Mix the scooped-out potato with 
about 4 ozs. of cooked meat or fish, 
finely chopped. Season with salt and 
pepper, pile into the cases, sprinkle with 
chopped parsley and reheat in the oven. 

3. Mix the scooped .ou  potato with 
any left-over cooked vegetables and 
serve as above. 

Potato Pastry 
There's no end to the things you cass 

make out of potato. Try this recipe 
some time. You'll need :-
4 osa. sieved, cooked potatoes, tea-
spoonful salt, 8 ozs. plain flour, 3 osa. 
cooking fat, z teaspoonfuls baking 
powder. 

Sieve the flour with the baking powder 
and salt. Rub the fat into the flour, add 
the potato and rub in lightly. bi,L to 
very dry dough with a small quiuloty 
cold water. Knead well with the fingem 
and roll out. This is delicious with 
either sweet or savoury dishes. 

Cautionary Tale! 
Those who have the will to win 

Cook potatoes in their skin, 

Knowing that the sight of peelings 
Deeply hurts Lord Woolton's feelings, 

Remember to turn on the wireless at 8.15 every morning 
to hear useful hints and recipes. 

DON SW.I 
1 MINISTRY OF FOO D LON.  A.7 
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Born in 1902 and graduating 

from Goldsmiths in 1924, Eric 

Fraser had been drawing for 

Radio Times since 1926. Known 

for his distinctive stark style, 

he produced illustrations for 

RT covers, articles and listings 

throughout the war. When later 

asked about working to RT's 

tight deadlines, he replied, 

"I think the challenge of having 

to produce a drawing in such a 

short time, worrying as it was, 

did produce an ability to draw 

upon hidden reserves of 

energy, which are not normally 

used... I suppose we all have 

these hidden reserves, which 

are there to call upon in an 

emergency, and, as far as I was 

concerned, every commission 

I received from Radio Times 

was an emergency." Fraser was 

still contributing to RT shortly 

before his death in 1983. Five 
at 9. short plays by Berthold Brecht will be br 

40 depicting typical incidents in the lives o 

Ger an man and woman under the rule of t 



fachines! That was all I saw in the ranks of the German army. Flying 
rachines, crawling machines, talking machines, killing machines! Machine' 

This play by G. R. Rainier, which illustrate; how careless talk, however 
innocent it may seem at the time, might be pieced together by the enemy and 

give away a vital secret, will be broadcast again tonight at 10.0. 
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eve is 9aitim. 
we! • 

'Christmas Under Fire' 
Radio tour of the Empire in the front line (page 20) 

'From Across the Atlant!c' 
Broadcals from Canada ípage 13), dance band 

exc'hangelpage 21), and Hollywood greetings (page 23' 

Evacuee Children 
Sending greetings to their parents in three pro-

grammes (pages 20 and 23) 

Pantomimes 
Tour of three Northern pantos (page 16), The Forty 

Thieves ' and The Sleeping Beauty' (page 22), 

'Aladdin' (page 261 

Stars of the Week 
Edith Evans„ John Gielgud, and Peggy Ashcroft 

(page 11), Eva Turner (page 12), John McCormack, 

Arthur Askey, Richard Murdoch, Elsie and Doris Waters, 

and Jack Warner (page 21), Sir Harry Lauder (page 30) 

Music 
Handers Messiah (page 11) 

CHRISTMAS 1940 
Artist John Gilroy is perhaps best known for his "Guinness 

is good for you" poster campaign of the 1920s, but he was also 

a regular contributor to Radio Times and in 1940 he produced 

this hearty Father Christmas. To lend further festive cheer to 

the country, RT called upon its roster of popular artists (opposite 

page) — the most renowned being Heath Robinson, who came up 

with "Christmas Crime — the radio thief". 
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' . . . Postman's knock—will someone just go 
outside . . 

The war years 1940 

'Smile please!' 
Seven popular artists give RADIO TIMES readers a laugh 

this Christmas 

' He says it will be sixpence for charging the accumulator, 
and another five shillings for bringing it out here' 

Can you hear me, mother?' 

inside it ! ' Oi! Steady on—there's a bomb 

'Since the News began the following 
communiqué has been received from the 

Air Ministry . . 

Christmas Crime—the radio thief 

'Fraid this means we won't be home for the six o'clock News I' 
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EMLYN 
WILLIAMS 
will include scenes from his notable 

plays ' The Corn is Green', ' Night 

Mast Fall', and ' The Light of Heart' 

in his broadcast this week in the 

Sunday series ' The BBC Presents' 
(Page tt) 

ALSO 

JOHN MeCOLIM %(:K 

Singing Tom Moores songs (page 8) 

ALICE DELYSIA 
Radio version of ' Mother of Pearl (page II) 

HARDY'S WESSEX 
Feature programme (page II) 

GEORGE WASHINGTON 
'These Men Were Free* (page 1,1) 

JESSIE MATTIIVA 
aud )Ni il. 11111.E 

Is a stage broadcast of ' Aladdin . (page 20) 

ALBERT CHEVALIER 
'Good Old Timer' (page 22) 

'MADAM BUTTERFLY ' 
With the Sadler's Wells Company (page 23) 

VIC OLIVER 
and SARAH CHURCHILL 

In Saturday ' Star-Time. (page 26) 

In the face of adversity 
As war spread around the world, the British 
public inured itself to rationing, blackouts and 
the Blitz. The BBC provided information and 
diversions - all covered by Radio Times... we 
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Thc Duchess 
and the Wrens 

A new Royal recruit to the 
microphone 

FERE is good news for listeners. 
n Monday, H.R.H. the Duchess 

of Kent, who has never before broad-
cast from a studio—who, in fact, has 
never been heard on the air since a 
short time after her marriage in 1934 
—is to give a talk on that famous 
Service, the Women's Royal Naval 
Service, better known, perhaps, as the 
W.R.N.S. or Wrens. 

As Commandant of the Wrens, 
Her Royal Highness has seen more 
than a little of their work, for she has 
inspected them at many navel ports. 
She has seen them formally on 
parade ; she has seen them at work 
and at play ; she has seen recruits 
in training at the Royal Naval 
College, Greenwich ; and skilled 
workers at their jobs in the Naval 
Shore Establishmen, where each of 
them, in doing that job, is releasing a 
man to join the Fleet. It is there-
fore not as an outsider that she will 
speak, but as a member of the Ser-
vice, who thoroughly ubel..rstands its 
working conditions. 
Her Royal Highness is no mere 

figurehead in the Wrens, tut an 
active and inspiring Commandant. 
Her inspections have been carried out 
under all conditions and in all 
weathers. This resolute keeping of 
her engagements gives the greatest 
pleasure and encouragement to the 
meml-ers of the Service. 
The great personal interest taken 

fpy the Duchess in the W.R.N.S. has 
never been more clearly seen th 
when she visited a station in Scot 
land a few weeks ago. After 
inspecting the Wrens on parade, she 
went to the men's quarters, where the 
Wrens look after the feeding 
arrangements, then to the living-
quarters of the Wrens themselves, 
where . she was shown all details of 
the domestic affairs and the plans 
made for their comfort. Then she went 
to the canteen, where Wrens were 
having ' elévenses ', and finally was 
shown the various offices of the whole 
Naval Establishment, where Wrens 
were working under Naval officers as 
coders, clerks, secretaries, telephone 
operators, etc. I And many indeed are 
still required—as telephonists, typists, 
wireless operators, cooks, and so on. 

Since, then, the Duchess knows so 
much about the Service from the 
inside, she is clearly well qualified 
to speak about the work it is doing 

— for the country at war ; and listeners 
may expect to hear a vivid and 

54 interesting talk from ber on Monday. 
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THE DUCHESS 

OF KENT 
On Monday Her Royal Highness will 

broadcast as Commandant of the 

Women's Royal Naval Service. This 

will be her first studio broadcast. 

(Page 11 and article, page 4) 

ALSO 

'MR. SYCAMORE' 
Fantasy frorn he Cobenbta Workshop ;page 8/ 

THE GOOSSENS FAMILY 
Three generations of musicians (pages 3 and 8) 

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT 
Inauguration ceremony from Washington (Page II) 

'MEN OF THE ROAD' 
Transport drivers in wartime (Page 14( 

ANY QUESTIONS ? 
The copen s at work again (page 15) 

FILMING THE R.A.F. 
Described to the Eighteen and Under Club (page MI 

KOSCIUSZKO OF POLAND 
These Men Were Free (page 20) 

BURNS NIGHT 
pccr vision of 'to twos (yaw 28) 

ROYALTY AND WRENS 
In January 1941, Radio Times hailed the 

Duchess of Kent as an "active and inspiring 

Commandant" of the Women's Royal Naval 
Service, aka the Wrens. 

OPPOSITE PAGE reporter Robin Duff reflected 

on the onset of the Blitz the previous year. 

J Tudor Jones spelt out how transmissions 

were reaching overseas: " People in fallen 

France are humming defiant tunes and 

murmuring defiant slogans which they 

have learnt from the BBC." 

January 19 — 25 

ES 
RPORIITION 

The BBC European 
Services give to all 
oppressed people 

their songs 5 
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OBSERVING THE ' BLITZ' 
By Robin Duff 

• 

heard the 
recorded by our observer, Robin Duff '—you have 

phrase often enough in the News. here is 
his own story. 

IT all started at Dover. I had 
been an announcer, but had 

always wanted work like this. The 
chance came soon after Charles 
Gardner's famous air-battle com-
mentary. when I was sent down to 
get some more sounds of planes. 
We got them all right ; and they' 
nearly got us. We were watching 
four (as we thought) Hurricanes, 
when one of them swerved to 
attack a balloon, missed it, and 
decided to take us as second best. 
We got down pretty quickly, and I 
just remembered to hold the 
mike' above my head—or what-

ever bit of me was uppermost jut. 
then! When we played the record 
later, the machine-gun bullets 
sounded unpleasantly close. 
' We ' were Arthur Phillips, 

Leonard Lewis, and myself. The 
other two look after the technical 
&kic. They don't get much lime-
light, and you don't often hear 
their names. But wherever we 
want to record, there they go—any 
place, any time. I, for one, have 
a good deal to thank them for. 

Bursting Shells 
A few days later I did a com-
mentary on the first shelling of a 
convoy in the Straits. It wasn't 
very easy to keep my voice quite 
steady, as some of the shells were 
bursting pretty close in front of us 
in a dead line. We sent the records 
up to London by train, and listened 
to them in the nine o'clock News. 
We were in a restaurant, and as 
the last crash came on the radio 
all the plates rattled, and the whole 
room shook. The first shell of 
the night bombardment had arrived 
in Dover. This time we heard the 
screech, as they flew overhead ; and 

Ure!-FA-lleg4401webi-'-<. ''.-"""e 
Robin Dug (left) . gathering his 
material on the spot - from A.R.P. 

workers after a London raid 

sometimes, from the top of the 
cliff, we could see them explode. 
We ended the night with me 
reading a description by the light 
of the headlamps, at two o'clock. 
The record was meant to catch the 
train at four. It didn't ; but that's 
another story. 
Then came the ' blitz'. On the 

first day I was at the oil fire at 
Thames-side, and since then I've 
spent a good many nights at fires. 
I've made some very good friends 
there, and learnt a certain amount 
about the job. 

No. Continents ry 
I remember one night especially 
—the night the barrage started. I 
was at a big fire with Skipper 
Arnell and Phil, meaning to record 
a commentary. But we soon threw 
off our coats and got down to 
fighting the fire. That night pro-
duced one of the best sights I ever 
hope to see. We found that 
Skipper was missing, and ran him 
to earth on a roof. With gas-mask 
on, he was wildly flinging bales of 
paper and boxes of pencils from a 
window. They burnt merrily in 
the air. Phil wasn't to be outdone. 
He rushed into the building, and 
staggered out with a desk. Over 
the parapet it went, brilliantly sal-
vaged. What it was like when it 
reached the ground is beside the 
point. A few minutes later the 
roof fell in. 

Since that night I've been around 
the streets during the raids, to give 
a picture to America of what it was 
really like. I've been out with the 
Rescue and Demolition squads on 
their dangerous and sickening 
work, and I've learnt to admire 
these men more than most. There 
have been nights in the big public 
shelters, talking to the shelter-
marshals about some of the prob-
lems they have to cope with ; more 
fires ; visits to some of the children 
who were torpedoed on their way 
to Canada; a journey to the top 
of one of the Fire Brigade's turn-
table ladders. 

We Keep Moving 

I have become quite familiar 
with gutters in most parts of 
London, and have learned to move 
with incredible speed. Moving, as 
a matter of fact, has been one of 
the main problems, and on the 
whole the pillion seat of a despatch-
rider's motor-bike has been the 
most successful. 
Then there was a night at a 

bomber station while we were 
raiding Germany ; and an after-
noon with the Fighter Command. 
Sometimes the job takes us over to 
Ireland, and often to Scotland. 
Wherever the job, it's always 
tnteresting. 

Slogans for Free Europe 
How the BBC broadcasts lead the 
laugh against Nazis and Fascists 

By J. TUDOR JONES, of the BBC's European Department 

D EOPLE in fallen France are 
humming defiant tunes and 

murmuring defiant slogans which 
they have learnt from the BBC. 
The young Frenchman who had 
had enough of the Boche' and 

flew to England in his taxi' the 
other week told us how the BBC's 
Taranto verses had caught on. 
Barely twelve hours after the story 
of the Naval Air Arm's dashing 
attack became known, France (and 
others) were listening to a merry 
parody from London of a poem 
by Chénier: 
Elle a vécu, Musso, la !lone Tarentine 
(It's a goner, Musso, the Taran-

tinian fleet) 
The airman also said that a garage 
hand who attended to his car in 
Brittany hummed ' Radio Paris 
Ment' (Radio Paris Lies), one of 
the slogan-songs of the French 
section of the BBC European 
Department. 
This is but a glimpse of the un-

ceasing mental warfare that goes 
on. The enemy is attacked in his 
own country, the peoples under his 
domination are given hope and 
encouragement, and everything 
that can be done to make his 
armies downcast is done. 

News is Not All 

Straight and serious talks, of 
course, go out in plenty, all based 
on the latest intelligence and all 
carefully aimed. News forms the 
backbone of the broadcasts, but 
European man needs more; those 
from whom leaders are likely to 
arise want something to help them 
to remain human while the war 
takes its course. The programme 
sections see to that. Moreover, 
they press home the news themes 
by treating them in a different way. 
Frenchmen may forget how many 
ships were sunk at Taranto, but 
they will remember how they 
laughed when they heard ` La 
Flotte Tarentine'. They cannot 
quote the lies of Radio Paris, but 
they all sing ' Radio Paris Ment' 
and believe it. 

It is a German mea, really, 
turned against its authors. The 
slogans of Ferdonnet (the French 
Haw-Haw) about England fighting 
to the last Frenchman, and the like, 
did a lot to prepare the French 
collapse. The Germans, realising 
the failure of their recent propa-
ganda in France, have e'en been 
trying slogans again. Our slogans, 
however, will have the advantage, 
for they will be applied to concrete, 
verifiable facts, such as German 
infiltration and pillage, and to 
almost universal grievances, such 
as Alsace-Lorraine and food 
shortage. 
*There are also characters' who 

speak to Europe on BBC wave-

A Nazi journal pays British broad-
casting the compliment of printing 
this satirical cartoon as a warning to 
misguided' Germans who listen to 

London 

lengths. A woman, Frau 
Wernicke', who might be called a 
Berlin Cockney, hides her anti-
Nazi politics under a cloak of 
injured innocence and damns the 
people she is talking to (the Block-
wart, the Nazi neighbour, or the 
air-raid warden) with their own 
arguments. 

`Sveik', in the ,Czech pro-
gramme, is the ` stupid' man-in-
the-street hero of a novel that 
appeared after the last war, and is 
now the symbol of resistance dis-
guised as stupidity. In the 
Flemish programme of Radio Bel-
gique there appears ` Jan Moed-
wil', a common type of Fleming, 
full of good humour, who insists 
on those small things in Flemish 
life to which the Flemings were 
most attached and which • the 
Germans are suppressing. 
The Germans have banned the 

singing of popular songs in Den-
mark, ' as it does not fit in with 
the present serious times'. The 
BBC European Services give to all 
oppressed people their songs. 

Goebbels Doesn't Like 11 

No longer can Dr. Goebbels say 
that our propaganda is a sitting 
bird'. There is evidence, indeed, 
that the enemy is coming to regard 
our broadcasts as a menace. The 
German paper Die Woche recently 
warned its readers that British lies 
were becoming more systematic 
and that the standard of announc-
ing had recently improved. Some 
favourite BBC themes were 
analysed to show how the system 
was worked. This article was 
very much on a par with the 
explanatory talks on Haw-Haw 
given in the BBC Home Service 
last year. This is all very gratify-
ing and cheering to our news and 
programme staffs, who know that 
the work they are doing is part 
of the war effort and is but a 
beginning. 
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What you can do 

in the \\ 

Flying Duties. The R.A.F. wants keen, 
fit men between the ages of z 7-1-32 to volunteer 

for flying duties. Even if you have registered, 

you can still volunteer. Maximum ages— 

for pilots 30, for air observers or wireless 

operator air gunners 32. 

If you need coaching to the 
standard of education required 
for flying duties, are aged 171-31, and are in 
other respects suitable, tuition will be provided 

for you near your own home, at the expense 
of the Air Ministry. Service training does 
not begin until 18. 

Flight Mechanics. Skilled and semi-
skilled tradesmen are needed to maintain 
and repair air frames, engines, armament 

and equipment. There are also vacancies 
for unreserved men who are mechanically 
minded, handy with tools and willing to be 
trained. 

A.T.C. Those who are between 16-18 and, 
therefore, still too young for flying duties, 
should enrol in the Air Training Corps. 

Having thus obtained valuable preliminary 

experience they will be able to enrol in the 
R.A.F. at 171. Squadrons are being formed 

in schools, universities and in chief towns. 

For fuller information 
about any of the above 
duties, apply to the 
R.A.F. Section of your 
nearest Combined 
Recruiting Centre 
(address from any Em-
ployment Exchange). 
If you cannot call, 
write today for details. 

W.A.A.F. The W.A.A.F. wants women 

keen to help in the great work of the flying 

men of the R.A.F. If you have had experience 

as a Secretary, Typist, Shop Assistant, or 

Cook, you can be readily trained for 

important duties. 

I To Air Ministry Information Bureau, Kingsway 
London, W.C.2. Please send me latest details o 

Flying Duties ri 

Free tuition D NAME .................. 
scheme  

Flicht 
Mechanics 

A.T.C. 

W.A.A.F. 

D ADDRESS 

X against the one in which you are 
interested. RT125i ,, 
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NEW 
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NEEDS A P1101 
And this is where 'sou co 

are 17.1 and not yet 33. Yo 

a job for you — a job that c 

dash, initiative, intelligence, 

A young man's job — 

a war - winning 

job. We're getting 

the planes we 

must get the 

men! 

If you are 17/ and not yet 33, go to the R.A.F. S 
Combined Recruiting Centre (address from an 
change) and say you wish to volunteer for Flyi 

reserved men can now volunteer for Pilot and Obs 
aged r7/ but not yet 31 who are suitable for flyin 
Observer, but require tuition to pass the edu 
coached in their spare time, free of cost. 
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No woman 
will ever have peace 

in her heart until she 

helps this man! 

Would you hesitate ? . . . If you knew you 

could actively help to harass and confuse 

and frustrate the evil forces that threaten 

his life and yours . . . mould you hesitate ? 

You know you mouldn't. And you can 

help to cripple the enemy now, by joining 

the A.T.S. You can do something vital and 

essential. Do not let anyone hold you back. 

Write for the fidl story of the A . T.S and all ¡he 
opportunities it offers you, to the AUXILIARY 
TERRITORIAL SERVICE, A.G.IK Pb, Hobart 

House, Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W . 1' (on a p.c. 
please). Or call and harea friendly talk ata?! Employ-
ment Exchangcor any A . T.S or A mil. recruit ing centre. 

Because he 

needs help urgently' 

join the A 

Ge 

.T.S 

'My job 
is Radiolocation' 

"I can't tell you JUST what I'm doing" 
" Radiolocation—one of the best kept secrets of the war. It helped to win the 

Battle of Britain and it's going to win more battles for the Royal Air Force. 

It's thrilling work . . . and you've r.:t to be quick in the uptake to do it. The 

Radiolocator sends out electric waves that patrol the air. The waves radio 

messages back to me. Every single thing is recorded. My eyes must be on the 

look-out all the time to receive the incoming signals. I can't tel  you about 

them, of course. They're secret and confidential." 

Radiolocation is a brand new science. It has enormous possibilities now in 

war. It will have a great future in the post war world when trained operators 

will be invaluable. Radiolocation may well be the " discovery of the century." 

Hundreds of women are needed immediately by the W.A.A.F. for Radio-

location work. They must be mentally alert and accurate. First-class eyesight 

and sound nerves are essential. Women who are able to take responsibility 

under active service conditions and can pick up a new idea quickly, have a 

magnificent chance to pioneer in a great new scientific discovery. An 

xceptional education is not lequired, but women who can offer qualifica-

tions in physics increase their chances of promotion to commissioned rank. 

• Age limirs 17¡ to 35. Go to the R.A.F. section of the nearest Combined 

ecruiting Centre or W.A.A.F. Sab-Recruiting Depot, and say you have come 

o enrol as a Radio Operator on Radiolocation duties in the W.A.A.F., or the 

¡post the coupon below. 

learn Radiolocation in the To Air Ministry Information Bureau, 
Adastral House, Kingsway, W.C.2. 

Please send me full details cf service with 
the W.A.A.F. as Radio Operator  

I NAME   

1 

1 ADDRESS 

RT 11/7 • 
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MR. CHURCHILL'S BROADCAST 
PRICE TWOPENCE IN FULL (pages 8 to 

RADIO TIME 
JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

10) 

(INCORPORATING WORLD- RADIO) 

TANK CREWS 
IN TRAINING 

On Saturday the microphone will 

take you to a Tank School to 

hear something of the training of 

the crews (page 36) 

The Minister of Information. Mr Duff Cooper 

will give the Sunday night Postscript this week (p 12) 

Christian Foundations. Public speeches by t 

Archbishop of Canterbury and Cardinal Hinsley (p 1 

ALSO THIS WEEK 

PLAYS 

The Torch by G Rodney Rainier (p. 17) 

' The Door of Opportunity by Somerset Maugham (p 20) 

'The High Road' by Frederick Lonsdale (p. 25) 

' Post Modem' by Malcolm Graeine (p. 26) 

' Twenty Years a-Growing by Maurice O'Sullivan (p 28) 

VARIETY 
Arthur Askey and Richard Murdoch, Graham Moffatt a 

Moore Marriott. Jessie Matthews and Sonnie Hale (p 1 

Archie de Bear, Alice Delysia (p 15) 

Beatrice Lillie in three shows (pp 19, 23, and 26) 

Return of Saturday Music-Hall' (p. 36) 

MUSICAL SHOWS: ' Shephard's pie ', another broadcast (p 18), ' The Command Performance', radio version (p. 3 
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CHURCHILL'S SPEECH 
Winston Church Il became prime minister 

in May1940. On 27 April 1941, he gave 

a rousing speech that painted 3 vivid 

picture of the rational mood: "I have 

seen many painful scenes of havoc.., -ana - 
of fine buildings.. and acres of cottage 
homes, blasted into rubble heaps of ruin. 

ljut it is just in hose very places where 
the malice of the savage enemy has done 

its worst and where the ordea of the 

men, women, and children has been most 

severe, that I found their morale most 

high and splendid." 

Radio Times printed his speech in full 

two weeks later and it is reproduced 

across the follcwing pages... 

The British 
nation is stirred 
and moved as it 
had never been T 
at any time in its 
long, eventful, L 
famous history 5 re ti 
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MR. CHURCHILL'S BROADCAST IN FULL 

'The cause of freedom 
I WAS asked last week whether I 

was aware of some uneasiness 
which it was said existed in the 
country on account of the gravity, 
as it was described, of the war 
situation. So I thought it would be 
a good thing to go and see for 
myself what this uneasiness' 
amounted to, and I went to some 
of our great cities and seaports 
which have been most heavily 
bombed, and to some of the places 
where the poorest people have got 
it worst. I have come back not 
only reassured but refreshed. To 
leave the offices in Whitehall, with 
their ceaseless hum of activity and 
stress, and to go out to the 
'Front', by which I mean the 
streets and wharves of London or 
Liverpool, Manchester, Cardiff, 
Swansea, or Bristol, is like 
going out of a hothouse on to the 
bridge of a fighting ship. It is a 
tonic which I should recommend 
any who are suffering from fret-
fulness to take in strong doses 
when they have need of it. 

It is quite true that I have seen 
many painful scenes of havoc, and 
of fine buildings, and acres of cét-
tage homes, blasted into rubble 
heaps of ruin. But it is just in 
those very places where the malice 
of the savage enemy has done its 
worst, and where the ordeal of the 
men, women, and children has 
been most severe, that I found 
their mdrale most high and splen-
did. Indeed, I felt encompassed 
by an exaltation of spirit in the 
people which seemed to lift man-
kind and its troubles above the 
level of material facts, into that 
joyous serenity we think belongs to 
a better world than this. 

The nation is stirred 

Of their kindness to me I can-
not speak, because I have never 
sought it or dreamed of it, and can 
never deserve it. I can only 
assure you that I and my col-
leagues—or comrades, rather, for 
that is what they are—will toil 
with every scrap of life and 
strength according to the lights 
that are granted to us, not to fail 
these people, or be wholly un-
worthy of their faithful and 
generous regard. 
The British nation is stirred and 

moved as it had never been at any 
time in its long, eventful, famous 
history, and it is no hackneyed 
trope of speech to say that they 
mean to conquer or to die. 
What a triumph the life of 

these battered cities is, over the 
worst that fire and bomb can do! 
What a vindication of the civil-
ised and decent way of living we 
have been trying to work for and 

work towards in our island ! 
What a proof of the virtues of 
free institutions ! What a test of 
the quality of our local authori-
ties—and of institutions and 
customs and societies so steadily 
built ! This ordeal by fire has 
even, in a certain sense, exhil-
arated the manhood and the 
womanhood of Britain. The sub-
lime but also terrible and sombre 
experiences and emotions of the 
battlefield which for centuries had 
been reserved for the soldiers and 
sailors, are now shared for good or 
ill by the entire population. All 
are proud to be under the fire of 
the enemy. Old men, little 
children, the crippled veterans of 
former wars; aged women, the 
ordinary hard-pressed citizen or 
subject of the King (as he likes to 
call himself) ; the sturdy workmen 
who swing the hammers or load 
the ships ; skilful craftsmen ; 
the members of every kind of 
A.R.P. service—are proud to feel 
that they stand in the line to-
gether with our fighting men, 
when one of the greatest of causes 
is being fought out—as fought out 
it will be, to the end. This is 
indeed the grand heroic period of 
our history—and the light of 
glory shines on all. 
You may imagine how deeply I 

feel my own responsibility to all 
these people; my responsibility to 
bear my part in bringing them 
safely out of this long, stern, 
scowling valley through which we 
are marching, and not to demand 
from them their sacrifices and 
exertions in vain. 

A call which we could 

not resist 

I have thought in this diffi-
cult period when so much fighting 
and so many critical and com-
plicated manœuvres are going 
on, that it . is above all things im-
portant that our policy and con-
duct should be upon the highest 
level, and that honour should be 
our guide. Very few people 
realise how small were the forces 
with which General Wavell (that 
fine commander whom we cheered 
in good days. and will back 
through bad)—how small were the 
forces which took the bulk of. the 
Italian masses in Libya prisoners. 
In none of his successive 
victories could General Wavell 
maintain in the desert or bring 
into action more than two 
Divisions or about 30,000 men. 
When we reached Benghazi, and 
what was left of Mussolini's 
legions scurried back along the 
dusty road to Tripoli, a call was 
made upon us which we could not 

resist. Let me tell you about that 
call. 

You will remember how in 
November the Italian Dictator fell 
upon the unoffending Greeks, and 
without reason and without warn-
ing invaded their country; and 
how the Greek nation, reviving 
their classic fame, hurled his armies 
back at the double-quick. Mean-
while, Hitler, who had been creep-
ing and worming his way steadily 
forward, 'doping and poisoning and 
pinioning, one after the other, 
Hungary, Rumania, and Bulgaria 
—suddenly made it clear that he 
would come to the rescue of his 
fellow criminal. The lack of unity 
among the Balkan States had 
enabled him to build up a mighty 
army in their midst. While 
nearly all the Greek troops were 
busy beating the Italians, a tre-
mendous German military machine 
suddenly towered up on their other 
frontier. In their mortal peril the 
Greeks turned to us for succour. 
Strained as were our own resources, 
we could not say them nay.. By 
solemn guarantee given before the 
war, Great Britain had promised 
them her help. They declared they 
would fight for their native soil 
even if neither of their neighbours 
made common cause with them, 
and even if we left them to their 
fate. But we could not do that. 
There are rules against that kind 
of thing; and to break those rules 
would be fatal to the honour of 
the British Empire, without which 
we could neither hope nor deserve 
to win this hard war. Military 
defeat or miscalculation can be 
redeemed. The fortunes of war are 
fickle and changing. But an act 
of shame would deprive us of the 
respect which we now enjoy 
throughout the world, and this 
would sap the vitals of our 
strength. 

The sentiment of the 

United States 

During the last year we have 
gained by our bearing and conduct 
a potenr hold upon the sentiments 
of the people of the United States. 
Never, never in our history 
have we been held in such admira-
tion and regard across the Atlantic 
Ocean. In that great Republic, 
now in much travail and stress of 
soul, it is customary to use all 
the many valid solid arguments 
about ' American interests' and 
American safety' which depend 
upon the destruction of Hitler and 
his foul gang and even fnuler doc-
trines. But in the long run— 
believe me, for I know—the action 
of the United States will be dic-
tated, not by methodical calcula-

tions of profit and loss, but by 
moral sentimont and by that 
gleaming flash of resolve which 
lifts the hearts of men and nations 
and springs rom the spiritual 
foundations of human life itself. 
We, for our ,,art, were of course' 

bound to hea ken to the Greek 
appeal to the utmost limit of our 
strength. We put the case to the 
Dominions of Australia and New 
Zealand, and their Governments, 
without in any way ignoring the 
hazards, told t.s that they felt the 
same as we did 

Fulfilling our pledge 

to Greece 

So an impoitant part of the 
mobile portion of the Army of the 
Nile was sent r Greece in ' fulfil-
ment of our p edge. It happened 
that the Divisions available and 
best suited to his task were from 
New Zealand ind Australia, and 
that only shoe half the troops 
who took part in this dangerous 
expedition came from the Mother 
Country. I see the German pro-
paganda is tr.ing to make bad 
blood between us and Australia, by 
making out tbat we have used 
them to do lAthat we would not 
have asked of the British Army. 
I shall leave it to Australia to deal 
with that taunt 

Let us see what has happened. 
We knew, of course, that the 
forces we couxi send to Greece 
would not by hemselves alone be 
sufficient to um' the German tide 
of invasion. BLit there was a very 
real hope that the neighbours of 
Greece would by our intervention 
be drawn to sand in the line to-
gether with her while time re-
mained. How nearly that came off 
will be knowr some day. The 
tragedy of Yugc slavia has been that 
these brave peqple had a Govern-
ment who hoped to purchase an 
ignob'e immunly by submission to 
the Nazi will. Thus when at last 
the people of Y "goslavia found out 
where they we being taken, and 
rose in one spontaneous surge of 
revolt, they saved the soul and 
future of their country: but it was 
already too latit to save its terri-
tory. They had no time to mobilise 
their armies. They were struck 
down by the ruthless and highly 
mechanised Hu t before they could 
even bring their armies into the 
field. Great lisasters have oc-
curred in the, Balkans. Yugo-
slavia has been beaten down. Only 
in the mountains can she continue 
her resistance. The Greeks have 
been uverwhellned. Their vic-
torious Albania' Army has been 
cut off and faced to surrender, 
and it has been left to the Anzacs 
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shall not be trampled down' 
and their British comrades to fight 
their way back to the sea, leaving 
their mark on all who hindered 
them. 

The %hipped jackal 

I turn aside from the stony path 
we have to tread, to indulge a 
moment of lighter relief. I daresay 
you have read in the newspapers 
that by a special proclamation the 
Italian dictator has congratulated 
the Italian army in Albania on the 
glorious laurels they have gained 
by their victory over the Greeks. 
Here, surely, is the world's record 
in the domain of the ridiculous and 
the contemptible! This whipped 
jackal, Mussolini, who to save his 
own skin has made all Italy a 
vassal state of Hitler's empire, 
comes frisking up at the side of 
the German tiger with yelpings 
not only of appetite—that can be 
understood—but even of triumph. 
Different things strike different 
people in different ways; but I 
am sure there are a great many 
millions in the British Empire and 

in the United States, who will find 
a new object in life in making sure 
that when we come to the final 
reckoning, this absurd impostor 
shall be abandoned to public justice 
and universal scorn. 

While these grievous events were 
taking place in the Balkan Penin-
sula and in Greece, our forces in 
Libya have sustained a vexatious 
and damaging defeat. The Germans 
advanced sooner and in greater 
strength than we or our Generals 
expected. The bulk of our 
armoured troops, which had played 
such a decisive part in beating the 
Italians, had to be re-fitted, and the 
single armoured ' brigade, which 
had been judged sufficient to hold 
the frontier till about the middle of 
May, was worsted and its vehicles 
largely destroyed by a somewhat 
stronger German armoured force. 
Our infantry, which had not 
exceeded one division, had to fall 
back upon the very large Imperial 
armies that have been assembled 
and can be nourished and main-
tained in the fertile delta of the 
Nile. 

Tobruk—the fortress of Tobruk 
—which flanks any German 
advance on Egypt — we hold 
strongly. There we have repulsed 
many attacks, causing the enemy 
heavy losses and taking many 
prisoners. That is how the matter 
stands in Egypt and on the Libyan 
Front. 

t harder task 

We must now expect the war in 
the Mediterranean, on the sea, in 
the desert, and above all in the air, 
to become very fierce, varied, and 
widespread. We had cleaned the 
Italians out of Cyrenaica, and it 
now lies with us to purge that 
province of the Germans. That will 
be a harder task, -and we cannot 
expect to do it at once. You know 
I never try to make out that defeats 
are victories. I have never under-
rated the German as a warrior. 
Indeed, I told you a month ago 
that the swift, unbroken course of 
victories which we had gained over 
the Italians could not possibly con-
tinue, and that misfortunes must 

be expected. There is only one 
thing certain about war: that it is 
full of disappointments and also 
full of mistakes. It remains to be 
seen, however, whether it is the 
Germans who have made the 
mistake in trampling down the 
Balkan States and in making a 
river of blood and hate between 
themselves and the Greek and 
Yugoslav peoples. It remains also 
to be seen whether they have made 
a mistake in their attempt to invade 
Egypt with the forces and means 
of supply which they have now got. 
Taught by experience, I make it a 
rule not to prophesy about battles 
which have yet to be fought out. 
This, however, I will venture to 
say: that I should be very sorry 
to see the tasks of the combatants 
in the Middle East exchanged, and 
for General Wavell's armies to be 
in the position of the German 
invaders. 

That is only a personal opinion, 
and I can well understand you) may 
take a different view. It is dértain 
that fresh dangers besides those 

[continued overleaf 

'So I thought it would be a good thing to go and see for myself . . . 
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which threaten Egypt may come 
upon us in the Mediterranean. 
The war may spread to Spain and 
Morocco. It may spread eastward 
to Turkey and Russia. The Huns 
may lay their hands for a time 
upon the granaries of the Ukraine 
and thé oil wells of the Caucasus. 
They may dominate the Black Sea. 
They may dominate the Caspian. 
Who can tell ? We shall do out, 
best to meet them and fight them 
wherever they go. But there is 
one thing which is certain. There 
is one thing which rises out 
of the vast welter which is sure 
and solid and which no one in his 
senses can mistake. Hitler cannot 
find safety from avenging justice in 
the East, in the Middle East, or in 
the Far East. In order to win this 
war he must either conquer this 
island by invasion, or he must cut 
the ocean life-line which joins us 
to the United States. 

The posilion at home 

Let us look into these alternatives, 
if you will bear with me for a few 
minutes longer. When I spoke to 
you last, early in February, many 
peoee believed the Nazi boastings 
that the invasion of Britain was 
about to begin. It has not begun 
yet, and with every week that passes 
we grow stronger on the sea, in the 
air, and in the numbers, quality, 
training and equipment of the great 
armies that now guard our island. 
When I compare the position at 
home as it is today with what it 
was in the summer of last year, 
even after making allowance for a 
much more elaborate mechanical 
preparation on the part of the 
enemy, I feel that we have very 
much to be thankful for, and I 
believe that provided our exertions 
and our vigilance are not relaxed 
even for a moment, we may be 
confident that we shall give a very 
good account of ourselves. More 
than that it would be boastful to 
say. Less than that it would be 
foolish to believe. 

Atlantic life-line 

But how about our life-line 
across the Atlantic ? What is to 
happen if so many of our merchant 
ships are sunk that we cannot 
bring in the food we need to 
nourish our brave people ? What 
if the supplies of war materials and 
war weapons which the United 
States are seeking to send us in 
such enormous quantities should in 
large part be sunk on the way ? 
What is to happen then? In 
February, as you may remember, 
that bad man in one of his raving 
outbursts threatened us with a 
terrifying increase in the numbers 
and activities of his U-boats and in 
his air attack—not only on our 
island but, thanks to his use of 
French and Norwegian harbours, 
and thanks to the dental to us of the 

MINISTER'S BROADCAST 
Irish bases—upon our shipping 
far out into the Atlantic. We have 
taken and are taking' all possible 
measures to meet this deadly 
attack, and we are now fighting 
against it with might and main. 
That is what is called the Battle 
of the Atlantic, which, in order 
to survive, we have got to win on 
salt water just as decisively as we 
had to win the Battle of Britain 
last August and September in the 
air. • 

Wonderful exertions have been 
made by our Navy and Air Force ; 
by the hundreds of mine-sweeping 
vessels which with their marvellous 
appliances keep our ports clear in 
spite of all the enemy can do; by 
the men who build and repair our 
immense fleets of merchant ships; 
by the men who load and unload 
them; and, need I say, by the 
officers and men of the Merchant 

our protecting forces far more 
upon the routes nearer home and 
to take a far heavier toll of the 
U-boats there. I have felt for 
some time that something like this 
was bound to happen. The 
President and Congress of the 
United States, having newly forti-
fied themselves by contact with 
their electors, have solemnly 
pledged their aid to Britain in this 
war because they deem our cause 
just and because they know their 
own interests and safety would be 
endangered if we were destroyed. 
They are taxing themselves 
heavily. They have passed great 
legislations. They have turned a 
large part of their gigantic industry 
to making the munitions which we 
need. They have even given us or 
lent us valuable weapons of their 
own. I could not believe that they 
would allow the high purposes to 

'Nothing that is happening now is 

comparable in gravity with the dangers 

through which we passed last year. Nothing 

that can happen in the East is comparable 

with what is happening in the West.' 

Navy who go out in all weathers 
and in the teeth of all dangers to 
fight for the life of their native 
land and for a cause they compre-
hend and serve. Still, when you 
think how easy it is to sink ships 
at sea and how hard it is to build 
them and protect them, and when 
you remember that we have never 
less than 2,000 ships afloat and 
three or four hundred in the 
danger zone; when you think of 
the great armies we are maintain-
ing and reinforcing in the East, 
and of the world-wide traffic we 
have to carry on; when you 
remember all this, can you wonder 
that it is the Battle of the Atlantic 
which holds the first place in the 
thoughts of those upon whom rests 
the responsibility for procuring the 
victory ? 

It was. therefore with indescrib-
able relief that I learned of the 
tremendous decisions lately taken 
by the President and people of the 
United States. The American 
Fleet and flying-boats have been 
ordered to patrol the wide waters 
of the Western hemisphere and to 
warn the peaceful shipping of all 
nations outside the combat zone, of 
the presence of lurking U-boats or 
raiding cruisers belonging to the 
two aggressor nations. We British 
will therefore be able to concentrate 

which they have set themselves, 
to be frustrated and the products 
of their skill and labour sunk to 
the bottom of the sea. U-boat 
warfare as conducted by Germany 
is entirely contrary to international 
agreements freely subscribed to by 
Germany only a few years ago. 
There is no effective blockade but 
only a merciless murdering and 
marauding over wide indiscrimin-
ate areas utterly beyond the control 
of the German sea power. When 
I said ten weeks ago: Give us the 
tools and we will finish the job', 
I meant 'give them to us: put 
them within our reach '—and that 
is what it now seems the Americans 
are going to do. And that is 
why I feel a very strong con-
viction that though the Battle of 
the Atlantic will be long and hard 
and its issue is by no means yet 
determined, it has entered upon a 
more grim but at the same time a 
far more favourable phase. When 
you come to think of it, the 
United States are very closely 
bound up with us now, and have 
engaged themselves deeply in 
giving us moral, material, and 
within the limits I have mentioned, 
naval support. 

It is just worth while therefore 
taking a look at both sides of the 
ocean at the forces which are 

CONTINUED 
facing each ether in this awful 
struggle from which there can be 
no drawing ba k. 
No prudent and far-seeing man 

can doubt hat the eventual 
and total defeat of Hitler and 
Mussolini is cortain, in view of the 
respective declared resolves of the 
British and American democracies. 
There are leks than 70 million 
malignant Huns—some of whom 
are curable at d others killable— 
most of whom are already , engaged 
in holding down Austrians, 
Czechs, Poles, and the many other 
ancient races ihey now bully and 
pillage. The peoples of the British 
Empire and o E the United States 
number nearl/ 200 millions in 
their homela ids and in the 
British Dominions alone. They 
possess the unchallengeable com-
mand of the oceans and will soon 
obtain decisivei superiority in the 
air. They have more wealth, more 
technical resources, and they make 
more steel, thin the whole of the 
rest of the world put together. 
They are detertnined that the cause 
of freedom shall not be trampled 
down, nor the tide of world pro-
gress turned backwards by the 
criminal Dicta ors. 

While, therefore, we naturally 
view with sorrow and anxiety 
much that is happening in Europe 
and in Africa and may happen in 
Asia, we musi not lose our sense 
of proportion and thus become dis-
couraged or alarmed. When we 
face with a s eady eye the diffi-
culties which le before us, we may 
derive new confidence by remem-
bering those we have already over-
come. Nothing that is happening 
now is compatable in gravity with 
the dangers through which we 
passed last yeai.. Nothing that can 
happen in th East is comparable 
with what is happening in the 
West. 

' But westward, look, 

the land is blight!' 

Last time I spoke to you I 
quoted the lines of Longfellow 
which Presid•nt Roosevelt had 
written out for me in his own 
hand. I havt some other lines, 
which are lets well known but 
which seem art and appropriate to 
our fortunes tonight, and I believe 
they will be so judged wherever the 
English language is spoken or the 
flag of freedom flies:— 

For while the tired waves, vainly 
. breaking, 
Seem here na painful inch to gain, 
Far back, through creeks and inlets 

making, 
Comes silent, flooding in, the main. 

And not by &astern windows only, 
When dayligt t comes, comes in the 

light; 
In front the ;un climbs slow, how 

slowly ! 
But westwari, look, the land is 

bright 
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Saucepans 

or 

steel helmets 
EVERYBODY knows that our normal 

peacetime standards of living must 

be cut during a war. Everybody 

knows that ships must carry war 

needs; that material and labour must 

all work for the war effort. But 

does everybody realise that while a 

shortage of supplies means incon-

venience to the buyer, it must mean 

hardship to the seller? 

All honour then to the great mass 

of traders who accept the new con-

ditions with good grace. 

THE BOARD OF TRADE 
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FIRE GUARDS 
get ready! 

FIREBOMB FRITZ 
is coming over 

ORDERS TO BURN! Orders to burn us into 
defeat! What is Britain's answer? It's this --
let Firebomb Fritz come. We, the men and 
women of Britain's Fire Guard, are ready. 
We can stand hours of waiting and watching. 
We can face the dangers. With our pumps and 
our sandbags, with our ladders and our im-
provised shields, we've drilled like guardsmen. 
And now we know our stuff! Firebomb Fritz 
can be beaten — and we're going to do it! 

Water is valuable in a fire-Mitt. A 
FIRE GUARD  ;4 - piece of flat wood floating in a buc ket 
Tues. No.  • will stop loss by splashing. 

BRITAIN 
SNAIL NOT 
BUM 

SECURITY 
ISSUED BY THE MIN ISTRY OF HOME  63 
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READING AIR PHOTOGRAPHS 
Listen on Sunday evening at 6.30 when an R.A.F. Officer will use these official 

un-retouched pictures to illustrate a talk on how the experts are able to interpret 

R.A.F. photographs of bomb damage in enemy territory 

THE GERMAN NAVAL BASE AT KIEL  

Vertical air photographs forming a mosaic of the port, showing damage done prior to recent heavier raids 

1. Germania (Krupps) 
Shipbuilding 
Yards 

2. Hipper-Class Cruiser 
/0,000 tons : 32 knots 

3. Pocket Battleship 
10,000 tons : 26 knots 

4. Deutsche Werke 
Shipbuilding Yards 

Altmark-Class 

Tanker 
0,000 to: 19 knots 

6. Burnt ut 
Works hops 

7. Destroyed Naval 
Stores 

8. Damaged Power 
Station 

Insets 6A and 7A show the areas marked 6 and 7 before the effect of bomb damage. This small area of Kiel contains some 

further two hundred examples of damage caused by bombing attacks directed against naval and military objectives in the port 
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• The Battle 

of Britain 
V•non e, non., .ns the sky, 14 

feore reyloo ol on.schoosegun frolo--mosibe dog 

Is* The Rory of bow A. RAT ',glom, 

Command bee A. Nay. from Ow oboes of 

A. ...a d.e.h, of lot 

autumn told e. Thunday e • drarnem femur. 

mama by the Who* of the Aor Monuary b. 

ma, Ti,. IAA> el :Page 20) 

ALSO 

Samuel Pepys 
A. tow A.,..oeo ell II* Navy 1p 

Evelyn Laye 
Gone erg el Monday NeNI s Up., V It 

Clifford Evans 
and 11,1chel Thomas 

Halle Popular Concerts 

'The "' land it, the Mist' 

'Picture-Reporter' 

War Cup Find 
‘vieeicri v. Roe ecand bAI el ...co A 24 
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'Ack-Ack, 

Beer-Beer' 

100th BROADCAST 
The speual show for Me men oi tine 

Anti- Aircraft batteries and the Balloon 

Barrage unas started on July I, 1940 

and has been broadcast twrce a 

week ever um* A gala programme 

will celebrate b. hundred mark on 

Thursday tlus week 

ALSO 

PHYLLIS NEILSON.TERRY 
,• o eel ache p 

MARK HAMBOURG 
1.NC boosomet-'irs 

JESSIE MATTHEWS 
p r. 

RENEE HOUSTON and 
DONALD STEWART 

,y A Mew... r IA 

CHARLES COBORN 
le 1,1 

ERNEST THESIGER 

COVERING THE WAR 
By 1941, the war was all-encompassing and reflected 

regularly on RT's covers. Amonç entertainment from 

performers such as Evelyn Laye and Jessie Matthews, 

there was the launch of The Blue Peter (mentioned 

below left) — not the late - children's TV programme 

but a radio magazine aimed at t le Merchant Navy. 
ROGOARINIFS rol 

June 19 - July 
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ALSO THIS WEEK 

'Command Performassoe' 
Recœd opeemoe. pl rm. totto....a 

'The Barber of Seville 'Happy Game' 'ne Tradition of Liberty' 
Space mesas e Roo., o *. O n w.,, id» CIemle11 end Voc OI•vee V 14 P.,. eel... •wfweleber Day Ro 7/1 

'fla• Blue Pelor• 'Dick Turpin' 
.* ,ame*r• slew t,. A. sawoswa Nee loo del sow, a • mod ...a mesa... A 101 

'BEYOND VIMY'. The aughty ramparts of the Canadmn War Momormi dommate Wm), Rdge 

where the Canachan Corps made hrstory tr. 1917. The special Dorninton Day programme to be broadcast on 

Tuesday looks beyond Varty to the prase*, day whtch has aortal brought Canada to Ityht ai the std.- of 

Me mother country. The story of Canada's ' Torch al Voctory wt11 he another Dornonoon Day feature_ 

'I 
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' Navy Blue' 
Day rn, day oct. Brarsh slues ply 

rim trade routes from the lour corners 

of the globe protected by the gore 

of Me Royal Navy ' Navy Blue', a 

new tonal startong nest Saturday, tel, 

h. story of one such shrp and her 

passengers and crew on en advan• 

turoui tourney across the Allantoc to 

Great tintaln 

. ALSO * 

_eeo I do, alr000r r. Rebee n 

• Ziegfeld Girl' 
sy, 

* * 

'White Rajah• 

P.,,ower ceefeuey a1 sun.* 14; 

'The Seraglio' 
Noze1 o ape. V PP) 

Tommy Handley 

Som. • ... Oho' mom op No 

.The Eyes of Britain' 
• ri CeasA Cemoma .P 7r/ 

Sullutday 

145*.Y. »howl* ... meld .1«,. I Or, 
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DOING OUR LEVEL BEST ON TWO FRONTS 

We have made 

The first call on 

be for Service 

!A 

?!1 
'sticks out' that f̀.` 

ot o 

b. 

• 

;i up our minds about 1941. 

our energies and materials must 

requirements. The fact then 

11A however much we want to, we 

just shan't be able '1 to produce anything like the 

number of Murphy '10., Sets that will be needed in 

the coming months by ‘je ci vilians in their Wardens' 

Posts, Fire Stations and ..e,. 'Set in their homes. What 
4. 

we can try to do is to see *v1.3. that those who have 
‘`,.1 

Wireless Sets already are \e'!.?\ well looked after. 

A Murphy Set, properly treated, has many years 

of good life in it. Your Murphy dealer is the 
• t., 

man to keep your set going for you y e. .11 and we shall 

be behind him to see that he can ;I.. +t give you the 

service you need. Your Murphy Set .t4' may have 
e 

to last you a long time. Give it a fair chance .-‘r. by asking 

your Murphy 'dealer to keep it in ;,s, t good order. 
é g 

/ 

Bandleader and dance expert Victofi 

Silvester launched his BBC Dancing 

Club in July1941, in an "endeavour 
to bring the glamour and elegance 

of good ballroom dancing into your 

homes". He gave a few minutes of 

instruction — aided by diagrams 

of the steps published in Radio Times 

— followed by a concert of music for 

listeners to dance along to, played 

by his Ballroom Orchestra. Ballroom 

dancing, he told RT, "helps people 

take their minds off their troubles am 

worries, and gives them a chance of 
stepping forth into a gay, colourful 

atmosphere. That, as any mind doctor 

will tell you, is a mental tonic." 

The weekly programme ran for two 

decades on BBC Radio, and expanded 

into Television Dancing Club, which 
aired on BBC TV from 1948 until 1964. 
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BBC DANCING CLUB 
The reverse corté in the waltz. Victor 
Silvester will teach the step in the 
broadcast with his dance orchestra 

tonight at &O. 

7.30 SPORTS NEWS FROM 
CANADA 

High lights of the meeles Canadian 
and American sports, prepared for 
Canadians overseas by the CBC 
National News Service, and read by 

GENTLEMAN LADY 

BBC DANCING CLUB 
Here is a diagram of the steps in the 
open promenade in the tango that 
Victor Silvester will teach tonight 

at 8.0. 

GENTLEMAN LADY 

IMARTNER 
OUTSIDE 

BEGIN 
HLRE 

BBC DANCING CLUB 
Here is a diagram of the zig-zag in 
the Quickstep which Victor Silvester 

will teach tonight at 8.0. 

The war years 1941 

GENTLEMAN LADY 

BBC DANCING CLUB 

In his broadcast tonight at 8.0 Victor 
Silvester will deal with the zig-zag 
and backward lock in the quickstep. 

Here is a diagram of the steps. 

GENTLEIVIAN 

eRusm AND 
HESITATE ON • 
6th BEAT. 

BRUSH AND 
HESITATE ON 

th, BE AT 

BEGIN e 
4—H ERE 

LADY 

BBC DANCING CLUB 

The hesitation change in the waltz 
is the step for tonight at 8.0. 
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HANDEL'S ` MESSIAH' 

Performed by the Hallé Chorus 

and Orchestra (Sunday) 

GREETINGS TO 

JOSEPH STALIN 

—with a birthday programme of 

Russian music (Sunday) 

ANN. QUESTIONS?' 

Brains Trust in seasonable m,• 

(Sunday and Thursday 

` NO, NO, NANETVE! 

Radio version of the popula. 

musical comedy (Monday) 

BETIILEHENI' 

Rutland Boughton's choral drat. 

of the Nativity (Monday) 

CAVALCADE 

Romantic musical play 

family life (Tuesday) 

'MAKE AND MEND' 

New magazine programme for the 

Navy (Tuesday Forces) 

MPI 

I de DINNER ' 

The Ponsonbys entertain strange 

guests (Wednesday) 

'UNTO US A 

CHILD IS BORN' 

A Christmas message in words 

and music (Wednesday) 

(INCORPORATING WORLD-RADIO) 

44,111,14114,J4kt 141 Jet /lit la AM LC 
THE FIRST CHRISTMAS 
Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is 

risen upon thee. For, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, 

and gross darkness the people: but the Lord shall arise upon 
thee, and his glory shall be seen upon thee. 

The first of a cycle of plays-2 The Man Born to be King' 
—will be broadcast on Sunday afternoon. These plays by 
Dorothy L. Sayers, introduced in an article on page 5 by 
the BBC Director of Religious Broadcasting, represent 
probably the first dramatisation of the life of Our Lord 

to be broadcast in any country. 

`TO ABSENT title Ds. 
of the 

ay) 

Greetings to the Forces 

Empire and the Allies 

'GOOD WILL 

AMONG N' 

Britain and America e -hange 
Christmas messages (Th 

MOTHER RILEY 

Lucan and McShane invite you to 

their Christmas party (Th rsday) 

CHILDREN 

CALLING I -)ME 

From Canada, South Afri , and 

the U.S.A. (Thursday) 

'SNOW WHITE' 

Radio version of the Walt isney 
film (Thursday Forces) 

'DICK WIIITTING"ON' 

With Will Fyffe and Harry 

Gordon (Thursday Forces 

• PETER PAN' 

A Boxing Day broadc for 

young and old (Friday) 

RETURN OF 

Ra 

fa 

Wi 

E% 

CHRISTMAS 
1941 
This issue ran to a 1.Iim 28 pages, with an 

editorial reading: "C hristmas 1941 will be, 

in a material sense, only a shadow of the 

Christmases most a us have known". 

Opposite page: poet: and playwright 
Louis MacNeice (a 1amiliar presence 

on the BBC Home !;ervice) wrote a 

reflective piece for RT on "the third 

year that Christma., has been dark". 
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'THE THIRD CHRISTMAS' 
KT I N ETEEN -THIRTY-NINE. 
iN Nineteen-Forty. Forty-One. 
This is the third year that Christ-
mas has been dark. In town and 
country you have to grope fie your 
door. Inside your house it may— 
or may not—be festive; outside it 
remains the same—the same for 
all, the same as last year— 
uniformly, ominously dark. 
And there were in the same 

country shepherds abiding in the 
field, keeping watch over their 
flock by night. 
The passages of the Bible de-

scribing the first Christmas are 
still read—aloud or in silence. For 
the nineteen-hundred-and-forty-
first anniversary. 

And the glory of the Lord shone 
round about them. 
But that was in Bethlehem and 

a long time ago. 
Hovr do I find my way from here ? 
Find your way where to ? 

Where do you think ? Home! 
Oh, so you've still got one. 

Yes I have, but it's not what it was. 
We've got the glass put back in 
the windows but there's still a hole 
in the roof and it looks kind of 
untidy. Besides, they're all away. 
They're all away ? Who are ? 
Who do you think ? All my 

family Barring my old woman. 
And she's a bit of a trial these days 
. . . taken to talking in her sleep. 
Bombing upset her, you know, and 
losing our Albert in Crete . . . and 
she says she misses the kiddies— 
that's our Nellie's children that's 
gone away to the country . . . it's 
only nature, I suppose, but she 
does go on so . . . mumbling and 
moaning in her sleep. ... 
. . . Now Albert, now Nellie, 

don't you go making such a noise 
or Santa Claus won't come down 
the chimney. Albert, you get back 
into bed, you'll wake up Jimmy. 
. . . Jimmy's in Libya. What's the 
idea sending Jimmy? He can't 
even talk yet, he's only a baby. . . . 
Oh you do, do you, Nellie? 

You want a doll's tea-set ? Well 

BY LOUIS MAC,1VEICE 

I don't know, I'm sure. What 
else do you want, may I ask? 
Maybe you think your Dad's a 
millionaire. .. . 

* 

Well, that's the way it is ; she 
talks away in her sleep as if they 
was still babies. But they ain't no 
babies. Look at Nellie now—let 
alone Jimmy and Albert. Nellie's 
sent her kids to the country and 
works full time in munitions. She 
don't get no time for a spree—not 
even at Christmas. It's no doll's 
tea-sets now. Lord, when I think 
of the old days.... 

• • • * 
Christmas in the old days. A 

chain of lights through English 
history. A tradition of bright lights, 
of roaring fires, and laughter, and 
songs. It remained for us to en-
counter Christmas in the black-
out. 
The bright lights now are 

shaded but what of the so-called 
Christmas spirit ' ? Do those 
words mean anything, or is that 
conception as out of date as roasted 
crabs in the wassail-bowl ? Maybe, 
you say, it is out of date, this 
Christmas spirit. What about that 
famous text : ' On earth peace, 
good will toward men' ? It's a bit 
out of date, surely ? 
Do you mean the peace or the 

good will ? Good will, I think, is 
the more important, and it's 
good will that's the essence of 
Christmas. Those highly coloured 
cards—though you won't get many 
this year—showing the child in the 
manger among those serene beasts 
—well, often those pictures are a 
bit sentimental but they do express 
a necessary human impulse; the 
Christian tradition has fostered 
this impulse but the Dictators 
would like to crush it—it's the 
impulse to be generous and gentle 
towards other living creatures. You 
notice that Christmas in the 
modern world has become more 
and more a festival for the chil-
dren ? • This wasn't its primary 
purpose but it does serve to remind 
us that the Christian outlook, un-
like the -outlook of Nazis and 
Fascists, does require the grown-
up human being to retain the 
virtues of the child—the child's 
faith in life and the child's gaiety. 

* s t s 

Gaiety ? Where do you think 
you are? The Middle Ages? 
Soon you'll start talking about 
Yule logs. Look around you, 
man That house four -doors up 
made a shot at being gay last year 
—they had a Christmas tree and 
all and candles they'd saved from 
1938. Nice lot of people they 
were, too. Well, look at their house 

now—you can see the sky through 
it Hark, the herald angels 
sing! ' Herald angels! Sirens 
more likely. . . . 
And it came to pass in those 

days, that there went out a decree 
from Caste Augustus, that all the 
world should be taxed. . . . And all 
went to be taxed, every one into 
his own city. 
Government interference with 

movements of individuals. Regis-
tration and classification. .. . 
Think of the time we waste 

filling up forms! What kind of 
life is that for a busy woman like 
me ? And having to queue-up in 
the food-shops—and nothing so 
hot when you get it. If it was 
just for myself I couldn't be 
bothered, but Bill's coming home 
for Christmas and so is Nora. 
Have to do what we can, I sup-
pose. . . . Make them a Christmas 
pudding with carrots. As for my 
husband, I must take his mind off 
those bells. 
What bells? There aren't any 

bells. 
That's just it. He's a campan-

ologist. 
Eh ? 

* * * * 

That mans he makes a hobby of 
bells—church bells, you know, 
preferably old ones—he's learnt up 
the science of it, knows all the 
changes you can play on them. 
He used to be a bell-ringer himself 
—one time he rang for eight hours 
on end, came home nearly dead 
but as proud as Punch. Crazy 
about church bells like some 
people are about golf—I suppose 
people's husbands have to have 
something like that. Anyway, it's 
broken his heart. Especially on 
Christmas Day and New Year's 
Eve. He keeps reciting bits of 
peetry about it. . . . 

The time draws near the birth. 
of Christ; 

The moon is hid; the night is 
still ; 

The Christmas bells from hill to 
hill 

Answer each other in the mist. 

Oh no they don't, mate; least I 
hope not. We don't want to hear 
them bells, not while this 
war's on. 

Coo, it wouldn't half give me a 
turn if they did ring. It'd be like 
seeing a ghost. 

Ghost, eh ? Don't you talk to 
me about ghosts. I saw one 
myself only yesterday. 
You saw a ghost ? 
Wasn't in the black-out neither. 

Broad daylight it was. I'm just 
walking up High Street and I 

happen to look into O'Reilly's win-
dow— 

Half a mo' ! What did you—? 
You know O'Reilly's shop? 

Sells sweets and tobacco. Well, I 
look into the window and what 
do I see ?—the whole ruddy win-
dow plumb full of chocolates and 
toffees and packets of fifty cigar-
ettes, yes, and crackers, mind you, 
crackers! It was the crackers 
finished me. I go right into the 
shop, and there's O'Reilly standing 
behind the counter beaming all 
over his face. ' What's the game, 
Mick?' I say, ' I know them 
packets of fags are dummies but 
where did you get all them 
sweets ≥ And where the blazes', I 

say, ' did you get them boxes of 
crackers ? Or are they dummies 
too ? ' I say. 
' Dummies ? ' says O'Reilly. 

' Pull one ! ' and he reaches me 
a cracker over the counter. It's 
one of that tough kind that don't 
give way too easy, and O'Reilly 
wants to get a better purchase, 
so he slips his hand almost down 
to the middle of the cracker instead 
of just holding the end of it. 
Hey ! ' I say, That's not cricket, 

O'Reilly', and I grab for the 
middle, too, and our hands meet. 

Well ? 
* * 

Well, . . . Wçll, when I touch 
his hand it just don't feel like a 
hand and suddenly I remember.... 
But I look him in the eye and his 
eyes are still twinkling. ' Merry 
Christmas, Jack ! ' he says, and 
the cracker falls away from his 
hand, and the silver paper, and the 
jars of sweets vanish, and there's 
nothing there but the empty shell 
of the shop that was blown to bits . 
last March and O'Reilly with it. 
But somehow I feel better. 
Why ? 
I reckon it was O'Reilly saying 
Merry Christmas ! ' I think 
them words mean something. Even 
though he was a ghost. . . . Yes, 
I reckon they mean something. 
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Ta•ran-ta.ra I Pantomimes 
A radio % elite of the rollick:mg flu microphone 4000000018Inn. 

teat at three pentornimm the 
Savoy opera The P000000 of 
Pentam.e, • la‘curne ect acelg,--on Monday floe Rohe, ra 

'he Wnad tee inner» Net, 
sixty yea. will leasd on 
Sunday. sith Derek Oldhani and Teddse Kona el parts 
Fmkrk. Percy 44 larly bloodthiray robbent. 

Major-General Stanley. George Friday Ainier GoelI, end 
Bakes at the Pirate Kin. and Naturally ( , f 0000000 

Robert Fa.on r. he Snares 
of Polite Exchange of Views 

Religious loot, ,• 
the United zt 
to a aria 
day nightr to t, t 
tarnotesly in both zonn,es 

In opening the series thit sal 
Me All:el./top of York 'peak+ 

the question of ' What are die 
tistetittna •piritual issues of de 
prextu 1, and shin is the 
attitude of the Clunhes to 
them? An Ansetian point 

vex tall be broadcast the fo 
kaing Weelne.d., 

The • Bounty 
An authentic iscourn d the 

mutiny 0 de Bestrary is given 
in the play by Cyril Net to be 

broadcast on Sunday. 
In 1119. ',en0er. mood. 

altet ailing Irian Pieta..., 
'dint= Nigh .niel as a unit 
launch and settled hie yhip in 

charge ol mutine40 tail an of 
sight. RAI 01010.00 seaman 
he tailed the °swim:led la 
l.618 miles to salety. 
Of tie mono«, same were 

found az Tahin, but of Christian 
Fleck, *In xi out to linle 
Iran the soda, nothing sza, 
head for vetoer. sees 

Marriott and Moffatt 

1. theeky laz hoy and the ea-
'one old man al .4, many popu-
lar Wm.—Moore Aitenou and 
Graham Moffatt — . aute • A 

'Man in the Iron 'lash Minx pair 00 ardeadss 
The identity el the TIM in the when they Pan a radio aerie%. 

inn mask', that lonely figure of "re ox artsle 

the Handle, sal alsay, 
roane' loo0.0r,l00r h" Tudor First Nights' 
lusemsal d[1,4,C "tor> to be AL, .00 00401 rrLyr.,ol prosr..nnyry 

broadran on Mnad.Y Pe» 0t,,, ithO 0400440 0*10000. 
zoo Carr *den a poxibk solution dry L,„yrryy0.00 toO rbry 

nd the rover, to rub shoulders aid, the cond1 
at laan,os fun mites in that 

he latish 
of More Maugham great per 

Somerset Alinigham's ztorie" have theatre when Shakespeare. Ben 
prosed thienelses Ideal sane., Jenson, and Cheiztopta-r Marlowe 
fo radio plays One that sea it0 glittenng mare 
lia. already teen .broad,:a.. ' The The fine of ibex the:ors-al 
Door of Opportunity .. , sill be acanons will lx the opening pc, 
reteated on Tuesday foreruns. of Marks" , Tao..., 

It 'el, tle story al /Wan Moe A zommentator in modern 

Tart who bed all the annInum ,,yle yez• the soar. describes 
for a se:zestful colonial tale« the carer pit. the mellowing 
bus ones-Wed sith a tn... he galena, the suoll" soh thee aia-
fell bock on the contbning rum nods on the stage. 1.110 
.1...e« that ...singe 10 the lidtez hill microphone eat«, 
obo moue sirne of liK utepid t droppmg anon the aide., 

AMERICA AND T'AE SEA 
Antrhor American that side, into fla wag, lo 11.4yoto. Alltael 

(40.40  01. tS.,04.0.1,00tecitab. t: 

ar ens background of the c,amour of het alupyarna of today, 
tuluch all around too, kzog 00041100 .or tangos; to hews • say 

_ 

Convoy 
programmes this leak 

brag listener., thrilling rod 
eitrhent40 patine of the stel 04 
the Nary in protecting Britain's 

On. kredneadas (Force.) the 
e00.4 sell be heard in ace0 
a.zaiou enemy ancralt when Bob 
Trougall's recorded coonnenal 
rude on hoard a &atom on 
cs.ort duty with an Fan COW 

stir/ Is broad... 
On Friday ' Degree' rle. 

Sy George Blake written with 
.ho to.tp000t0000thoh0000011000 
pf tell. a iram.m. 400 0400 of 

savoy nark in the Adams 

O MASTERS 
OF THE SEAS 

; ABOVE in January 1942, Radio Times 

:;:.; reported, "Another American ship slides 

into the water to help the Allied cause." 

MAIN PICTURE in September, the BBC 

Home Service aired Launching a Walrus, 

billed as an outside broadcast from a 

naval station somewhere in Britain." 

thatanUOI NOT. 
Two play by Newnan Peen& 
to be broadax on Saturday 
luve .000r, exe. to tell TAI 
Danrrr 0. adapted horn a story by 

Eric Lan•iater, tel. of the fate or 
a picri. party. The Dapped 
/to.,n eyeah de remark.* 
ream Zoe the !raking oll 04 as 

cerwsve, 

Handley Panto 
Tam.' liandla and ex0 et the 
'TAU png. seed and alezted 

by Vera Lennox and Chart, 
Palma- are gnIng r upn. -al 
pekes panne.00 for the .. hià-
drrn so Senn,. antenna. 

: 
.•:•:.: 

. e • • • • • •" • 

LAUNCHING A ALRUS 
microphone takes you o a Nal 

are catàpulted 
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VIC OLIVER MAROONED 
Tonight at 8.0 in the first of a new series, Desert Island Discs ', 
you about the eight records he would choose to keep himself en 

he were condemned to spend the rest of his life on a desert 
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8.0 DESERT ISLAND DISCS' 

1 --Vic Oliver discusses with Roy 
Plomley the eight records he would 
choose if he were condemned to 
spend the rest of his life on a desert 
island with a gramophone for his 
entertainment 

The old question as to which few books 
you would select for company on" a desert 
island has been thoroughly thrashed out. 
Now—given those necessities of an un-
breakable gramophone and an endless 
supply of needles—the problem of musical 
diversion is to be discussed. Certainly 
the problem is not an easy one, and only 
the very greatest music of its type can 
stand the test of time and repetition. 

In the weeks ahead numbers of famous 
folk will play you their idea of what 
records will stand these tests. James Agate, 
dramatic critic, comes next we to he 
followed the week after by one wl-no should 
peak with authority on desert islands— 
..ommander A. B. Campbell. 

1 

he will tell 
értained if 
land. 

DESERT 
ISLAND DISCS 
A radio cl3ssic was born on 

Thursday 29 January 1942, 

when the very first edition 

of Desert Island Discs was 

transmitbd on the BBC's 

For the Fc rces network. 

The caste way was Vic Oliver, 

an actor, :omedian and the 

star of BBC radio's Hi, Gang! 

Roy Plorr ley, the deviser and 

host of D ?sert Island Discs, 

would renain in charge until 

his death 43 years later in 

1985. His show is still running 

in the 21st century... 

OPPOSITE PAGE a forgotten 
favourite of the 1940s was 

In Britain Now, a Home 

Service magazine show 

with its finger on the 

endless r ulse of life". 
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Geoffrey Grigson writes about 

weeks ahead takes the place 

an old favourite that for the 

of ' The World Goes By' 

T%í10 LE-CATCHING in the 
IViMidlands; a handcuff-maker 
from Birmingham ; pit-ponies 
from Wales ; a village in the High-
lands ; a riveter from Clydeside— 
do you remember ' In Britain 
Now' ? This weekly talks maga-
zine is now back in the pro-
grammes. It is broadcast from 
6.45 to 7.15 every Wednesday 
evening in the Home Service, and 
it began on March 4. 
Thirty Minutes. For you, thirty 

comfortable minutes in front of 

FRANK GILLARD, war cor-
respondent, compères the show 

the fire, as your wireless takes you 
from Cornish valleys to Scottish 
mountains. For us who produce 
the magazine, thirty rather anxious 
minutes. Some half-dozen men 
and women will be waiting in 
studios all over the country, with 
an eve on the clock and the red 
light which warns them of their 
turn. In another studio at a BBC 
headquarters sits Frank Gillard, 
waiting to introduce to you, one by 
one, these invisible talkers hundreds 
of miles away. And engineers will 
also be standing by. to hook up 
from one studio to the next. There 
are 1,800 seconds in that thirty 
minutes, and each of them matters. 

Every week In Britain Now' 
is the climax of several weeks. 
Weeks of travelling, planning, in-
terviewing, telephoning. Weeks of 
fitting together a jig-saw made of 
hundreds of small awkward bits. 
Speakers cannot be found by sit-
ting in an office. Factories must 
be visited. Workshops, canteens, 
rivers, islands. One day the Talks 
Assistant may be trudging over the 

farm in gum-boots in search of a 
farmer, another day putting on 
dungarees to protect himself from 
the drip of a Cornish tin-mine. 
One day he breathes sea air, 
another Black Country smoke. 

All the while his quarry is the 
man or woman with a good story 
to tell, and a good clear local voice 
to tell it with. For In Britain 
Now' is two things at once. It 
is national and local. In war the 
local side of national life gets a 
bit squashed out. Newspapers have 
not so much room for local news. 
Broadcasting cannot reflect local 
life in the old ample way. But 
neither war nor Whitehall can turn 
a Yorkshireman into a Welshman 
or vice-versa. And that's where 
' In Britain Now' comes in. It 
gives local life, war effort, morale 
a chance to speak nationally. 

In Britain Now' will tell 
Britain something of what's on, 
north, south, east, and west. Not 
only the war things that are on, 
although naturally a lot about 
them for the war colours every-
thing today. But a laugh, a bit 
of fun, a bit of escape, are not 
merely permissible in wartime— 
they are necessary. 

Work and Play 

Moscow kept its theatres going 
when the Nazis could see the 
Kremlin through their field-glasses. 
Very well. ' In Britain Now' will 
relax. Talkers will sometimes tell 
you about their play, their hobbies, 
and so on, as well as about their 
jobs and their war-service. Some-
times they will tell you about a 
local custom still kept up, or recall 
a local man still remembered, who 
did great things in the past. Some-
times the recording car will go out 
where things are done and bring 
a factory or a quarry or a saki& 
or a camp into the bill. Sometimes 
you may get a description of some 
town or village or building, or 
some place famous for its scenery 
or associations. Maybe a talker 
may come from a research station 
which keeps an eye on farming 
or wihime food, and maybe a 
refugee from another country may 
talk of his impressions of this 
Britain now. No two human 
beings are alike. That's the point. 
A Prime Minister may knit for a 
hobby or fell trees, br the sub-
editor of railway time-tables keep 
living sea-anemones in his flat. 
The well cannot go dry---that's 

the fun of ' In Britain Now'. It 
will have its finger on the endless 
variation of life. 

FUEL COMMUNIQUE 

FUEL RIGHTS— 
and WRONGS 

it's RIGHT to 
Keep saucepans covered tightly. Much heat is lost 

if steam is allowed to escape. 
Banka fire well with slack to make the coal burn 

longer. 
Last thing at night lift off any large lumps of coal 
from fire for use next day. 

Put an extra dish in your oven, one day, so as to save 
heating it up next day. 

Arrange to share a fire with a friend or neighbour at 
least once a week. 

it's WRONG to 
Leave the heat full on under a saucepan once it has 
begun to boil. ' 

Leave coals of any size on the fire last thing at night. 
Use the grill for making toast—it's so hard on gas or 

electricity. 
Wash your hands or brush your teeth under a running 

tap. 
THE BATTLE FOR FUEL 

KEEP YOUR EYE ON YOUR FUEL TARGET 

ISSUED BY THE MINISTRY OF FUEL AND POWER 

SAVE COAL 

Keep warmer on BOVRIL 
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M RS. ALICE WATTS, assistant 
forewoman in a shell-filling factory 
in the North West of England. She 
has six daughters, two working in 
the same factory as herself. (Broad-

cast on June 14) 

RICHARD HARRIS comes from a 
farming family but has worked in 
the aircraft industry for ten years. 
In his spare time he is an Air 
Training Corps instructor. (Broad-

cast on June 28) 
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ROLL OF HONOUR 
In July 1942, PT depicted outstanding 

workers on the War Front featured in Award 

for Industry on For the Forces. In August, on 

the Home Service, Robert Donat starred in a 

radio version of his hit film The Young Mr Pitt. 

PRODUCTION FRONT 
ROLL OF HONOUR 

The weeldy ` Award for Industry' broadcast on Sundays brings to 

the microphone men and women chosen to represent the magnificent 

effort of the workers on Britain's ' production front'. Here are those 
who were introduced to listeners in the first six of these broadcasts. 

MRS. CLARA HALL was 
formerly a tailoress. She has 
risen from the lowest-grade 
worker in a Yorkshire Royal 
• Ordnance Factory to become 
shop supervisor. She ic 
the mother of three children. 

(Broadcast on July 5) 

MRS. EDITH FOSTER, 
who was chosen to take part 
in the first of these ro-
grammes on May 31, u a 
' leading hand' in an 
ordnance factory. She has a 

baby girl. 
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FRED SHEPLEY, skilled engineer 
and foreman of the tool room in a 
Royal Ordnance Factory in the Mid-
lands. He szOs a mechanic in the 
. Royal Flying ¡Corps during the last 
war and has done over six hundred 
hours' flying, iesting engines. (Broad-

cast on June 21) 

I 

MRS. ROSE JACKMAN bends pipes 
for Spitfires.' She has been in the 
tame factory for six years. (Broad-

c0 4t on June 7) 
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MEETING 
Alistair Cooke has cabled us this 
prefatory note to his new series 

starting on Sunday evening 

"T" HE series of six feature pro-
' grammes that begins on Sunday 

is an attempt to tell you in dramatic 
form what war has done to ordinary 
people in some of the different 
regions of the United States. 

This series was conceived a year 
ago and commissioned by the BBC be-
fore Pearl Harbour, but it is a happy 
coincidence that it should be in 
production just when Norman 
Corwin is dramatising for Americans 
a similar tribute to the people of 
Great Britain. After December 7 
we drastically revised the scope of 
the series and themes to be drama-
tised. 
I drove out of New York 

City on a crisp cold day at 
the end of February. I had 
along with mi Theodore Lawrence, 
a fine recording engineer, and my 
intention was to record people every-
where and let them speak in their 
own accents with their own language, 
then return to New York with this 
material and edit it. My point 

'UNCLE SAM AT WAR' 
was mainly to avoid a besetting 
sin of radio everywhere—namely, 
the assumption that professional 
actors who live and have their 
interests in a metropolis can at the 
drop of a director's wrist easily enact 
any type of national character. I 
have always noticed how alternately 
amused and disgusted is a Texan or 
a southerner, or a Chicago broker, 
when he comes to New York and 
sees himself grotesquely misrepre-
sented. 

However, this noble impulse to 
substitute a slice of truth for the 
ersatz characters that actors create 
soon had a rough encounter with 
facts of life. I got my Floridans and 
Kentuckians and Texans, but we 
had to record them in strange places. 
Their accents were very hard indeed 
for English ears to follow, and 
the moment the microphone 
appeared it was like a dagger 
at their throats. Before long we 
revised all our plans. It • was evi-
dent we would have to sacrifice that 
well-cooked slice of truth in the cause 
of finding some sort of reasonable 
legitimate food you would be able 
to digest. So from Texas on I went 

alone, and the rest of the time it 
was using the eyes, the legs, the ears 
and a small library of notebooks. 
These were all—I'm happy to say— 
brought back safely to New York 
City after a journey that took me 
wriggling round four corners of the 
United State. 
The only other purpose that needs 

mentioning here is a determina-
tion not to feed you with a 
lot of inspirational hokum. Ameri-
cans are good at dramatising their 
work and play, even when that work 
and play is a waste of time. Better 
than any other race on earth the 
British can accept painful and hum-
drum truth without a chorus of rah, 
rah, rahs. So I have tried to avoid 
faking anybody's motives or :alsely 
representing every living American as 
puffing and panting for love of 
Britain, Russia, and China. Charles 
Schenck, who directed all six of these 
scripts, has borne nobly with me in 
this ambition, and we have tried to 
make actors stop sounding like actors 
and sound like people. We hope they 
will sound so ,fo you, and that some 
of them will be people you will lilts 
to know. 

Planning Your Listening — Nazi 
A ROOK published in Berlin called 
'L 3' Der Rundfunk ais Führungsmittel 
or The Wireless as a Means of Dic-
tatorship), written by a good party-
member by the name of Eckert, pre-
sents a complete exposition of the 
function of broadcasting as conceived 
by the Nazi state. 
One passage should interest par-

ticularly all those whose wise 
regular habit it is to use the Rum° 
TIMES as it is meant to be used: 
Eckert deplores any publication of 
radio programmes in advance, be-
cause ' they may enable the listener to 
choose only those items which par-
ticularly interest him. . . . Nothing 
is so barbarous as the liberalistic way 
of picking out such broadcasts as 
happen to appeal to the mood of the 
mornznt.' 

So now you know, all you millions 
of British listeners who plan your 
listening in advance : you are being 
barbarous and liberalistic. Just an-
other manifestation, this, of the Nazi 
principle of simple inversion by 
which black becomes white and white 
black, to serve the corrupt ends of 
party dictatorship. 

Before the advent of the Nazis to 

po wet th. German day publi Govehed a statement o rnment ot 
e s g 

their aims in regard to broadcasting. 

'The German wireless', they an-
nounced, is the servant of the 
German people. It serves no politi-
cal party. All political matters must 
be objectively treated.' 

Goebbels soon changed all that. 
He recognised the enormous potential 
power of the broadcast word. Other 
countries, other broadcasting organ-

isations, including the BBC, have set 
themselves deliberately to harness that 

power, taking steps to counteract the 
danger of letting loose a new kind 
of demagogue, the radio demagogue. 
It was always foreseen that, given 
the chance, a man might sway the 
destiny of the world for good or evil 
simply because he is a good broad-
caster, not because what he says is 
right. Men like Father Coughlin in 
America have tasted something of 
this power (it would be tactless, per-
haps, to try to find examples nearer 
home). But the point is that no one 

in America is obliged to listen to 
Father Coughlin. Listeners can pick 
and choose. They can hear equally 
powerful speakers presenting views 
directly opposite to those of Father 
Coughlin. 

Goebbels allows you no choice— 
not • even, in thtory, the right to 

BBC 

Mir '‘iiI1111111111\ . 
ALISTAIR COOKE 
Broadcasting legend Alistair 

Cooke had been reporting on 

America for -.he BBC since 1935. 

After a plot show in June 1942, 

his programme Uncle Sam at War 

aired fortnightly from 30 August. 

Hs series Letter from America 
would run until his death in 2004. 

Version 
switch off. it is not enough, says 
Eckert, to prevent the German public 
from listening to 'foreign transmis-
sions ; they must listen to the 
German wireless with appropriate 
emotion s. Communal listening is 
therefore to be encouraged at the ex-
pense of Private liStening. Broad-
casts designed to. appeal to the indi-
vidual listener are not sufficiently 
totalitarian. What is wanted is the. 
mass response. to a mass appeal. 

Commun al listening is particularly 
im portant for the -Hitler Youth, because 
it forces the individual to subordinate 
his will to that of the community. He 
cannot simply go out of the room or 
turn the wireless off and on when he 

wants, but has to listen to the broad-
• cast with the others. We thus toach 
the grotainc children to st,e the ivireless 

correctly. 
Thus in broadcasting as in all clse 

the ideal of the Nazi is pitched lower, 
infinitely lower, than that of any 
other community. Exploitation is 
substituted for enlightenment. In-

stead of probing for truth, they re-
joice in hammering home a lie. 
Among the many greater things 

the world of free men is fighting for 
we must not forget to include the 
right to choose our radio programmes 
in advance. GORDON S1OWELL 

Among the many greater things the world of free 
men is fighting for, we must not forget to include in 

the right to choose our programmes in advance) 

1 
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The BBC Microphone 

TTHIS microphone with the BBC label figures promi-
nentiv nowadays in most photographs of British 

broadcasters in action. The device was introduced only 
a year or so ago when such photographs, or reproductions 
of them, began to be sent abroad in considerable quantities. 

Its introduction represented the expression of a legiti-
mate pride ; for the BBC microphone had already begun 
to command not only the attention but the respect of the 
world. Those three letters B B C' have now come 
to be recognised in every part of the world as a symbol 
and a synonym for truth as surely as the swastika has 
come to be recognised as the symbol of all that is crooked 
and cruel. 
As Mr. Robert Foot, Joint Director-General of the 

BBC, said in opening the BBC at War' Exhibition at Glasgow earlier 
this month : 

Britain's radio voice has always set the seal of truth. Its news bulletins, 
read in 22 European languages and 46 altogether in the world service, proceed, 
all of them, from the same foundation—the foundation of truth. There may 
be 46 languages. but there is only one BBC ; and its news bulletins are heard 
throughout the whole world, and wherever they are heard they are trusted. 

Here is an achievement of which all British people may be justly 
proud. For remember, it was not a foregone conclusion in September 
1939. There was ne guarantee that the world at large would regard 
the words of the BBC in any different light from the words of the Nazis. 
The microphone was an untried weapon of war and there were many 
ways in which it could have been used or abused. But the BBC was 
resolved upon the decision that, come what might, its own microphone 
would be preserved as a vehicle for telling the whole world, allied, 
neutral, and enemy, nothing but the truth. 
Magna est ventas et prevalebit. There is a wisdom in the old tag 

that has stood the test of centuries. It has nothing in common with 
the cynical maxim of Mein Kampf to the effect that people will believe 
any lie if only it is made big enough and repeated often enough, a 
maxim that failed to foresee in the microphone the most sensitive and 
dispassionate detector of a Ile ever known. 
That the truth will always prevail is due to this peculiar quality in 

the microphone and to the inherent power of truth itself. Yet to the 
BBC must go the credit of ensuring that the truth is now being spread 
far and wide for all who have ears and the will to hear, not least in 
those countrie ruled or occupied by an enemy so afraid of the , truth 
that those wIro listen to it must do so in peril of their very lives—yet 
still do so. 

* * t a* 

Look for the sign of the BBC microphone each week on this page of 
the RADIO TIMES. Beneath it you will always find some brief but 
illuminating- sidelight on the vast and varied work of the BBC as it sets 
itself to its privileged task of serving the people of this country and, 
indeed, of the world. 

g The BBC was 
resolved upon 
the decision 
that, come 
what might, 
its own 
microphone 
would be 
preserved as 
a vehicle for 
telling the 
whole world, 
allied, neutral, 
and enemy, 

nothing but 
the truth 5 
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The News will inc 
Frank Gillard, a BBC News 

Obserrer, describes his work 

of collecting and recording 

news talks and stories 

COLLECTING the raw material 
of a news story is a fascinating 

game ; you never know quite where 
the trail will lead you. In the last 
few months I have soared through 
the air in gliders, walked on the 
sea bed in a diving suit, and been 
down clay pits and tin mines. I 
have visited farms and factories, 
workshops and dockyards, parade 
grounds and operations rooms, barges 
and battleships, and I have talked to 
every sort of person. 

But getting the story is one thing 
and telling it is quite another, and 
here a radio reporter comes up against 
his biggest problem and his greatest 
opportunity. How are you going 
to present the story so your listeners ? 
It may be that the best way is a 
straightforward account of what you 
have seen and heard, much like a 
newspaper story. But there is a 
difference. You are one up on the 
newspaper man, because as you tell 
your story over the microphone you 
give it life with the inflexions of 
your voice, and you can be more 
personal when you are talking direct 
to the audience. On the other hand, 
you cannot be sure that your voice 
pleases everybody. Your voice may 
be a disadvantage, or you may speak 
the sentences badly. Hence you have 
to take as much trouble as any skilled 
craftsman ; as you write your account 
you try it over to make sure of telling 
the story in such a way that the 
listener may really listen. 

The Mobile Unit 
The aim always is to make a story 
as nearly as possible a first-hand 
experience for the listener ; thus, you 
are always looking out for better ways 
of using sound in telling it—and not 
only the sound of your voice. This 
is where the mobile recording unit 
comes in. The folk who make news 
are often too busy to travel to a 
studio, so the news observer takes his 
microphone to them. The recording 
apparatus fits into half of the back 
seat of an ordinary car. The luggage 
boot of the same car carries micro-
phones and hundreds of feet of cable. 
In this way you can often go out and 
collect your story in the voice of the 
man or woman most concerned in it. 

It is not always easy. A remark-
ably high proportion of British heroes 
are inarticulate, and even the chap 
who is garrulous enough over a cup 
of tea or a pint of beer may become 
tongue-tied when he faces a micro-
phone. The BBC reporter has to 
talk to his man first, to find out 
what his story really is. At the 
same time he is sizing up his voice 
and style as a broadcaster. If the 
signs are favourable, the reporter 
invites his victim to make a recording, 
helps him to draft what he wants to 
say, gives him a few simple tips in 
microphone technique, takes him per-
haps through a few trial runs, and 
then finally passes a cue to the 
engineer in the car to drop the cutting 
needle on to the blank disc. The 
first attempt may be a failure, and 
a second or third recording may be 
necessary ; but in the end, with 
patience )and persistence all round, 

BBC VALUES 
An October RT showed how the 

BBC was becoming a beacon of 

truth around the world. In July, 

Frank Gillari explained the work 

of a BBC nEw; reporter. 

ON THE JOB 
"file work of 4 News Observer takes him 
to many strange places, as when Frank 
Gillard visited a Royal Engineers Diving 
Un:t attached to t Port Construction Com-
pany. Here he is seen with portable 
typewriter on hit knee, typing the Com-
manding Officer't script. The C.O. then 
recorded his desrriptive comment. Later 
Gillard made a descent in a diving-suit 
and recorded whit he saw by means of 

a microphone in his diver's helmet. 

and often some perspiration as well, 
the job is done 

Sometimes a radio reporter is sent 
to cover a more complicated event, 
where he can Kelly let himself go in 
his use of the recording car. Sup-
pose he is to give listeners an account 
of night opetations at an R.A.F. 
station. He ilnd his technical col-
leagues will take the car along to 
the aerodrome and record whatever 
useful materia/ may be available— 
the pilots being briefed, the engines 
warming up, the machines taking off, 
perhaps some of the messages coming 
back on the R-T, pilots reporting 
on their return, and so on. 

Illustrations in Sound 
Back in the studio the next morn-
ing, he plays these discs over, makes 
himself familiar with them, and 
chooses the important parts. Then he 
records his own account of the 
night's events, ' dubbing ' in flashes 
of the actudlity from these discs 
as he goes along. In this way he 
builds up a nary which has illus-
trations—in souhd ; and the illus-
trations should come exactly where 
the listener can get most value from 
them. The reporter must not be too 
excited by his illustrations, of course. 
Noises off' may be a great nuisance 

to the listener if he is not quite sure 
what they are. 
The Home Service bulletins alone 

are carrying up to eighty or ninety 
news talks each month. In addition, 
the BBC's opservers are supplying 
quantities of material every day to 
the Empire and other overseas bulle-
tins, which go out from London to 
all parts of the world. In a war 
such as this, words are weapons ; 
every good reporter believes that 
honest and straightforward reporting 
can play a useful part in fighting for 
victory. 
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1,000 ISSUES 
With the magazine dated 
29 November-5 December 194Z 
Radio Times clocked up its 
1,000th issue and marked the 
occasion with a reminder of 
some landmark covers. 
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PASS THE AMMUNITION! 
A programme this evening 
at 7.15 describes the . 
journeys necessary to pro-
duce and supply a six-

pounder shell 
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his Spitfire . • • 

He had dreamed of it— 
thought of it— 
read of it— 
neglected his lessons 
for it— 
Watéhed it through the 
classroom window. 
and now 

He'd got it . . . 
His own Spitfire! 
He had worked hard— 
even studied . . . 
listened with his eyes 
pepping, asked 
questions, travelled to 
Canada—to America 
and back home just 

The BBC in Europe 
THE MAP reproduced below, which shows at a glance the extent to 
which the BBC's regular transmissions are heard in the countries of 
Europe, is part of a special wall-map prepared for the BBC at the 
request of the Army Bureau of Current Affairs. 
The key to the letters is m followa : A—ICELAND. I hr. weekly in Icelandic ; 

B—NORWAY, I hr. 35 mina, daily in Norwegian ; ('—SWEDEN. 4$ mina. 
daily in Swedish ; D—FINLAND, I hr. daily in Finnish ; l(—DENMARK, 1 hr. 
daily in Danish ; E—HOLLAND, 2 hrs. 15 mins, daily in Dutch ; 0—GERMANY, 
4 hrs. 10 mini, daily in German, 4 hr. daily special news in Morse ; H— 
POLAND, 2 hrs. 10 mins., daily in Polish ; I—BELGIUM, 1 hr. 1$ mina.. 
daily in French and Flemish ; J—FRANCE, 5 hrs. daily in French., hr. daily 
special news in Morse ; R—SWITZERLAND receiyes French. Italian and German 
Services from BBC daily ; L—AUSTRIA. I hr. daily in German_i_ M--CZECHO-
SLOVAKIA" I hr. 35 mina, daily in Czech and Slovak; N—HUNGARY. 1 hr. 
15 mins, daily in Hungarian ; (I—RUMANIA, 1 hr. 20 mins, daily in Rumanian; 
P—SPAIN. 1 hr. 15 mins, daily in Spanish, PORTUGAL, 1 hr. daily in 
Portuguese ; Q—CORSICA and SARDINIA receive BBC French and Italian ; 
Services daily ; A—ITALY. 4 hrs. 15 mina, daily in Italian ; 8—YUGO-
SLAVIA. I hr. 35 mins, daily in Serbo-Croat, 4 hr. daily in Slovene ; T— 
BULGARIA, 45 mina. day in Bulgarian ; 17—ALBANIA. 25 mina, daily in 
Albanian ; Y— GREECE, I hr. 45 mins. daily in Greek; W—TURKEY, 1 hr. 
daily in Turkish ;' N—CYPRUS, 4 hr. weekly special service in Greek ; Y— MALTA, 

hr. weekly special service in Maltese. 
In all these countriet the BBC Home Service and/or short-wave Empire Services 

in English are also received. 

now THE BBC CALLS ALL NATIONS 

Ji; .»>1 `Ir '''') ' HERE IS THE NEWS' 3.,'L, ,7--,,-_,..-  

niiustintiiioeitrolt.iti ' Hier, Radio Belgic' oeilLti.i OLDTB/HT7 i7 , .. 

' A estaçào da BBC 'ai trasmitsr o set) 3 bidet= ' 

' Englannin yleisradm Lontoo. Suomcnkschncn lahetys alkaa ' 

»ei_...r.aa&easelotá. , 

' Simdi Hasadis bultenimici okuyorum' ' Hier volg i..ic Nous in Afrikaans ' 

' Awl este postul dc Radio Londra. Buna dimineata 1 Vet,' ¿cat acum primul bulctin 

de vat in limba romana ' 

.tntinl ,nlit-mt ,, ant ..,,•.tt ' Ici Radio Belgique ' ae t.-1,7.; net tina 

Vamos a radlar nuestro boletin de tiotieias en castellano ' 

' Po apim bulctinin c ' Parla I.ondra 
laimeac Prima trasmissione seral, 

nc puhen Shqipc ' in iengua italiana ' 

' Estación dc la BBC 

' lei Londres. 
Voici notre bulletin 

d'informations ' 

' Sc mundru I553. II-TatIllIda ta At:bar:pet MI-Matti ' ' lie aqui las nottua, 

t -tr 
Vold Londyn Vyslca.hni:tc ' Dc borer BBC's 

alneani zpravy aftenudsondelst. paa dansk ' 

God Niorgen Dette er I.ondon med mi..ngennyhe-ene ' 

miel 300B 311R7i 4ITTe aTeleni 

' Dobar den drap .1ushateli ' Aqui esilo as noticias ' 

' Radio London . daiemo prenm porocil 
ki ga oddaiamo Ysaki dan y slot cnt,.ifli' . 

' Hier ist England Hier is; England Hier 1st England ' 

' Hircket mondunk ' 

:r t., 4:1 

' Dzsendobry Padstwu. 
• • e o w tezyku Polskim 

ABOVE in January, RT reproduced a 

chart of international greetings from 

a BBC booklet, Calling All Nations 

LEFT in September, a map showed 

the extent of broadcasts across 

Europe. BELOW November saw 21st 

birthday greetings from the King. 

BUCKINGHAM PALACE 

'16ov al iiti7CEV, 

o the BBC 

I send my hearty cone atulations to the 

British Broadcasting Corpo tion on the twenty-

first anniversary of its fo nciation. 

In peace and war alik , it has proved 

itself a great national ins tUtion, rendering 

high service to the State a to millions of 

listeners all over the worlde 

I wish the Corporationlall success in the 1 future, when broadcasting wi 1 play a part of 

ever-increasing importance ig the lives of all 
of us. 

14th November 1943, 

od 
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(INCORPORATING WORLD- RADIO) 

WAR AND PEACE 
On 17 January 1943, the BBC began 

its first ever full-cast dramatisation 

of Tolstoy's classic novel. Serialised 

in eight parts for the Home Service, 

it starred Celia Johnson as Natasha 

Rostov and Leslie Eanks as Pierre 

Bezukhov. Eric Fraser provided 

illustrations for Radio Times. 'WAR AND PEACE' 
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PRICE TWOPENCE 

PROGRAMMES FOR 

February 28—March 6 

RADIO TIME 
JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

Special Programmes 

This week will be broadcast a se-
quence of over lifti P-rógianànes 
designed to ?present a composite 
picture of the British Army, and 
of its development from the 
sombre days of the campaign 
which ended at Dunkirk to the 
present day which finds it a tre-
mendous fighting machine armed 
and poised for the grim tasks 
ahead 

echo of Agincourt 
Several of Sunday's programmes 
will prelude the official sequence ; 
in the afternoon will be broadcast 
scenes from Shakespeare's King 
Henry the Fifth, • with Esmond 
Knight in the part of the warrior-
king. In 1415 the men wore 
armour, and in 1943 the armour 
is borne by the vehicles, but the 
same spirit informs the steel. 

Official Opening 
On Sunday night, after the nine 
o'clock news, Sir James Grigg, 
Secretary of State for War, will 
come to the microphone to intro-
duce the sequence. After his talk 
listeners will hear recorded mes-
sages from the following com-
manders: General Sir Bernard 
Paget (Home Forces), General Sir 
George Giffard (West Africa), Lt.-
General Sir William Plan (East 
Africa), Field Marshal Sir Archi-
bald Wavell (India), General Sir 
Henry Maitland Wilson (Middle 
East), General the Hon. Sir Harold 
Alexander (North Africa), Lt.-
General Kenneth Anderson ( 1st 
Army), Field Marshal the Viscount 
Gort (Malta), Lt.-General Mason 
Macfarlane (Gibraltar), and Gen-
eral. Sir Alan Brooke (Chief of the 
Imperial General Staff). 

The Building of an Army 
Under this title the main 
series of three programmes—to 
be heard on Monday, Wednes-
day, and Friday nights respect-
ively—will present a documented 
account of the crescendo of events 
from Munich to Dunkirk, from 
Dunkirk to ' Dieppe, and up to 
and including the Battle of Egypt. 
"rhe first and second of these pro-
grammes were written by Major 
Eric Linklater and Stephen Potter; 
the third is by Denis Johnston, 
lately BBC war correspondent in 
Egypt-

(INCORPORATING WORLD- RADIO) 

LA RUY 

'On the Job' 
Another series, this time of four 
programmes allotted between Mon-
day, Thursday, Friday, and Sat-
urday, will show units engaged in 
'different sides of army work—one 
at gun drill in a coastal battery, 
another carrying out a night 
exercise at a battle school, a third 
training as airborne troops, and— 
as the final programme of the 
whole week's sequence—a fourth 
unit relieving its sentries at a 
London barracks before the sound-
ing of the Last Post. 

The Scottish Pipes 
On Monday evening a programme 
called Pipes of the Misty Moor-
land' will recall in the form of 
dramatised episodes some of the 
many historical occasions when the 
sound of the pia has inspired or 
accompanied Scottish gallantry in 
battle. 

With the Home Guard 
On Tuesday evening men of the 
Tynemouth Battalion of the 
Northumberland Home Guard 
will tell their own story of its 
formation, training, arid duties, 
typifying the spirit of Britain's 
spare-time army'. 

91UX 

' Song of the Regiment' 
Also on Tuesday evening this pro-
gramme will bring to listeners 
legends and songs of the Regimen-
tal Marches of the British Army. 
The singers will be Elsie French, 
Jan van der Gucht, and John Mott. 

Changing Guard 
Wednesday Morning's dismounting 
and mounting of King's Guard 
will be broadcast with commen-
taries. 

Following *Up 
The Young Idea' a glimpse of 

the Army Cadet Idea', at work, 
will be presented on Wednesday 
afternoon. 

'Strange but True' 
Odd facts about the present-day 
Army, and strange episodes in the 
lives of soldiers, will be presented 
in this programme on Wednesday 
evening. 

' Radio Reconnaissance' - 
The programme under this head-
ing on Wednesday night will be 
The Army as a Team' and will 

describe the way in which all arms 
are used in a battalion 

through the Week 

Battlefronts 
On Thursday eyeing' a pro-
gramme by the ` Marc ing On' 
teem will take listeners imagin-
ation to all the fro ts where 
British soldiers are n w to be 
found. 

Settling In 
On Saturday evening a 
called ' What! No Mort 
will describe the recrui 
weeks in the Army. 

rogramme 
ng Tea?' 
s first six 

March Past 
The principal prog merle on 
Saturday evening will be ' The 
British Army Marches Past', a 
panorama of marchin. feet and 
gunfire and moving mour, of 
bugle-calls and music, regimental 
names and battle-hon tr. 

Bands in the We 
The Army bands to be 
be the Royal Artill 
wich) Band, the R.A. 
and Dance Band, 
Guards Band, the 
Guards Band, the S 
Band, the Pipes and 
the Army School of 
Blue Rockets Dance 
(R.A.O.C.), the Band 
fordshire and Hertfor 
ment, the Electrono 
Band, the Royal Arti 
Orchestra, the RA. 
Band, the Band and 
of the Manchester R 
Band of the Loyal R 
the Dance Orchestra 
Royal Rifle Corps. 

Other Programm 
Sunday morning, an 
vice; Sunday aft 
orchestral concert for 
H.M. Forces; Sun 
' The Army Sings ( 
at Cardiff) ; Monda 
David's Day Conce 
afternoon, John Hil 
Tuesday evening, the 
Wednesday eveni 
F.ae ! ', a high-s 
show by the Tr 
Troops; Thursday 
Commentary by 

• 

s 

li 

heard will 
y (Wool-
.C. Band 

he Welsh 
Idstream 

ts Guards 
Drums of 
iping, the 
Orchestra 
f the Bed.' 
shire Regl-
es Dance 
ry Theatre 
C. Dance 
anee Band 
'ment, the 
iment, and 
the King's 

Army Ser-
noon, an 
members of 
y evening, 
mn-singing 
Night, St. 
; Tuesday 
n talking; 
rains Trust; 

' Stand 
d Variety 
s for the 
night, War 
ajor Lewis 

ARMY WEEK 
The RT for 28 February-6 March detailed 

50 programmes about the British Army, 

introduced (opposite page) by Army 

Week's producer Cecil McGivern. 
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THE MEANING OF ARMY WEEK 
Cecil McGivern, producer 'in charge of the Army Week broadcasts, describes the scope 
and purpose of this unexampled sequence of programmes devoted to one magnificent theme 

' One mai‘— the ordinary British 
TOMMy 

JN the autumn and winter of 1939 
the waters of the English Channel 

whitened round the bows of troop-
ships carrying another army away 
from England. That army sang as 
all British armies have sung, words 
irrelevant to war—' Roll out the 
bai-rd . . .'. That army was followed 
by the pride and tears of a Britain 
wisp for years had been conditioned 
to pacifism--a Britain who for years 
had made it clear that she had little 
money to spare for arms and 
ammunition, a Britain who had not 
ik en the inevitable result of a 
Germany striving with vast energy to 
build an unbeatable army. 

5 P" - 

Yet that British Expedit ionary 
Force was no ` token ' army, but a 
powerful force, trained and equipped 
as well as we then knew how. But 
we did not know enough. And when 
the soldiers of Holland and Belgium 
and France could fight no more, the 
B.E.F. had to be brought back across 
a Channel mercifully calm under the 
small craft which covered its surface. 
The Army's equipment was now 
simply jettisoned impedimenta. 

Ilrilain   

Then Britain, alone, faced a 
triumphant Germany and a boastful 
Italy. And an officer in chfrge of a 
unit on the coast of Britain smiled 
as he read in his orders : ' In the 
event of no weapons being available 
for them, officers will cut for them-
selves stout sticks '. 
Then it began— the organising, the 

recruiting, the training, the equip-
ping. While Dunkirk followed 
Norway, and Greece followed Dun-
kirk, and Singapore followed Greece, 
the new British Army was built. In 
three years, fighting out of its weight, 
it grew into a modern aggressive 
force, matching the armoured divi-
sions, the airborne divisions, the 
.craftsmen infantry of the enemy--
matching and finally outmatching 
them. A new British Army emerged, 
able to crack Wide open the hand-
picked Afrika Corps and beat it back 
over 1,500 miles of desert. That 
Army--an Army of menFOSO I who in 

SUPPLIES ARE 

LIMITED and 

Dealers/a/some. 

tirnesso/dowe and 

may net, there. 

fore, be able to 

satisfy yaar fir" 
application. 

Housewives, whose time for 
home duties is curtziled by war 
work, find Mansion Polish a real 
. >help in keeping the home bright, 

clean and healthy. 

FOR FLOORS, FURNITURE 
b- LINOLEUM 

ad thought of war only to hate ti 
now an Army of first-line o 

soldiers in a war that has given every 
soldier a complicated and technical 
job. It looks confidently and eagerly 
forward to the struggle which will 
lead to final victory. 
That is the thing few other 

nations could have done, and none 
could have donc h better and more 
quickly. 

Building Up lite Week 

And that is the story which the 
BBC sets out to tell in Army Week. 
At the time of writing, more than 
fifty programmes have been planned 
to pay tribute to the British Army ; 
. this tribute is probably tjee biggest 
project the BBC has undertaken. 
The attention of listeners is 

respectfully drawn to the word 
' planned'. This is not simply a 
collection of programmes put together 
in one week to give that week' an 
Army flavour. The Planning De-
partment of the BBC, with the full 
co-operation of the War Office, ha> 
seen to it that these programmes 
have a shape and a design. 
The main thread of the story of 

the British Army and the backbone 
to the week's programmes are the 
three broadcasts on Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Friday nights called 
' The Building of an Army 
In the first two of these Eric 
Linklater and Stephen Potter tell the 
story of the making of an Army from 
Munichto Dunkirk, and from Dun-
irk to Dieppe, the combined opera-
ons raid which was--though none 
f us realised it—the• full-scale dress Pia Wilhelm arm judiaamarak 
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rehearsal for North Africa. The 
third of these programmes tells the 
story of the great victory in Egypt in 
a dramatisation written by Denis 
Johnston, just returned from there. 
Around these three arc built the 

numerous other programmes--each 
carefully selected for some good 
reason. The. live' broadcasts 
arranged by the Outside Broadcasting 
Department take us to the ' Army on 
'the Job'. The Variety prograrrurnes 
are not just entertainment with an 
Andy flavour. In one the Army 
entertains itself and us—and it can 
do so because in the long months of 
training and waiting the Army had 
to entertain itself and developed con-
siderable skill and considerable talent. 
In another the ' Profession ' enter-
tains the Army, as it has done so 
thoroughly since war began. Other 
aspects of the Army are shown in 
special Talks Department pro-
grammes, such as Radio Reconnais-
sance and War Commentary. 
The BBC has a magnificent theme, 

and every department is trying to 
give to the public and to the Army 
itself at feast an outline of the com-
plex structure which is the modern 
British Army. 

But during the planning and writ-
ing and rehearsing of this week, those 
responsible have kept clearly in mind 
not the Army as a whole but one 
man—the ordinary British Tommy, 
the man who in 1938 never dreamed 
of weapons and uniform, but who, in 
1943, is at the lowest estimate, equal 
to the best fighting men of any other 
nation. It is to him we dedicate 
Army Week. To him we ay: 
This is your story. This is your 
portrait. This is your life. We 
salute you and thank you. For we 
know that one day you will come 
home and say with inevitable casual-
nes,, ' Well, that's that. Wc've 
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BBC NEWS MAP No. 2—TUNISIA 
This map is specially drawn to help you in following BBC news bulletin. Cut it out and 

keeg it by your set. The names on it will be used, as tar as possible, in giving you future 

news from Tunisia. BBC maps of other war areas wRI be printed as occasion arises. 
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BBC NEWS 
MAPS 
In March 1943, Radio Times provided reference 

maps on the cover to enable listeners to keep 

abreast of news bulletins from the Eastern Front 

and from Tunisia. "Cut it out and keep it near your 

set," urged the cover line. In September (opposite 

page) a further map was published to help listeners 

track events following the Allied invasion of Italy. 

Russia on the Map 

A
L' TOGETHER the Red Army have recaptured over 200 inhabited 
places, 35 of which are named in the communiqué.' So says 
the news-reader, and though even the 35 named places may not 

all be given in the BBC bulletin, listeners have been given what was 
more helpful, a clear general picture of each day's progress and its 
implications throughom the recent Russian offensive. 
The staff of the Home News department work in two shifts of three 

days each. When the new shift comes on duty, the man in charge of the 
Russian story first takes a look at the large map of the battle-zone 
fixed to the wall of the news room, to see how the previous three days' 
fighting has gone. A network of differently coloured strings attached to 
pins shows the approximate battle-front for each day he has been off 
duty. Each night as the names of newly captured places come from 
Moscow, he puts in a new set of pins and connects them up in an outline 
of the new front. Then he tries to tell listeners what he sees, remember-
ing always that most of them have nothing like so good a map, probably 
do not mark up what map they have, may not even be looking at 
Dne at all. . 
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Radio Times (incorporating World-Radio) December 17 1943 
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CHRISTIVIA 
1943 
As the war dragged on, 

an appropriately sombre 

Yuletide edition came with a 

cover illus:ration by Cecil W 

Bacon. The message of the 

centrepiece broadcast on 

Christmas Day (opposite) 

was: "We cire advancing 

towards y :tory, towards 

understaniing." Meanwhile, 

in the same issue RT reader 

Mrs E Holmes of Bradford 

wrote to c,)mplain about an 

episode or Kitchen Front, in 

which "a mere man" advised 

housewives on how to grill 

a steak. "We would be more 

grateful if we were told how 

to procure one," she said. 

Full programmes for Christmas Week and Christmas Day 

In this fifth year of war, and at the approach of its mighty climax, the 
simple symbols of Christmas and of the old ideals of peace and good-
will need be none the less honoured because mankind has had to 
learn again that peace and goodwill must be fought for. BBC 
programmes during Christmas week will be found, as usual, to reflect 
the traditional spirit of the season, with a special thought this year for 
all whom the call of war has torn fer from the homes they love and 

the kind of Christmas they like best to remember. To all in the 
fighting Services on Britain's battle-fronts, on land, in the air, and 
on the perilous seas; to the millions who toil with hand and brain 
in their staunch support; to all who now live in loneliness and 
anxiety—to all listeners, indeed, but this year to these in particular, 
Greetingsl And may you find among these programmes many 
happy memories of the past and a still happier promise for the future I 
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Here are pictures that will indicate something ol the world-wide range of the big Christmas-afternoon broadcast. The programme will include contributfons from 
(L. to R.) the Australian front in New Guinea ; the Italian front ; Chungking, war-ravaged but indomitable; and the great Alaskan Highway, ' built for war, ready for peace '. 

' WE ARE ADVANCING '—dite Christmas afternoon broadcast 
Laurence Gilliam and Leonard Cottrell, producers of the world-wide 
Christmas-afternoon programme, describe the sweep of the ambitious 
radio journey planned by the BBC in co-operation with the General 
Post Office and the broadcasting organisations and fighting services 

of the United Nations 

O
N Christmas Day, the fifth of the war, the power of broad-
casting is used to piece together for sixty brief minutes the 
pattern of a world torn asunder by war, to reveal something 
of the new pattern of unity towards which the peoples of the 

free world are struggling. 
' We are Advancing, towards Victory, towards Understanding '— 

that is our theme this Christmas. Advancing on the battle-fronts, in 
Russia, in Italy, in the Pacific war-zones. Advancing in under-
standing as we work and fight together ` not for ourselves alone'. 
A blending of sounds and voices brings a series of short pictures 

into focus as we move around the world. 
First, a London home, where a soldier is spending his first Christ-

mas at home for five years. He was a prisoner of war. Now he 
is home again. The walls dissolve, and we are in Italy, just behind 
the lin of battle, with our fighting men. Our first greeting is to 
them in the name of all whose loved ones fight overseas. 

* * * * 

-A voice without a name speaks next, telling of the dark hungry 
Christmas in the occupied lands. Then the bright cheerful noise 
of American airmen entertaining British fighter pilots ' somewhere 
in England'. Then a sharp reminder of the men who are on guard 
while you enjoy your Christmas. Over to Coastal Command, on 
patrol, guarding our ships. Then to the men who are building your 
ships—ships for the advance, to a Clyde shipyard for a greeting to all 
war-workers. Then to the Navy, at a North-Atlantic base. The 
men of the destroyers and the corvettes have a call to make across 
the Atlantic—over to Halifax, Nova Scotia, for a greeting to, the 
Merchant Navy. Up North to Newfoundland to our first airman, 
a ferry pilot whose daily business it is to cross that same ocean 
in a few hours. We are advancing. 

Across Canada to another war-time communication link, the Alaska 
Highway, built for war, ready for peace, the first stage of a new 
artery ready to bring new life to frozen lands. South, over , the 

border to the Middle-West metropolis. From the skyscrapers of. 
Chicago you cannot see the Atlantic or the Pacific. But some are 
beginning to see a nèw world. We are advancing. 

Across the South Atlantic to Africa. A South African transport 
pilot speaks. He answers our greeting to the flying men who are 
cutting new swift lines across the dark continent, sends us back to 
Brazil, which joins our Christmas circle for the first time with a gay 
picture of Christmas in the sun. Now westward across the Pacific, 
south to New Guinea, to the bitter jungle. A heartfelt greeting to the 
fighting men advancing there, slowly, painfully, but still advancing. 

North-west now to Chungking where another flying man broad-
casts a message from war-torn China, great in hope and endurance. 
Westward again to India, where a British soldier from the Burma 
front sends greetings home on the eve of advance. Now the picture 
changes. From the scenes of war at sea, in the jungles, in the 
mountains and in the islands we pause at the home of peace. Across 
the world steals the sound of Christmas bells, bringing alive in count-
less hearts an old unredeemed promise of tasting peace. From the 
white hill-town of Bethlehem an ordinary soldier sends a message of 
hope to the world. 
The sound of bells from the Holy Land will be echoed, we hope, 

by the sound of bells from one of the great cities of Russia. We shall 
greet our gaeat Russian allies as they advance to complete the 
liberation of their land. 

Our journey nea. rs its end. We are back in Britain in an ancient 
farmhouse in the Midlands. A farmer speaks to the world of the 
things that lie at the heart of all our lives, the land and the men who 
serve it. 

Last scene of all : London—fighting men of many nations joined 
together to declare before the world their unity in the hard task that 
lies before them. The pledge is given. ' We are Advancing. 
Towards' Victory. Towards Understanding.' 

(L to R.) From Rio de Janeiro will come a message from our ally, Brazil; this men. of the destroyers and corvettes ' have a call to make across the Atlantic; the 
bells of Bethlehem will renew their promise to mankind ; and from the English Midlands a farmer will speak of our own rich soil and the men who servo it 
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WITH THE BBC IN 1943 

Mr. Fyodor Gusev, who became Russian Dr. T. V. Soong, Minister for Foreign Affairs in The death on August 26 of Professor lohn Hilton (left), u oie weekly talks to the 
Ambassador to Great Britain in August, the Chinese Government, who visited Britain Forces !WC alive with sympathy and practical advice, and s death on November 20 
broadcast a short message to this country during the summer, broadcast the Sunday-night of ' Romany ' (seen here with .` Bag') deprived British radio of - two striking 

on Russia's Day, November 7 postscript on August It persanalities• Each of them had endeared hintsci'l to a r *de I;rienins 

Leary N. Constantine, famous cricketer from 
Trinidad, now Welfare Officer for lamaican 
technicians in England, broadcast a Friday 
night talk on September 3, and took part in 
the Brains Trust on May 23 and November 9 

Francois, Rosay, celebrated French stage and screen actress, made her first appearance 
in British radio in the Anglo-French vaudeville programme on Ally 14, and broadcast 
the Sunday-niet postscript on October 31, the anniversary of her escape from 

Marseilles in 1942. She has broadcast frequently to Prance from North Africa. 

Lydia Lopokor was the is ornan narrator 
in the adapted of Tolstoy's ' War and 
Peace she br , casting of which during 
7anuary and Fe ruary was an outstanding 

achievem nt in radis drama 

Yehuai Menuhin, the famous American violinist, Wynford Vaughan Thomas flew over Berlin Howard Marshall, a popular BBC common 
during a visit to this country broadcast with the in a Lancaster bomber on a September tasar on pre-war events, was with the firs 
BBC Symphony Orchestra in a concert as the Royal night raid, and recorded his impressions British troops to enter Timis, and described 

Albert Hall on April 5 ' on the spot' the scene in a memorable despatch 

- 

The stor of the "taking at 
Cumigiedd of the film The Silent 
Village', cd on the destruction 
of the • ech mining village of 
Lidice, broadcast on lung 10. 
Hew lo es, a miner. took pars 

• The Anvil', a series of programmes in January and A scene at the Royal Albert Hall on August 21, the last night of ' The Great Ship made radio history, being per-
February, dealt with listeners questions on religious and the Promenade Concert season, when for the first time in the history formed three times in ne week during May. 
ethical subjects. Here are (left to right) Canon F. A. Cock/n, of the Proms the BBC Symphony Orchestra and the London Phil- Here lohn Gielgud (left) whp played the principal 

"of St. Paul's Cathedral; Professor Victor Murray, University harmonic Orchestra were combined. Sir Henry Wood is seen pan, and Eric Link/as r (centre) the author. 
College, Hull, a Free Church layman (Methodist); and shaking hands with Paul Beard (leader, BBC Symphony Orchestra) discuss the script with V GU:lead, the producer, 

Father Agnellus Andrew, a Franciscan friar, with lean Pougnet (leader of the L.P.O.) on his left who is the BBC's Direct of Featureawnd Drama 
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A YEAR IN PICTURES 

BELOW Some 
the young refugee, 
who took part in 
the Welsh Child-
ren's ' Goodwill 
Day ' programme 
on May I 
Seated : Ri, hard 
Mestitz (C.ech); 
ludith and Frank 
Weisinger 
(Polish); stand-
ing, Ltsette 
Delamousste• 
(Belgian) 

ABOVE : Tisi,e during the year Britain 
welcomed home repatriated prisoners-of-war---
from Italy, on St. George's Day, and mfr. 
re.:ently from Germany. On each occasion 

1 recordings were Weida at the dockside and 
broadcast ;n RISC news bulletins. 

Since February the exchange genes ' Trans-
atlantic Call—People to People ' . has been 
broadcast jointly by the and CBS of 
America. The Oldham spinners seen below 
typify the many ordinary folk who have spoken 
t,, their fellow-workers across the Atlantic. 

The joyful note of Victory bells, Irons West-
minster Abbey and elsewhere, was heard 
by listeners on two occasions during the 
year: May 16 (North Africa) and Septem-

ber 12e (Italy) 

I./Cpl. limmy Howe (right) with some numbers of the dance 
band- lw formed in Swing VIII B. Most of them were 
repatriated in October They broadcast an November 20. 

Lathe Druett, Sussex farmer, talked to -foe Navrer, 
driver of a Lease-lend tractor, in a May broadcast 
of the series ' Transatlantic (:all—Peeple te People' 

Some 4.1 1h4 huge audience, mainly R.A.F. and of all 
ranks, who sat entsatuad by. the playing of the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra, which sawed tir stamp for concerts in S 

RIGHT r Perry John Batter. 
ham in the arms of his 
lather, Corporal lohn Bat-
terham of the Royal Aus-
tralian Air Force, during his 
christening service, which 
was broadcast on Septem-
ber 28 in ' Anzacs Calling 
Hanle The producer, 
FIE. Lieut. H. H. Stewart, 
R.A.A.F., described this 
baby as the best baby and 
the' worst broadcaster ' he 
had ever met, for P. 7. P. 
remained serently silent 
throughout the ceremony. 

Their Majesties the King and Queen visited the Merchant Navy Club, London, op 
May 13. With them ant shown (1. to r.) the Hon. Yoh" O. Irinant, United States 
Ambassador to Great Britain; Howard Thomas, producer of Shipmates Ashore', the 
programme broadcast each week jroni the club; Mato, Laughton of the National Services 
Hostels Corporation; George Tomlinson, M.P., Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of 
Labour; and (back so camera) lot Loss, who provided music for the occasion. 

Members of the Fourth Indian Contingent, during a visit to London, sesu greetings to 
relatives .and friends in India on September 10. Here I. B. Sarin of the RFC Indies 
Section introduces Subadar Loi Bahadur Thapa, V.C., from Nepal, to Princes, Indira of 

Kapurthala, a resaler broadcaster to india and to the Indian Forcer 

ABOVE: A BBC 
recording truck as 
used in Italy and 
elsewhere by BBC 
la a r correspon-
dents. Observer 
7. R. N. Nixon 
and (in the truck) 
1:4ecording Engineer 
G.. F. Wade are 
operating the re-
cording equipment, 
which includes two 
hundred yards of 
microphone cable. 

7uly a broadcast commen-
tary was man at a Naval 
Training Centre where sue 
marine crews are taught to use 
the Davit Escape Apparatus. 
Gilbert Harding is shown talk. 
big to trainees about to take 

their first dip 
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ALL ABOUT THE NEW 

R ATION BOOK 
CUT THIS NO TICE OUT AND KEEP IT BY YOU 

The issue of the new Ration Book (with the next Clothing 
Book)-began on May 22nd. It will be used for food purchases 

from July 23rd. 
Getting your new Ration Book will be easier and quicker this 

year if everyone follows these simple directions. We have divided 
them into BEFORE, DURING and AFTER. Take these stages 
one at a time, and you will help to make the job of giving out 
even 45,000,000 books go with a swing. 

Before you can get your new Ration Book you must 
see that both your IDENTITY CARI) and your PRESENT 

RATIoN aooK are in order. 

Your Identity Card should have been signed on the 

left-hand inside page. It should also have your present permanent address on 

it. If it has not, or if you have lost your card, go at once to your local National 
Registration Office (same address as the Food Office), taking your'present Ration 

Book with you. Remember it's no good going to a ration book distribution 
centre if your Identity Card has been lost or is incorrect. 

Page 3 of your PRESENT RATION BOOK has been left blank so far. This must be 
filled in now. This page must not be rut me. Next make sure that page 36 has the 
names and addresses of your retailers written or stamped in the spaces provided. 

HO\\ To GET 

THE NEW RATION BOOK 
During the time that the new books are being given out, 
the posters in your Food Office area and advertisements 
in your local newspapers will tell you where and when 

to get your book. Remember that the poster to go by is the one in -your own 
- °Li Office area. It will be shown in Post Offices, cinemas and elsewhere. 

.£,eire.new Ration Book you must have yo ts present Food 
te can fetch your new book for you 

ks for a household can 
nt. Other arrangements 
4 for their new book at 

e between now and Jule lrd 
on Books at the same time and 
Identity Cards who ha,* to 
ks at the same time. 

Book you must : 

nnal Rigistreion Number on the 
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4 1 on the front or the Clothing Book. 

&ok carefully and put it away in a 411>e BOOK 
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MAKING DO 
The Ministry of Food 

regularly used the pages 
of Radio Times as one of 

the ways to keep people 
updated on changes to 
rationing. This half page 

from an issue in June 1944 
is labelled Food Facts 203. 
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FOUR MORE G.F.P. ANNOUNCERS 

WENDY WEDDELL' JEAN METCALFE s JOAN GRIFFITHS JOAN EDGAR 

When Will He Be Listening? 
Goatman explains how you may listen 

and womén in the Services 

W
HAT'S the time ? ' The 
old question has had a 
new significance since 
February 27. Your man 

may be in Palestine, or in India, or 
Canada, or on the high seas ; where-
ever he is, the time by his watch 
and the time by your clock closely 
affect your prospects of sharing the 
General Forces Programme with 
him: for the obvious reason that his 
watch and your clock do not neces-. 
sarily indicate the same hour. 
They may do so, of course. In 

Italy and North Africa-that in-
cludes Gibraltar; • Malta, and Sicily 
-our men fight, work, and listen 
by British clock time. Forces 
Favourites', records chosen for their 
women-folk by British Forces serving 
overseas, is at 7.45 for us and for 
• them. But the further east or west 
of the Greenwich meridian that the 

OVERSEAS PEAK1,ISTENING 

TIMES WITH EQUIVALENT 

HOURS IN BRITISH 

SUMMER TIME 

7.0 p.m. to 10.0 p.m. Equivalent 
in areas named in B.S.T. 

FAR EAST 
(Chungking) 1.0 p.m.-4.0 p.m. 

INDIA, BURMA...1 30 p.m.-430 P.m 

IRAQ, ADEN 5.0 p.m.-8.0 p.m. 

IRAN 4.30 p.m.-7.30 p.m. 

NEAR EAST 
(Cairo, Syria, Palestine, Trans-
joidan, Cyprus) 6.0 p.m.-9.0 p.m. 

E. AFRICA 5  0 p.m.-8.0 p.m. 

S. AFRICA 6.0 p.m.-9.0 p.m. 

N. AFRICA 

(Aielgiietrs,r a=lt a r 17.r ps.trej  1 0.0 p.m. 

GAMBIA 8.0 p.m.- 11.0 p.m. 

GOLD C,OAST....7 30 p.m.-10.30 p.m. 

NIGERIA 7.0 p.m.- I0.0 p.m. 

SIERRA. LEONE...9.0 p.m.-12 midn't.• 

CENTRAL AMERICA 
(Eastern Brazil).. 11.0 p.m.-2.0 a.m.• 

S. AMERICA 
(Argentine) 11.0 p.m.-2.0 a.m.' 

WEST INDIES 
(Jamaica) 12 midnight-3.0 am.' 

N. AMERICA (Eastern . 
War Time) 12 midnight-3.0 a.m.• 

• N.B.-General Forces Programme 
closes down at 11.0 p.m. 

to the General Forces Programme at the times when men 

overseas are best able to do the same 

programmes goes, the greater the 
variation in time from our clock. The 
fact influences not only your shared 
listening, but the planning of • the 
programme service you share. 

I * * * 

On the listener's side of the 
G.F.P. microphone, the first concern 
must be the degree to which the 
home listening day coincides with 
that of the man overseas. Then fol-
lows the query : at what hours is 
there the greatest likelihood of his 
being able to listen ? From the 
answers you can reckon the hours 
at which you should switch on if 
you are to have the satisfaction of 
knowing that he is then most likely 
to be listening too. 
The man in Palestine is a good 

example. His watch, rust now, is 
one hour fast by your clock-nine 
o'clock in Palestine is eight o'clock 
here. In Palestine, as in the other 
overseas areas concerned, they receive 
the General Forces Programme as a 
part of the BBC's General Overseas 
Service, and it goes to them for over 
twelve hours a day-from 6.30 to 
8.15 a.m.- and from 11.0 a.m. to 
9.30 p.m. Add that hour, and you 
have the time, by Palestine watches, 
at which his programme service from 
home comes in. 
You will notice that there is a gap 

in the short-wave continuity of the 
service-between 8.15 and 11.0, 
though the medium wave for home 
listeners carries on right through. The 
gap applies to all the overseas areas 
in which the General Forces Pro-
gramme is available during our fore-
noon, and is necessary for transmitter 
maintenance, and other technical 
purposes. 

* -* 

Here arises your second considera-
tion : at what hours is your man in 
Palestine most likely to be listening ? 
Certainly nobody on active service 
can listen for twelve hours a day, or 
anything like it. But it is a safe 
assumption that for the majority of 
men in the Forces the most favour-
able opportunity • of listening comes 
during their evening off-duty hours. 
The BBC anticipates its peak 
audiences during the evening in the 
areas to which its programmes are 
directed. By adjusting our hours of 
listening accordingly-that is, by 
making the necessary allowance for 
any time difference-we make the 
link the more secure. 
' That is the situation expressed in 
the accompanying table. Taking 

7.0-10.0 p.m. as representing the 
evening in the parts of the world con-
cerned, it shows the equivalent period 
according to British clocks. In next 
week's RADIO TIMES a fuller guide 
will be printed. 
. The effect on programme planning 

of all these variations on the time 
theme will have become apparent. 
High-spot programmes cannot be 
permitted to waste their sweetness on 
the deserted air-they must go out 
at times when the maximum audience 
is likely to be available. 

For the planners, it means think-
ing of the various regions to which 
the G.F.P. is directed as so many 
different audiences, each a separate 
target requiring separate aim. In 
the course of the day, the General 
Forces Programme swings round the 
world from the Far East to the Far 
West-and that means legislating for 
a variation of time differencé from 
eight or more hours ahead of British 
time to eight hours behind it. 

* 
Thirein lies the maifi reason for 

the recent adjustments in the times 
of some of the high:spots of home 
listening, an for the fact that pro-
grammes specially intended, for our 
men in, say, India, go out around 
our lunch tithe. What chiefly matters, 
in short, is the peak listening period 
in each target area. 
Though that is the primary con-

cern of the men and women who 
plan the G.F.P., it is not the only 
one. Related to timing, if not to 
time differences, are considerations of 
established and prospective rebroad-
casting and integration with the 
specialised regional services of the 
BBC. • 

Extending as it does throughout 
the day, the General Forces Pro-
gramme is necessarily on the air at 
the same time as one or other of the 
BBC's specially-directed overseas pro-
grammes-the Pacific, Eastern, Afri-
can, and North American Services, 
for example. Though these are inde-
pendently planned and operated, 
close liaison with the G.F.P. is main-
tained, not only because coincidence 
of services may provide an area with 
alternative programmes in English, 
but because it is sometimes possible 
for one service to reinforce the other. 
For you, then; for the man overseas, 
for the programme builders-for all 
concerned with this vital business of 
linking the man and woman on over-
seas service with their folk at home, 
time is the essence of the contact. 

TUNING IN 
With British tro)ps, sailors and 

airmen serving all over the world, 

it was hard for hose ol the home 

front to figure out when loved 

ones might be - uning in to the 

General Forces. Programme and 

give a sense of listening together. 

This feature ex.)lained when 

the peak listen ng period might 

be - wherever you were. 

OPPOSITE PAGE Radio Times 

was able to calL on extraordinary 

people to cont -ibute to the 

magazine. Her? Professor 

Alexander Fleming wrote about 

the war agaimt microbes, making 

the point that not all bacteria are 

bad. Who bett ?r- to explain this 

than the man Nho had 

discovered pe 

programmes as 
Trust can he 
times a week, 
really worth lis 
cast once, and t 
can listen to it 
Jack Benny pro 

Dina and the Brains 
roadcast two and three 
when something that is 
ning to is only broad-
at when very few people 
I am referring to the 

amme.-Ips•svich. Suffolk. 

It's lAlice Again 
M R. A. SHAW 
that ' there mu, 
attacks listeners, 
age. or intellige 
called ' whimsi 
Shaw and thos 
appreciate Lewi 
for lima is a 
-H. E. Read, 

his recent letter stated 
be an Itma germ which 

irrespective of class, creed, 
ce '. There is, and it is 
lity '. I wonder if Mr. 
who share his views can 
Carroll's Alice ' hooks, 
mber of the same family. 
ondon, W. 3. 

It's oseph Again 
TH6Nlt you for the surprise in the form 
of Joseph Macl reading the news again. 
His return is ry welimme.-E Walbey, 
London, N.2. 

ell Met' 
1 MUST SAY w very much I enioyed 
and appreciate the Sunday evening pro-
grammes-' A riend at Your Piano '. 
My thanks al to Mr. Raikes for his 
delightfully" in rmal introduction of the 
week's pianist 7. Groundsell, Neteport, 
1.0.W.  

Heroic 
ALTHOUGH I a 
was very thrill 
duction of ' M 
been so entra 
BBC Symphon 
Society, togeth 
bined to prod 
Could we hav 
P Wil;ey, Wa 

How about a 
Suppé, or one 
of Seville ? A 
Don Giovanni 
too much IS 
London, N 6. 

not exactly a highbrow. I 
d to hear the BBC's pro-
ming Heroes'. I have not 
cd for a long time. The 
Orchestra, the BBC Choral 
r with the orator, all corn-
e the perfect atmosphere. 
a repeat performance 1-

ngion, Surrey. " 

ver Enough 
opera or two by Auber or 
by Rossini-not the Barber 
ve all, let us hear Mozart's 
You can never broadcast 

ozart.-D. R. Wilkinson, 

• L teners' Own 
• May I suzgest a ' Listeners' Letters ' pro-
gramme each jieek 1 Surely this could be 
made a vital Icontact between BBC and 
public, and et4ourage people' who are nor-
mally silent indulge in a little con-
structisig criti R. Parsons, Ban-
bury, Oxon. 

R DIO TIMES 
tInc rating World-Radio) 
Every Haag. Pried, Twooeoca 

EDITORIAI.I AND ADVERTISEMENTSI 
Broad ling Mom.. London, W.I 

PUBLISHING, The Grammar School. 
d. Wembley, Middlesex 

st7nscRtPLlON RATES, inuluding moue« 
months 6 onontha 3 months 

Inland ..... 714. Sill 
Overlies" . 6/11 3/3 

Subscription should be sent to the BBC Pub. 
lishing Mum. or to any newsagent 

Copyright of II pro4rammes in this lesue ti 
strictly reee ed by the BBC, orogrommos 
• are subl t to lam-minute alteration' 

The fact thai good. tondo of no material le 
short BoPPI owing to War conditiont are 
advertieed I this journal should not be taken 
as an Indi lion that they are necesurily 

callable for extort 
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Penicillin, the drug that every das is saving the lives of fighting men, is one of the great medical 
discoveries of the century; thousands of our fighting men's lives, too, have been saved by anti-typhoid 
vaccines; parents have been urged, time and time again, to have their children immunised against 

diphtheria . . . all this scientific progress is in some way connected with . . . 

Friendly and Unfriendly Microbes 
'Here RADIO TIMES presents an introducr  lo Nests Pain's programme, ' War Against 

Microbes'—Friday at 8.20 p.m.—by the British scientist who discovered Penicillin 

Professor ALEXANDER FLEMING, F.R.C.S.. F.R.C.P., F.R.S. 

Professor Fleming, scientific adviser to Nesta 
Pain's programme, seen in his laboratory at St. 

Mary's Hospital, Paddington 

M ICROBE is more a popular than a scien-
tific term. It is applied to the lowest 
forms of plant life, bacteria (including 

viruses), yeasts and sometimes moulds, although 
very often it is used to include microscoptc 
animals such as 'the malarial parasite or the 
trypanosome of sleeping sickness. 

Micrones have been seen for some 250 years. 
In the seventeeth century Leeuwenhoek, a 
Dutch linen draper, made a microsci3pe suffi-
ciently powerful to see them, and he described 
many forms of ' animalculae' widespread in 
nature. But it was not until Louis Pasteur's work 
in the middle of last century thattheir import-
ance and significance were appreciated. It is to 
Pasteur that we owe the science of modern 
bacteriology. Pasteur showed that certain fer-
mentations were due to specific living micro-
organisms. Next, Ite was able to settle the 
problem of an infective silkworm disease, and 
he kid the foundations of our present know-
ledge. It was this work that induced Lister, 
then Professor of Surgery at Glasgow, to intro-
duce his antiseptic technique and revolutionise 
surgery—a great achievement. 
Some twenty years after Pasteur's early work, 

Robert Koch in Germany published his funda-
mental work on anthrax.. He was able to take 
the microbe from the infected animal, watch 
its growth outside the body, and reproduce the 
disease in animals by inoculating them with 
microbes which had survived many generations 
outside the body. Koch also brought in many 
new methods of growing and studying 'bacteria. 
Then Pasteur devised a method of protecting 

animals against infection by immunising them 
with vaccine. It was thus that protective 
inoculation against bacterial disease was begun. 
However, Pasteur's vaccines all contained living, 
although attenuated, microbes, and there was a 
small element of danger. It was years afterwards 
before it was found that the. inoculation of 
killed bacteria would likewise protect against 
disease, and it is Sir Almroth Wright that we 
have to thank for the introduction of anti-
typhoid vaccine, now universally used • in all 
armies, which has saved many thousands of lives. 
Some microbes such as the streptococcus invade 

the tissues of the body and give generalised in-
fections, others such as tetanus or diphtheria 
only grow locally in some small spot but make 
very powerful toxins that get into the circulation 
and attack certain susceptible and vital cells, 
often causing death. 

It was found that when horses were inoculated 
with this toxin they produced in their blood an 
antitoxin which neutralised the poisons. These 
antitoxins have been used in medicine for many 
years with great success in diphtheria, tetanus„ 
and other diseases. More recently it was dis-
covered that if these toxins were treated with 
various chemicals they became non-poisonous 
but would still, when inoculated, stimulate the 
production of antitoxins. Thus it has been possible 
to protect the Army against tetanus and children 
against diphtheria by the injection of toxoids 
(chemically treated toxins). This proceeding is 
perfectly harmless and confers a high degree 
of immunity, so there is a serious responsibility 

on a parent who refuses to have his or her child 
immunised against diphtheria. 

It had always been the earnest wish of workers 
with bacterial disease to find a chemical which 
would destroy infecting bacteria in the body, 
but until Ehrlich introduced his arsenical pre-
parations for the treatment of syphilis there was 
nothing which had a striking effect on them. 
Even after Salvarsan (606). and its successors 
there was a long wait until the sulphonamides 
(commonly referred to as M & B) revolution-
ised the treatment of puerperal fever, meningitis, 
pneumonia, and other diseases. Now we have 
another much more powerful anti-bacterial 
agent, Penicillin, which is probably only the 
forerunner of a new series of substances that 
will make some formerly deadly diseases readily 
curable. 

Space does not permit reference to many of 
the advances made in medical bacteriology, and 
we have to remember that it is only a \small 
fraction of the microbes existing that are 
capable of infecting man. In fact, we depend 
a good deal on some of them. Putrefaction 
must go on in nature so that complex organic 
materials are broken down into simple com-
pounds that can be used by plants as food-
stuffs. Then in the soil there are bacteria that 
combine the nitrogen of the air to make salts 
which serve as nitrogenous Manures. Bacterial 
action comes into the making of butter and 
cheese, the brewer and the baker use yeasts to 
make beer and bread, and moulds are being 
harnessed to make various useful products—for 
example, citric acid and penicillin. These are 
just a few of the many economic uses of 
'microbes. 
We are all most conscious of the existence of 

the microbes that cause disease as none of us 
goes through a single year without having some 
infection,- trifling or severe. But we must not 
condemn the whole microbe family—some of 
them are indeed friendly. 

TRANSATLANTIC AIR TERMINALS of the- Lend-Lease route are shown 
in this portion of a map reproduced, by permission, from the Biennial Report 
(1941-1943) of the Chief of Staff of 'the United States Army to the United 
States Secretary of War, « Its publication revealed for the first time that 
Prestwick airport in Ayrshire is the British terminal ; this evening's Scottish 
programme at 7.0, ' Cross-Roads of the World', forecasts the importance of 

this airport in post-war world traffic.. 
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While they 
are new 

that's the time to take your 

clothes in hand if you want 

them to look well and last 

well. A few minutes main-

tenance' work early on will 

save hours of patching and 

renovating later. Here are 

a few suggestions from 

Make-do and Mend classes. 

GET YOUR COPY of the new 
" Make-do and Mend" illustrated 

booklet. It contains many useful hints 
on the care, mending and renovating of 

clothes and household linen. Obtain-
able from your bookseller or newsagent 

or H.M. Stationery Office. Price 3d. 

SEWING 
GOES WITH A 

SWING 
at Make-do and Mend classes 

—and there's usually a machine 

you can use, and an iron for 

pressing. Your local Evening 

Institute, Technical College or 

Women's Organisation is prob-

ably running a class now. Or 

ask at the Citizens' Advice 

Bureaux—they'll give you par-

ticulars. 

ISSUED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE e 

ON 
THEIR TO 

sbcei 

i1 COUpOes co vou Pet;', 

StIlt,I,OS Cot yout woollen frocI 

outlet yout own and pcool 
by soaking in an stuns solUtiot 

toCOU:\f°oeitu_e:nl.r,Slte,::::::::ir',e,eus.B% \ 

see , 0I ,i --Pe \oung. 
eyonen'—owl 
tit o( Ixed, OH tw it sr.,' 

e"S A ee s° to seans 
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the b.,Ps. 

S COUVOtkS SeleS4 Week. 
lo ict.t.? ,e4o01-1.1k.S IN \ 
GOOD StIAVE., stitch ade tape 
along shouIdet ge untaters 
scams betote thc hest Pasts and 

D.k they sal0 hie-

talkOlee COUvON-See 
Nr,cttolt NO., sui-coss on 
ctoder,•, clothe., and yout owes 

woo \he, 

by backing Viet a double 

band ,ic reverie ot tape, 

AGO (Pee ECONOte 
Sle,SGIVIN.> SIOCF,1^:GS at 
the beets, toes and Phete yout 
suspenders Casten, Pe bus oi cAd 

stockIngs. 

Noce-eve NsodVeraests \ 

SAVE COUPONS 

--make therefrom% scraps I, 

of worn pillowcases. out sheets and \ 
.. Even old i. 

,. 

' blouses and undies CO" 
be used, provided d 

they 

\
are absorbent an will 

stand boiling• 
....—......... 
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BBC at the Front 
584 wne cot-ream...fro, with the Nary. lie.• Arms. dud the Ur Force 
art-toit the fighting nwn .n thr W.ideen ir.anj ri,ing their higge•I 

of Ilie war— roller°, lied-hand •nil personal .toriee ad 
Hie Little in Loraine for br...idea.atio, to lisle...es in and. thr.uali 
On. 11111.'s short-sa... seethes. le Tta' frer Pielores .1 15111 • ar 

T.T..1 .t.r. the, setis ili.,. an ietlilidied on pa,. 3 

A.E.F. p • • • rogreMme 

On the morning of June Or &thy rafter 13-131-ette My be. 

gan broadsmring to Wrenn From 
Poro-, Mc Allied Eneditennary 
Fort, Programme, which o has 
undertaken In agreement with 
Stionene Ihmliourters . Ilse daily 
proararmes Include edennbanions 
from the existing Pron..... 
the 1111C rh. Ar-te. - 
Netwevis, arid rho l'anadon 
o tin, Corporanuo . j hr ncw 
Programme is hennins, from 5.55 
a.m. to 11 p.m. 1.S.H.S.T on a 
watelencth of 295 metres. 1050 
kdocyalno per snems1 

G.B.S. 
'Starred ' Programme 

&nun! Shaw', Th.. . 1.1,-enooho 
of the k Got to her 1,1,is for 

a ¡pied as a rajie pt,, 4 
hiontsy night's • starred • pro-
gramme—the 1111(7s cho.ee for the 
week. Tle part of the 131.isk Garl 
O plaVed by Elisabeth WelsJa. and 
other, in ins. st,,,,, g t...ast induLle 
Hubert < irreg. Prrrins. 
Maleolm (irnme, and Jolt n 
Masten Lionel ILI, dramatic 
nuw, Introduces the programme in 

Pralek Oil Pan 5. 

Trinted in England by WATLALOW & Sobs, LTD., Twyford Abbey Road, Park Royal, N.W. liS. ti 
Searle Road, Wembley, M.dilescx 

General Booth Centenary 
(Senerat Carpenter, hen: of the 
Selvanan Array. wall 4.,M the 
addreas at Someday ,.-yenaa's 
vice, vehsch *ill mark the centen-
ary of Booth's conversion 
It wilF be hroadcaia from the 
South Memorial in Noting-
haw. hull, to notion Asc founder 
of the nalvation .Army by his 
low ...gm,. From this S 
the everonst wevite beams at 7.15, 
not 8 ce.ineis 

• Frarnley Parsonage • 
This ohs.), .he fourth of Anthony 
1 rolkin s muds moth the Ilanet-
share scainitloi, heon adapted as 
• Melsc Pan raT110 tal for 
broadcasting on Sorrier evenings 
between d ,, « • • • 
part walt he lerawkaist next Sunday. 
Ile nos0 bra apreare,1 a 
wend in the Corniall Motu:one in 
Sei. r..aeon, prueleally in 

List Ike. where Mark Hoban, 
The tout,, von, of Flaky, find, 
himself involved in the ' power 

.o1 S, room,. listeners 
who cmoyed The Woolen will 
men arseral oid ammatntante, 
among hern Rt,•hop ?mode and 
his redouptable lady. 

APri APPeeks 
The follownht are the results to 
date of the Weck's Gesod Cause 
appeals brividim.t u, Amrd. Cat-
tsrerativa natal 1.1overnen, 
Natrona Pews-ration tO Young 
Fanners Cie., by :he fit llon 
A V. .1ininradn , 
I. 1 , '2 In 4d. Alarr'; 
fats foe Women and Chndren, 
.%1,Incheact, by Wong t:wennaander 

v 52.'02 Nato,„ Ai,, tr., 

Fund, he Se Frank 
New-son-Smitj,. E,,594 Cs old ; 

Itrutsh Empire laimae Rd.d 
.Assoeiatten. be, • lemma I hator ' 
t".238 Ila .!st ; Old People's 
Welfare Compéttre of she National 

l'notwil of Soria/ &rein, by the 
FU Hon. Abritarct ts.usi f.. od. 

'Alexande, Neyalty 
On Thiaaday. The third /runner - 

h'<'sr1„ t;:7er G'sr,i.rhZ """'" “'1 
this mda• play wool on'  It 
slein's film wah its music by 
Proloiliev 4A.mander NerakY. 
Itiewian hero, old the many that 
defeated the Toomnie Knights on 
the he of Like Paitnis in 1212. 

rre-* 

Sportsmen's Corner 
(hi Wednesday evening Harold 
Ahraharns, the ('ambenler athlete 
who aeon thr It8)-metre rate for 
Astain at the 1924 Parts -(1Intinic 
(;anim. wdl etanding 
mews of Olympic Grune»: alerting, 

th P, ally Men!, Vienne,e athIcte, 
inte-naminal footballer :Tr./ 
• in.-, mat writer on liuroreinata.n, 
who is now sers•ing in the 
Army 

Saturday's Stalin Mile 

I 10101.1 .1hrahanis as she giving 
the conenentary on this shon-limit 
handnan to hr rim at It, 'dan. 
obier Athkto, Ground, 

Cold "7-he etent wt. chrisansed by 
I rd Wtlhants, Seem:an, of the 
Alantscater Athletic l]uk, when 
the Proceeds of the Which: on,.,. 
an, in 1943 went, as they Itoh 

ag.,,in this sear, t. Mea. 
Chian:hi:Ts Aid-to-Rossia Fund. 

Saturday-Night Theatre 
This week Wrenn, no her The 
14o, a, the Ihehi, a Lorredy by 
John /Indium Turner, lint pro-
of ined at the ArnIseoadoe's Them; 
London, in 1923. 

ILFORD FILM ON WAR SERVICE. Miles of Ilford Film are used by 
the Fleet Air Arm and the R.A.F. to locate their targets and 
to record the results of their devaste.ting work. The six 
British factories of Ilford Limited are contributing their 
great resources to the vital part which Photography is 
playing in the War effort. 

ILFORD makers of 
LIMITED 

films 
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Richard D‘mbleby—with the R.A.F. 
First BBC war correspondent, serving 
in France in 1939, then in the Middle 
East. First BBC observer to fly to Berlin 

on a night bombing raid 

Guy Byam, jumped with first paratroops 
on D-Day—his ninth jump'. He was art 
R.N V.12. officer in the Navy and 
Combined Operations until wounded 

and invalided out of the Service 

Frandj Gillard—wdl, thé Army. The 
only BBC reporter in the Dieppe raid, 
August '1942. Then to the Middle East 

and the Eighth Army, serving from 
Mareth to Cassino 

'A Great Responsibility' 
The BBC's War Reporting Unit came into full action on D-Day, 
June 6. Here you can read of the vital task à has set out 

to do and how it hopes to- accomplish it 

GENERAL EISENHOWER'S signal for the opening of the Western 
Front did more than despatch great armadas of ships and men, guns, 
tanks, and aeroplanes across the Channel to the beaches of France. 

It set thumping the hearts of people everywhere : people whose fathers, 
husbands, and sons are serving in the Allied armies; and those to whom 
the signal meant still greater effort at work to keep the armies supplied. 
The King, broadcasting on June 6, called his people to prayer : ' We 

who remain in this land can most effectively enter into the sufferings of 
subjugated Europe by prayer, whereby we can fortify the determination 
of our sailors, soldiers, and airmen, who go forth to set the captives free.' 
To the BBC it gave an added responsibility : people at home and over-

seas would want and would expect a comprehensive service of news and 
commentary from the battlefields across the English Channel. 

* * 
D-Day brought the BBC face to face with one of its biggest tasks in this 

war : to keep listeners informed of the progress of the Allied armies, to 
take its microphones to the beaches and battlefields, into the air, to bring 
to listeners at home, by personal stories as well as by official communiqués, 
the story of the assault and of the deeds of the men taking part in it. 
With weeks of painstaking preparation behind it, the BBC War Report-

ing Unit, already actively engaged on the Italian and Far Eastern battle-
fronts, went into action with the Allied Forces. Within a few hours 
listeners were hearing accounts of the landings_ from men who themselves 
had landed on the beaches and had flown over them. ' 
BBC war correspondents are accredited to land, sea, and air forces, and 

each one of them has shared in the rigorous routine training of the 
particular unit whose activities he is now reporting. They face the same 
dangers as the fighting men, and their job is to collect complete and 
accurate pictures of the assault as it develops. 

Correspondents with the first troops to land in France took portable 
recording equipment with them—each unit little bigger than a portable 
gramophone. In time, mobile recording trucks will be used in France as 
they have been used in North Africa and Italy, and eventually mobile 
transmitters will be set up in liberated territories. 

But at the moment, getting the stories on the spot is a difficult enough 
job '• getting them back to BBC headquarters is another job—and was not 
the least exciting for those correspondents who went with the invading 
forces. Howard Marshall, .correspondent with the land forces, was 
twice in the sea during his adventurous return to Britain on D-Day 
evening. water dripped from his sodden uniform as he recorded his 
account of the scenes on the landing beaches. 
The BBC team of correspondents with the ground forces already includes 

Colin Wills, Frank Gillard, Pierre Lefèvre, Guy Byam, Robert Barr, and 
Chester Wilmot. Others will join them later. Byam tvent into action with 
the British parachutists and Wilmot with the glider-borne forces. 
The naval team. is headed by Michael Standing and includes A. C. 

Fletcher; Richard North, and Stanley Maxted. David Bernard, is BBC 

D-DAY AND BEYOND 
Just days after the Normandy invasiDn on 

Friday 6 June, Radio Times explained on its 
cover and on page 3 how the BBC's reporters 

and :echnica experts in its War eporting Unit 

would bring listeners the latest news of the war 
on and, sea and air. 

June 6 . . . the assault on the beaches of 'Northern' France 

Michael Standing— with the Navy 

- An experienced conunentater, he has 
been with BBC Outside Stoadtasdue 

department since 1936 

Howard Marshall, BBC Director of War 

Reporting, with the Army. Well known for his 

peacetime commentaries on cricket and boxing. 
After three years as Public Relations Director . 

of Ministry of Food, rejoined BBC last year as 
war correspondent f orthe North Af ricancampaign 

H. O. Sampson—engineer with the Army. . . . Much 
"responsibility rests with these men who are not in the 
limelight of publicity: they 'are in charge of recording 

and transmitting eituipmeri • 

Photographs of other members of the War Reporting Untl 
will be published in followIng issues of ' Radio Times 

correspondent with the Merchant Navy. Richard Dimbleby, Stewart 
McPherson, and Kent Stevenson report the war in the air, with Colston 
Shepherd supplying the strategic picture in the rear. Reporting the 
activities of the American Forces are Robert Dunnet and . Robin Duff. 
The Americans also have their own radio correspondents in the field, 
and BBC technical facilities have been placed at their disposal where 
necessary. 

Vital links in the chain between correspondents ai the Front and the 
listener at home are the BBC engineers in charge of the recording and 
transmitting equipment. Then there is the Traffic Control Unit which 
must ensure that the messages of war correspondents are cleared expedi-
tiously through the normal news and censorship. channels. 
Many difficulties, technical and 'administrative, had to be overcome in 

the months of preparation for D-Day, but those responsible must have felt 
amply repaid when at H-Hour the BBC War Reporting Unit went into 
action as planned. 
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WAR IN THE EAST 
Keeping up with mews of the 

Battle for Burma was difficult. 

This extract (below) from a 

letter from BBC correspondent 

Ridhard Sharp was dated 27 

February and appeared in the 

issue of RT dated 26 May... 

I mother's tim e \ off 
RAILWAYS AT WAR 
The words of the warm tribute re-
cently paid to the railways of 
Britain by the Prime Minister glow 

proudly from the notice-boards of 
every station. All that the railways 
continually do to justify that tribute 
becomes increasingly obvious with 

"ZS 

eler 
every week of war. It would be 
mere impudence for us to enlarge 
here upon the terrific tasks they are 
undertaking and the still greater 
burden everybody expects to be 
placed upon their capable shoulders 
in the near future. Sufficient for us 

to point out that the BBC's biggest 
tribute so far to the war-time work of 
the railways w ill be paid on March 

24 in the form of a special 
programme. The producer, Cecil 
McGivern, proposes to 'build' an 

imaginary but representative ra ilway 
junction complete with station, 
divisional offices, marshalling yard, 
locomotive works, and so on. His 
half-hour programme will cover 
twelve hours of work at this junction: 
and various flash-backs and side: 
glances will record previous incidents 
in the complex and diversified tale 
of the junction's war-work. 

e 

ité - • 

efo 

BBC War Correspondent on Burma Front 
These extracts are from a letter written on February 27 by Richard Sharp, BBC Corre- • 
spondent in the South-East Asia Command, describing how he got into the Seventh 

Division Box on the Arakan front and how he got his stories back 

a wear-
A RRIVED this transit camp last evening, 

1_ 
dusty and, I fear, unsoldierly :spectacle, ng a bush shirt which would not button, filthy 

conon trousers, once green, ticd up with a piece of 
bandagc, and brown gym shoes. I had my type-
writer, sleeping bag, and shaving stuff in a pack, 
and was slung about with binoculars and water-
bottle. ... I had made up my mind that the eastern 
end of the Seventh Division Box would be opened 
first, not the Ngakycdauk end. So I walked over 
the Goppe, with my gear on a mule, and begged 
my way by horse and foot down to where we were 
trying to fight a way in. For two days I sat on 
a griliing 0.P. and watched men trying to take 
some brown pimples across the paddy fields. Then ". 
a man mentioned that tanks could come in and get 
out at the box, so I cadged a lift in one. " Here 
I am," I thought, " the first reporter in this box." 
And then someone said : " The Ngakyedauk was 
opened :oday, and another correspondent carne in 

two hours ago." 1 had left 
back. All that week he had sat there peacefully 
waiting, and then got in and out with the first con-
voy. He guessed better than I did. I sent four 
or five despatches while tramping. Sending each 
separate one was a separate achievement. One 
would hear of a mule train or á liaison officer or 
a despatch walker, and entrust it to him under oath. 
. . . I actually started to walk back over the Goppe 
with one, seven miles there and seven back, when 
a swift-marching man caught up with me and took 

it with him. 
I stayed in the box two nights and was up-

lifted. These men are a steady lot.... Yesterday I h eastern way again, 
had arranged to g 
and go on watching the fight. A Bren carrier was 
to be the vehicle. But I met two Public Relations 
photographers and came out over the Ngakyedauk 
instead. A grand feeling now, to have on clean 

clothes and be washed all over.' 

him in a camp a week 

ht food 
: comes 
rich f 

own cot 
tilk whic 

Little 
ied and fi 
re is no tu 

tlé's 

The BBC has two war correspondents on the Burma 
Front, 7ohn Nixon and Richard Sharp. This photo-
graph of Sharp was taken when he was with she 

Seventh Indian Division 
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'Spirit of '76' 

Tuesday is American Indepen-
dence Day, and for the occasion 
D. G. Bridson has written this 
special programme which will be 
broadcast after the 9 o'clock 
News. It will tell the story of 
a group of American soldiers 
serving in the early stages of the 
War of Independence. The nar-
ration is cast in romantic ballad 
form, and special music for choir 
and orchestra is based on Ameri-
can fighting songs. Music speci-
ally written for the occasion by 
William Alwyn will be played by a 
section of the London Symphony 
Orchestra, conducted by Muir 
Mathieson. 

U.S.A. Army Band 
The United States Army Band, 
now in Britain to entertain Allied 
invasion forces at the request of 
General Eisenhower, is playing 
twice—in the Home Service and 
GFP—on Tuesday evening. The. 
eighty-six-piece band is under the 
direction of Captain Thomas F. 
Darcy, ¡nr., one of America's 
foremost band-music composers. 
Included within its organisation is 
a nineteen-piece dance band. 

Facing Suffering 
The first of three talks by people 
who have faced suffering and 
bereavement, and found victory 
over them in Christim Faith, will 
be broadcast on Wednesday even-
ing at 7.40 in the Home Service. 
The speaker will be a mart badly 
wounded in the last war. 

Services for Isolated Units 
During July the Rev. Pat Leonard, 
known to British troops through-
out the world for his work with 

Toc H and as Boy Scout leader, 
is to condimt the 10.15 Sunday-
morning service in the G.F.P. 
The services are planned 
especially for men serving in out-
landish places who have no padre 
of their own and cannot get to a 
church. 

Sportsmen's Corner 
In Wednesday evening's G.F.P. 
review, outstanding events in the 
history of the Manchester Athletic 
Club will he recalled by W. M. 
Donaldson and Fred T. Williams 
in a chat with Henry Rose. And 
in an interview with Captain G. H. 
Troughton, R. W. Armstrong will 
speak from his experience of 
Sixty-eight Years of Racing.' 

Commander, R.N. 
On the bridge of one of H.M. ships 
today a Co er, R.N., walks 
backwards anndutrwards . . he 
began his career as a cadet at Dart-
mouth and served in the last war. 
After 1918 he found himself 
passed over' for the coveted 

brass hat, and eventually was 
retired. When this war came, he 
was recalled and at last came into 
his own. That is the theme of 
Friday night's Home Service pro-
gramme, which shows the hard-
ships and highlights of a Naval 
career. The author is Commander 
Gilbert Hackforth-Jones. 

Wilfred in Westmorland 
On Sunday. in the Children's 
Hour, Wilfred Pickles visits West-
morland,markets and horse fairs 
and village festivals, learning about 
the everyday life and work of the 
county. The names of his points of 
call are sure to revive holiday 
memories in many listeners. 

Mee+ the BBC s War Correspondents 

Chester Wilmot, Australian with the 
Army. Covered first Libyan campaign, 
and was in Greece. Tobruk, and New 

Guinea lot A.B.C. 

Robert Barr. Came to the BBC front 
'Daily Mail' ir August 1941. Par-
ticularly associated with the BBC 

ieatu•e. Marching On' 

ON 

'There never was such a Roman holiday' 

FALL DF ROME 
BBC correspondent Godfrey 
Talbot fea ured on the cover 

of this Jul edition capturing 

the mood Df the crowd on 
the Via de Impero in central 

Rome as t le Allies took 

control of the city on 5 June. 

OPPOSIT a feature outlines 

just how iriportant music 
was to RA:- pilots and aircrew 

who were Dften stationed in 
isolated places and therefore 

"cut off from piublic cinema, 
theatres awl dances". 

June 5, 1944. . . Godfrey Talbot. BBC war correspondent, broadcasting from I 
Rome to the people of Britain from the Via Del Impero, the place where Mussolini 
war on the Allies. His broadcast is one of the most memorable of the wax. . . 

never was such a Rieman holiday. The capital is going wild and people are shoutin 
we have been waiting for you so long. Thank Goa you're come at fast"' 

News of the G.F.P. 
It is always a complicated iob 
planning a radio service because 
different listeners want their pe: 
programmes at different hours of 
the day. It is ten times more 
difficult planning General Forces 
Programme because there are at 
least ten different groups of 
listeners stretching from thr 
Burma Front to West Africa 
Even the old rule that most people 
listen between 7 and 10:30 p.m. 
does not apply to G.F.P. On the 
Burma Front, for example, alt 
cadio is turned off from dusk to 
dawn so that inquisitive Jap 
patrols cannot take their bearings 
by keeping their ears skinned for 

the voice of Vera Lynn 
strains of ' Lillibulero' bef 
news bulletins. 

And this is part of a letter 
Griffiths : After reading 
letters and an article in a 
paper recently received fro 
fair shores, n which 
criticism is levelled at the 
. . . Well we like it, nay a 
it " Just the job." Forgi 
takes, but Spike Hughes is 
air at the moment. One 
suggestions of my pal w 
perhaps on one of your tal 
could dwell upon lush dew 
grass, as he is " cheesed " w 
dusty white bone-dry sand 

11, 

crated • 

dared 

' There 

r the 
re the-

Joan 
veral 
news-
those 
much 
.F.P. 
think 
mis-
n the 
f the 
that 
s you 
green 
h this 

__,,whnilearagnee 
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The Royal Air Force believes in music as recreation for its flying and ground personnel serving at home and overseas. 
Next Monday, after the 9 o'clock News, you can hear in one programme four of its star performers, the Central Band, 
the Symphony Orchestra, the Dance Orchestra, and the Griller Quartet. Here an R.A.F. Officer describes the 

organisation which ensures that . . . 

R.A.F. Men are Never Music-hungry 
M USIC has always been regarded by the 

Directorate of Air Force Welfare as 
one of its most important activities. 

Every effort has been made not only to encourage 
talented performers, but to enable them to play 
to the largest possible Service audiences. 

Air Commodore S. Graham, M.C., G.M., who 
last autumn succeeded Air Commodore H. Peake 
as Director of Welfare, has steadfastly pursued 
this policy and given the fullest scope and col-
laboration to the organising ability of Wing 
Commander R. P. O'Donnell, m.v.o., the 
R.A.F.'s well-known Director of Music. 

Here very briefly is an outline of the organisa-
tion that brings Bach, Sousa, and the best swing 
to R.A.F. men serving in all theatres of war. 

First there is the famous Central Band of 
eighty musicians, which, as old listeners will 
recall, was formed in 1920 by Flight Lieutenant 
J. H. Amers, M.B.E. He was the R.A.F.'s first 
pirector of Music. Music for all official cere-
monial occasions connected y'vith the R.A.F. is 
provided by the Central Band, but since the war 
it has 'frequently been divided into two sections 
to meet all the many calls made upon it. 
The Royal Air Force Symphony Orchestra, 

which is conducted by Wing Commander R. P. 
O'Donnell, is forty strong and was formed about 
three years ago. Its members include many lead-
ing chamber-music players and some of the 
finest instrumentalists from leading symphony 
orchestras. The string section is outstanding in 
English music, for it includes the entire person-
nel of the Griller, Blech, and Hirsch Quartets 
and of the Grinke Trio. The woodwind and 
brass sections, too, have their fair share of cele-
brities : Rowland Dyson, principal trumpet, was 
formerly with the Londón Philharmonic Orches-
tra ; Richard Walthew was principal clarinet of 
the BBC -Midland Orchestra ; Cecil James comes 
from the London Symphony Orchestra, where 
he played principal bassoon; and Dennis Brain, 
principal horn, is the son of Aubrey Brain of the 
BBC Symphony Orchestra. Many more players 
of distinction have been gathered/ together by 

This is the Royal Air Force Dance 

Wing Commander O'Donnell, among them 
Denis Matthews, who at the age of twenty-two 
is regarded as one of our foremost pianists. 
Then there is the fourteen-piece Royal Air 

Force Dance Orchestra. Like the Symphony 
Orchestra, it has done great work in entertaining 
factories throughout the country engaged in air-
craft production, in addition to broadcasting and 
its official duties. Comment on its high standard 
is not surprising, for its players were star men 
in the orchestras of Ambrose, Eddie Carroll, 
Lew Stone, Brian Lawrance, Oscar Rabin, Jack 
Hylton, and Jack Harris before the war. 
The fourth of the R.A.F. musical units is 

the internationally famous Griller String Quar-
tet, which provides special programmes of 
chamber music for the considerable number of 
R.A.F. men with a preference for this music. 

All four Units come under the control of Wing 
Commander O'Donnell, who, incidentally, can 
claim the distinction of being the only Director 
of Music who has served in all three Services. 
As listeners know, these four units by no 

means represent the sum-total of music that 
the R.A.F. can provide. The bands of the five 

Band' àts players include star men from the peacetime orchestras of itl'inbrose, Eddie Carroll. 
Lew Stone, Brian Lawrcusce, Oscar Rabin, Jack Hylton, and Jack Harris 

('rhis picture. a still from the un released Vera Lyritifilrn One Escitine N,ghS. Is reproduced by courtesy of Columbia Pictures) 

Wing Commander O'Donnell, Director of Music of the R.A.F, 
with Frederick Grinke, the well-known violinist and leader of 

the R.A.F. Symphony Orchestra 

A seven-piece R.A.F. Command dance 
band playing at a Spitfire Wing of the 

Desert Air Force in Italy., 

Commands — Coastal, Bomber, 
Fighter, Technical, and Flying 
Training—have broadcast many 
times. 
Then there is the imposing 

total of 109 five-piece R.A.F. 
dance bands attached to stations 
—often in remote places, such as 
the Orkneys,. Shetlands, and 
Hebrides—where normal enter-
tainment simply does not exist. 
Most of these bands are playing 
.in the United Kingdom, but 
some are in East Africa, in Aden, 
in the Azores, Iceland, and 
Gibraltar, South Africa and West 

Africa. Ten of them have been touring the 
Middle East, sharing the discomforts .of cam-
paign life in common with other R.A.F. men. 
They played in the African desert ; they played • 
at the Anzio beachhead, and are now with 
the troops in Italy., The Directorate of Air 
Force Welfare relies on these overseas dance 
bands to keep the men cheerful and happy. 
Being an R.A.F. dance bandsman in the 

United Kingdom is not a whole-time job, because 
as well as providing music and entertainment 
where it is most needed, the men have to spend 
half their time on General Duties, doing routine 
jobs in the same way as other serving men. 
The credit for starting these dance bands— 

mostly five-piece—belongs to the late Sir 
Walford Davies, who suggested the idea in 1940. 

That, in hard fact, is a brief outline of tbe 
organisation that the R.A.F. has brought into 
being to entertain its men. From some quarters 
there has been criticism of 'the lavishness of it 

but undeserved when one remembers that 
R.A.F. flying men and ground crews are mostly 
static units, stationed miles away on isolated 
moors, in the wilds of Scotland, on the plains 
of England, behind as well as on the battlefronts, 
cut off from public cinemas, theatres and dances. 
The R.A.F. faced with the job of brightening 
the routine life of state bases—has succeefled, 
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BBC PROGRAMMES 

H.M. THE KING WILL BROADCAST 

ON CHRISTMAS DAY AT 3 P.M. 

The Journey Home' 
Sixth Christmas radio journey of the war 

Services from Norwich and Southwark Cathedrals, 
Ampieforth Abbey, Cransley Parish Church, and 

St. Peter's, Harrogate 

Carol Services from Field-Marshal Montgomery's 
Headquarters in the Field and from King's College 

Chapel, Cambridge 

'Christmas Night at Eight,' with Arthur Askey, Gert 
and Daisy, and Barbara Mullen 

Jack Buchanan tells the story of ' Sunny 

'In Town Tonight '- 301st edition 

Handel's oratorio, ' Messiah,' with the Huddersfield 
Choral Society 

Low on Laughter 
Handley in ' Itma' 

Ralph Richardson in Shakespeare's ' King John' 

Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Vic Oliver in ' The Big Show' 

The British, American, and Canadian Bands of the A.E.F. 

Charles Dickens's ' The Chimes' 

Pantomimes Music-Han 

Modern and Old-Time 
Dance Music 

, 
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A TIME OF HOPE 
"This is the sixth Christmas 

of war," wrote Archbishop of 
York Cyril Garbett in a letter 

to readers, but amid the 

weariness there was ootimism 
that the end was perhaps in 

sight and at last the country 

could begin to contemplate 

"the Journey Home". 

• 

• 
• 

, 
• 

DATED DECEtMER 22, 1944 
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The Çood News of Christmas 
A message from the Archbishop of York A 

3 

--'1HIS is the sixth Christmas of war. But it will be happier for most meant to make it clear that the birth of Christ is not a fairy story loc-i. of us than the preceding five. The danger of invasion has passed, longing to a din ' once upon a time,' but an actual event which took 
arid the worst of the air raids are over. With quiet confidence we place in human history. And secondly that He who was born in Bethle-

the end in sight. We hope that by next Christmas some of those hem through His Spirit offers power to all who believe in Him to become 
w absent from us will have returned to their homes. And though we true sons of God. It is this faith in power from above which saves 

le both in Europe and in the Far the Christian from disillusionment and pessimism and enables him to look c.rder in which men w ill use rightly and 

ow that there will be a hare ist before victory is won, we begin to plan and to look forward to a n 

The experience of the last thirty years will have taught nothing unless 
id better world. 

has convinced all thoughtful men and women that a new world can 
: created neither by science nor by force. Science and force may be 
sed either for good or for evil. Man's greatest discoveries may make for 
rogress or destruction. Their right use depends on the kind of man 
•ho possesses them. We have created a new material world, but we 
ave not yet created the man who can be trusted to use wisely the 
mazing inventions which science places in his hands. 
So once again many are asking if outside themselves there is creative 

)ower which will change human nature. At Christmas the Church 
inswers by pointmg to a new-born infant, lying in a straw-lined manger 
midst the sheep and oxen under a rough shelter in the small city of 
Ciethle-lem. It asserts that through the birth, life, death and resurrection 
of that child there came into the world a new power which would 

transform human character. _ 
And the new power was not a philosophy or an impersonal force, but 

the Son of the Eternal God, who by His Spirit is able to enter into the 
lives of all who find room for Him and who will make them like Himself 

'Christmas therefore commemorates two stupendous facts. First that the wireless will carry both to giose a in love and self-sacrifice. out 
God in His love did actually send His Son into the world at a definite kinsfolk far away the good news of God's love to mankind and His promise 

historcal daze. Notice how definite the Gospel is about dates and places: of peace to men of good wilL 

it states that Jesus was born in Bethlehem in Judah when Augustus was 
Errperor and Cyrenius was Governor. This preciseness about dates is 

1U OR five Christmases since war began radio-
reunions have linked our people at home, our 

1,;,,men and our Allies 

forward with hope to 
unselfishly all the gifts which modern science offers. 

This is the message of God's love, and of hope for the future, which 
on Christmas Day will be proclaimed in all our churches. And to those 
who do not enter the churches the bells will ring out the good tidings. 
But it will also be heard by millions who are far' away from churches 
and their bells for the wireless will carry the news to lonely farms, to 
shepherds watching their flocks in distant glens, to sailors croSsing the 
seas, and to millions who in Europe and Asia are offering their lives for 

Broadcasting is one of the great modern inventions which can be used the freedom of mankind. 

either for the blessing or for the degradation of mankind. It serves as 
the channel through which either goodness, truth and beauty, or hate, 
fear and lying propaganda can be poured into the minds of multitudes. 
At its best it helps tren to love God and their fellows while at its worst 
it exploits their ignorance, and inflames bitterness and suspicion between 
nations as weil as between individuals. As in the first century the Roman 
roads and the Greek language were instruments for the spread of the 
Gospel, so ir the twentieth century the wireless and tne English tongue 
are means by which God's message of love and peace can spread through-ni From early morning to late at night on Christmas Day 

home' and to their friends and 

E:e• crV; 

io to the world-wide Christmas afternoon 

'The Journey Home' introduct  
programme, the sixth wartime radio journey 

Scotland the voice of a soldier on Chr,stmas leave, at which partisans, who have fought underground for 
happy forerunner of many men under arms, sends their right to live as free :nen in their own city 
a cheerful greeting to his less fortunate comrades. again, are entertaining some of their countrymen 

Ireland comes a greeting to all who have been•broadcasting to them from London throutzhout the occupààon. On to Holland, a sad ]. 0 
— • r• Re•10111111 with 
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In March 1945, a hero of the past W3S honoured on the cover 

of Radio Times and in an article inside (opposite page) when 

the Home Service broadcast a dramatised account of Sir 

Ernest Shackleton's 1914-16 expedition aboard the Endurance. 
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schoolboy longs to be an explorer, and we are all schoolboys at heart. That is why 
a universal appeal. We know you will enjoy listening to Monday's programme at 

tale of Sir Ernest Shackleton's 1914-1916 Antarctic Expedit;on 

South with 
Shackleton 

By Squadron-Leader L. D. A. HUSSEY, R.A.F., 
a member of Sir Ernest Shackleton's last two Polar Expe-

ditions who is taking part in Monday evening's broadcast 

IT was typical of Shackleton that he named his ship Endurance. He 
himself was never driven from his course by disappointments--and 
hc had plenty of them. His eemedition of 1914-1916 was, in a way, a 

failure—but one of the most brilliant failures in history. We set off in 
our little wooden sailing ship, Endurance, just before the first world war 
broke over Europe. We placed the ship and ourselves at the immediate 
disposal of the authorities, but were ordered by H.M. King George V 
and by the Admiralty to proceed. Incidentally, we had on board a Union 
Jack presented to us by the King. We were as well equipped as science 
could make us in those days. Radio was in its infancy, and we had only 
one small receiving set which, we were told, might receive up to a hundred 
miles. A radio transmitter of those days was much too heavy and 

cumbersome to take on the expedition. 
We sailed south, calling at South America on the way, and penetrated 

the ice into regions hitherto unseen by man, discovering two hundred 
miles of new coastline and new ranges of mountains. 
Then the worst winter for many generations took us in its grip. The' 

sea froze to a depth of between sixty and eighty feet, and we froze in 
with it. For months we drifted helplessly, locked fast in the ice. Occa-
sionally a seal would make a welcome addition to our larder, and we 
kept scurvy, that most dreaded Polar sickness, at bay with a ration of 

one raw potato each a week. 
The dramatic events of that time will be reconstructed in the pro-

gramme. For six months after we lost the ship we drifted over the sea 
on a piece of ice--7..-day and night, at the mercy of the elements. At 
times our piece of ice was large enough to allow us to take a certain 
amount of exercise, but later under the currents and the swell it broke 
up and became so small until it would hardly accommodate us all. 

All of us were tired, hungry, and very thirsty at times, but in this 
ordeal Shackleton was at his best. We were walking round our little 

't piece of ice one day when he said to ie: ' Huss! When the old mark 
goes to ground, a new one must be -set up. 
Now I've got to see all you through this 

safely.' 
Once, when things looked particularly hope-

less, he and 1 dressed up in some old 
rags of uniform and, with a piece of string 
round our waists, from which dangled a spade 
for a sword, we solemnly inspected the 

camp. - 
Going to bed on our ice-floe was a simple 

job. We took off our boots, put them under 
our heads for a pillow, and climbed into our 
cocoon-like fur sleeping bags fully dressed. 
Morning found us lying in a pool of melted 
ice, thawed by the warmth of our bodies. I 
have slept on the sand of the Sudan, out on 
the frozen lava fields of Iceland, and in the 
snow-covered forests of Russia, but for sheer 
comfort give me a large slab of ice. Sand 
is hard and rocks, even frozen ones, have 
uncomfortable projections; but sea ice melts just where you curve in and out, and fits your body better than any feather them, too, on that same barno. 
matuess. I think this programme will give you an insight into the human side 

In the end our piece of ice bechme so small that we had to take to of Sir Ernest's character. He was really born four hundred years too late. 

the boats—the small ship's lifeboats that we had kept with us and had He would have made a fitting companion for Raleigh, Hawkins, and dragged from one icy home to another. In our little open boats we spent Drake. A sailor to his finger tips, he had that streak of poetry in him 
six of the worst days and nights that I have ever known—cold, hungry, that comes from spending long night watches alone on the bridge. His 
frost-bitten, and drifting over the freezing sea. memory was astounding, and he was always ready with an apt quotation, 

Eventually we landed on Elephant Island, uninhabited and snow- often from some obscure poet. Browning was his favourite, and his 
covered, where twenty-two of us lived for four and a half months under favourite lines were: ' Ah, that a man's reach should exceed his grasp, or 

• primitive conditions. You may remember my telling you about our life what's a Heaven for? '.That SUMS him up—never satisfied, always striving 
on Elephant Island in a Travellers' Tales broadcast some time ago, but to get further and to reach higher; not for any selfish ends, but for the 

Monday's programme will cover a far wider canvas: in fact the whole sheer joy of finding out_ 

The war years 1945 
true stories of exploration 
9.30 p.m., a dramatised 

„, e • 

11. 

«íit' - 

Aboard Shackleten's ' Endurance' locked fast in the Antarctic ice 

story of the Shackleton Expedition, the voyage out, the wreck, and the 
rescue. You will hear of the boat journey that Shackleton made to get 

help for us—one of the greatest boat journeys in history. With five 
companions he fought his way through the worst seas in the world, 
in storms such as he had never before experienced during his thirty 
years at sea, in which well-found ships were LOSt with all hands. 
The actual boat is now in the grounds of Dulwich Co'llege--Shackleton's 
old school. But of its heroic crew not one is alive today. In the broad-
cast their places will be taken by men whose voices and accents approxi-
mate as nearly as possible to the originals, and the words that they will 
use are those which were actually spoken during those long, weary, 
cheerless and comfortless days when they were so close to death. 
How they won through and rescued us all makes a tale as thrilling 

as any that has been written. In fact, when we who are left look back 
upon it we can hardly believe that we. could have gone through it all 
and have survived. We have few material possessions to stir up our 

memories: I have one, an old banjo, which I treasure. Cannibals have 
listened in silence to its music in the heart of Africa. It was our only 
source of amusement during the long Polar night when we drifted, frozen 
in, for fifteen hundred miles. The last thing saved from our ship, almost 
as she sank, was this banjo. Sir Ernest jumped aboard and rescued it, 
saying: We must save that banjo, it's vital mental medicine.' He wild 
afterwards that the banjo was one of the greatest factors in getting us 
all through alive and well. It went through the last war with me, nar-
rowly escaping destruction more than once. It came south with us again 
on our last expedition in the Quest in 1921, 'when Scout Marr accom-
panied us—he is now back in the Antarctic in the research ship Discovery. 
I played some of the old tunes on it to Sir Ernest the night he died. 

He said: ' I love those tunes, Huss. They make me feel sad or cheerful, 
just as I wish. And they help me forget my troubles.' You will hear 
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71 
National Thanksgiving Service 

--: 4. .._ from St. Paul's Cathedral 
* 

rl -9 -1 Mr. Churchill broadcasts on Thursday 
..i, t # and Mr. Eden on Sunday 

t...„, 
eie \ 

•ilt 
* 

..ort ‘,..; ., J),,J, — -t. Their Finest Hour' — ln honour of -, e 9 ge. 1,7 
the Royal Navy, the Army, the R.A.F., 

i  .. - the Merchant Navy, and the People 
,— of Britain , 

* 

771URSDAY, AMY 1E'ts 0, 

to FRIDAY, MAY IS, inclusive 

Victory Music- Hall' and ' The Stars 
Come Out' with star Variety 

artists 

Will Hay celebrates at St. Michael's 

• The Kentucky Minstrels 

Jack Buchanan and Elsie Randolph 
in Stand Up and Sing' 

J B. Priestley on Journey 
into Daylight' 

••••1 

Celebrations from all parts of the 
United Kingdom 

Conan Doyle 's The Adventure of 
  — - the Speckled Band' 

CELEBRATION 
Two days after VE Day, this special issue of Radio 
Times flitted nine days of BBC Victory Programmes 

(Thursday 10 to Friday 18 May) into its 24 piges. Terry 

Freemen's cover illustration showed V searchlights 
bean-ing out of Broadcasting House in London. 
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VE Day 
On Tuesday 8 May 1945, 

there was jubilation on the 
streets of Britain as Germany 

surrendered to the Allied forces 
- at last signalling the end of the 

Second World War in Europe. 
VJ Day would come later, on 

15 August, when Japan 
finally capitulated 
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`Indeed it is 

a Great 

Deliverance ' 

The ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY 

writes on the meaning 
of our victory in Europe 

TWO questions have been put to me. What does our victory 
mean? How are we to celebrate it? To the first question no 

  adequate answer can be given in a brief article; but something 
must be said since the meaning of our victory cannot but have its influ-
ence upon our manner of celebrating it. We discover its meaning 
partly by looking backwards to see what we have been delivered from. 
From rockets and flying bombs, from battles and destruction and 
sudden death, from the giving of life and limb in conflict, from anxiety 
for those on serviccie These things have gone from Europe, and there 
is a great quiet, a great relief. But it is more than that. This countiy 
has been within sight of losing its freedom, its own way of life, its 
existence; Europe has been within an ace of losing for centuries to 
some all its civilising principles; a tyranny, satanic in its methods 
and its ends, came near to enslaving the bodies and the minds of men. 
Let us not forget how near to that fatal and final disaster we were. 
We were on the brink of the precipice; our feel were almost gone. 
We kept our heads and our faith; slowly, how slowly' and at what 
cost, the balance turned. We won back to security; we have won through. 
Indeed it is a great deliverance. It means that to us. The Prime 
Minister has said truly that it is less a triumph than a deliverance. 

But we cannot assess the meaning of our victory without looking for-
ward. To what are we delivered? To a second chance given to us, and 
perhaps the last. We had our first in 1918 and missed it. What history 
will say of 1945 depends on us and the other nations; and we know it. 
For good or ill this victory in the West is a historic moment of supreme 
significance; it must mark the rebirth of a Christian civilisation or 
its exhaustion. Which? It will be seen in the spirit in which we 
take our part in feeding Europe, in restoring its social and economic 
life, in creating a comitSi of nations within it, in tackling our own 
re-ordering of life at home. It will depend on the spirit which is 
disciplined and ready for hard work, honest thought, regard fo; others 
and moral rectitude.. We know there is still a war to be won in the 
East. We know more than that: we have defended 
—through destruction and death we have preserved 
—the possibilities of civilisation. There awaits 
us the creative task—to build a world worthy of 
our faith and sacrifice. 

FOR such reasons there will, I think, be and must 
rightly be an element of restraint in our celebra-

tions which was shortsightedly absent in 1918. We 
are less light-hearted, less carefree than then, and • 
wiser by a bitter experience. And yet at this moment 
of *achievement, when hope is fulfilled and all the 
toil and sacrifice has earned its reward, we do well 
to let ourselves go in a great surge of emotion, 
in a high thanksgiving. How shall we express 
it? Just because it is so profound an emotion it is 
difficult to express, but perhaps three hints can be 
giveq. 

To Guild a world worthy 
of our faith and sacrifice' 

n I fRISIA 394 

41-eir 
Sliez 

, Lt. 
DELIVERANCE 

Geoffrey Fisher, the newly appointed 
Archbishop of Canterbury, wrote for - 
Radio Times in Mdy 1945 about the 

meaning of victory in Europe. 

OPPOSITE PAGE ' Their Finest Hour", 
the phrase from Churchill's speech of 

1940, had gained : urrency and was 

used as the title of a radio dedication. 

First, we celebrate together. We are members 
have seen this thing through together. As a natio 
to the traditions of our race. It is Britain which 
with all liberated peoples gives thanks. In our 
place for pride in one another, and a great .fellows 
as that which united us all in the dark days. Bef 
lost that kind of pride and fellowship; in the war 
glorious life. It will mark our celebration, beca 
tested and true and is to be a stoney to us in th 

B UT we are not very good, as a people, at cele 
'have not kept alive, as some peoples have, a 
traditional songs and dances to be the vehicle of ou 
and to express our feelings with effectiveness. W 
we lack form. We shall do our best; but the seco 
ber is that we must keep the essential dignities 
at a great moment of history. There are some wh 
to celebrate without excess or how to let themselv 
too far. There are others who know well enou 
occasion forget their knowledge. But excess of 
thing for every one and is surely out of place. 
let us sing and give praise with the best that ils in u 

A ND thirdly, there must be a great humility in a 
the heart of them is the humble recognition tha 

doing and it is marvellous in our eyes.' If the 
on our side, or rather we for all our unworthiness 
not have happened! We did all that was in us, a 
God's Providence has brought uethrough. It was 
defending; that is why we had utter faith in it. 
our faith. Not unto us, 0 Lord, not unto us, b 
be the praise.' This nation and the great men who 

perils of old have ever acknowle 
hand of God. Shall we do less? 
heard with our ears and our fa 
unto us the noble 'works that 
days and in the old time befor 
we have seen for ourselves in thi 
we at our best, then are we 
ship, then are we one with our f 
those that shall come after us, 
truly giCre thanks and most perfe 
we stand together in the house 
up our hearts to the most High 
hearts we thus give to God t 
Hiename, all our other celebrat 
to truth and will be honest and 
So receiving victory at His 
thanks and be strengthened to 
and to the true service of ma 

A Sery 
Thanksg 
Almighty God 

ice of. 
iving to 

attended by Their 
Majesties the King and 

e Queen and Ministers 
of State will be broad-
cast from- St. . Paul's 
Cathedral on Sunday 

at 2.45 p.m. 

e of another. We 
we have lived up 
ith her allies and 
oicing there is a 
p between ,us such 
e the war we had 
it has sprung to a 
se it is good and 
tasks ahead. 

ung together. We 
eat ' inheritance of 
common emotions 
we are in crowds 
d thing to remem-
of a great people 
do not know how 
go without going 
h but on such an 
at sort spoils the 
For such a cause 

• 
our rejoicings. At 
' this is the Lord's 
ord had not been - 
n His, what might 
d yet in very truth 
His cause we were 
He has answered 
t unto Thy Name 
have led it through 
ged the overruling 
' 0 God, we have 

hers have declared 
hou didst in their 
them.' And now 
our day. Then are 
ost truly a fellow-
refathers and with 
then do we most 

tly express fi, when 
f the Lord and lift 
od. If with humble 
honour due unto 
ns will be touched 
holesome and good. 
nds, we shall give 
se it to His glory 
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THE ROYAL NAVY 
Friday, 9.30 p.m.: G.F.P. gn Saturday, 3.15 p.m. 

0 an island nation like ours, with a maritime 
Empire, the Navy must always be of the first 

importance. Though the fundamental purpose of 
sea power never changes, the years halle called 
for great changes in our Navy. Less than a hun-
dred years ago it had to place its faith, in steam, 
after nearly a thousand year's ot sail. In the 
last war it had, for the first time, to grope for 
control beneath the surface. In this war it has 
had to reach into the air. These transformations, 
always sudden in comparison with the Navy's long 
history, have been accomplished. This great Service 
has once again been equal to its task. Throughout 
the war it has kept the sea-routes of the world 
open for our use, and it has denied them to the 
enemy. It is right, in this hour ot victory in the 
West, that the whole Empire should pause and 
salute the Royal Navy, on whose vigilance, in the 
last resort, depends our existence as a nation. 
Now that the time ha come to look back over 

the European War, it is perhaps fitting that Cord-
mander (now Captain) Anthony Kimmins, whose 
broadcasts on naval matters have pictured for us 
so vividly the Service to which he belongs, should 
be the man to tell us of the Navy's work. • 
He will not give us a mere diary of the sequence 

of naval events; nor a list of the great naval 
leaders whom the war has brought forth. He will 
tell us, rather,•of the backbone of the ,Navy—the 
Bluejacket whose tradition endures while great 
actions are fought. 
He will tell us, not so muith of :he famous naval 

engagements,•as of long days and nights of mono-
tonous routine; of endurance ,n Arctic or tropical 
waters; and of little human incidents that stand 
out in his mind—the' flashing grin on an 
oil-blacked face in a ship torpedoed off Malta; 
how we all felt. when Exeter, Ajax, and Achilles 
sent the Graf Spec limping to cover in Monte-
video harbour; of a trip during the. Battle of the 
Atlantic in a reserve destroyer, long overdue for 
:he scrap-heap; and of the little ships at Dunkirk. 

SOLDIERS OF BRITAIN 
Monday, 9.20 p.m.: G.F.P. on Tuesday, 3.15 p.m. 

IN this 'programme fighting men, their com-
manders, and war correspondents combine to tell 

the story of the part played by the British Army 
in the achievement of victory in the West. The 
story leads from the parade grounds of 1939 to 
the beaches of Dunkirk in 1940, to Commando 
raids from Bardia to Dieppe, through the cam-
paigns in East and North Africa, the invasion of 
Sicily and then of Italy, and at last to the Nor-
mandy beaches in 1944. It recounts the hard 
slogging struggle for a foothold, the sweep across 
France, Belgium, Holland, the check at Arnhem 
and the Rhine; and finally the drive into the heart 
of the German Reich. 

Their 
Finest Hour 

A series ol programmes dedicated to those who 

bale made possible this great victory in the West 

It is the story of the transformation of our Army 
from a few hundred thousand regular soldiers and 
territorials to a wardiardened, battle-trained citizen 
army of millions. It is the story of mechanised 
yeomanry, ' Jock' columns, of mountain troops 
airborne troops, commandos, sappers, anti-tank 
gunners, but above all of the man who is the 
backbone of all armies, the infantry soldier—no 
longer a foot-slogging rifleman but a specialist in 
all the complicated techniques of war. 

It is the story of. armies and of commanders 
whose names will live in British history—of the 
thinly thousand,' the Eighth, the First, the Second; 

and Of their leaders, Wavell, Alexander, Mont-
gomery, Anderson, Dempsey, and the rest. 

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE 
Tuesday, 9.20 p.m.: G.F.P. on Wednesday;3.15 

AN R.A.F. pilot was standing by at Manston 
.M..when the call came to protect a convoy off the 
Isle of Wight. He took off with his squadron and 
saw the German planes diving over the convoy. 
Slipping through the clouds the British airmen 
got on the tail of the raiders. A burst of machine-
gun fire—and the first of them had crashed to the 
sea in flames. The date was August 8, 1940. The 
Battle of Britain had begun. Only a few weeks 
before, the R.A.F. had been battling in the skies 
over France while the B.E.F. struggled back to 
the beaches, but the Battle of Britain was their 
first and probably their most brilliant effort against 
a ruthless and, on paper, immensely superior force. 

Other battles followed, less spectacular perhaps, 
but again calling for almost superhuman qualities 
of courage and endurance. 

But looking back on the R.A.F.'s achievements 
it isn't the weight of bombs we remember nor a 
campaign\ nor a battle,- it is the men themselves. 
It is a Service composed of individuals, and each 
man has contributed his own qualities to the total 
effort. But because theirs is the hazard as well as 
the glory, it is the airmen that we remember. Flyers 
such as the late Paddy Finucane, who said the job 
he wanted after the war was something to do with 
figures; of MacLachlan' the one-armed intruder 
pilot; of Bader, the legless pilot whose example 
stirred so nany; of Guy Gibson, the dam-buster, 
who went down in a later raid; of Percy C F for 
Freddie') Pickard who led the brilliant Mosquito 
raid on the priçhn at Amiens; of •Bitry who shot 
down sixty flying bombs before he was posted 
' missing, believed killed.' 
These are only a handful of the many vec know 

by name and of the countless others whose stories 
will live only in the memory of their friends and 
family. Because of their efforts we cart go on—into 
victory and peace. This programme hohours the 
memory of such len. • 

THE MERCHANT NAVY 
Wednesday, 940 p.m.: G.F.P. on Thursday, 

3.15 p.m.. ' • 

THIS is the wartime story of an endless journey 
travelled by an outstandingly courageous body 

of fighting civilians—the merchant seamen. 
'In every sea, in tropic heat and in the Northern 

ice, - in gale and calm they have sailed their ships. 

Old ships, new ships, rusty or freshly painted, have 
carried the munitions of war and our food to the 
places needing them. 
They have undertaken their usual peacetime task, 

with the danger of war added to the danger of the 
sea. There was no need of call-up or mobilisation. 
We listen to their gossip and fight again with 

them their past battles.. Jock has been in the Malta 
convoys, Ginger on the .East Coast run, Chippie 
on the Russiarr route, ' Bose' has battled with 
shifting cargoes in North Atlantic gales, and 
we listen and remember that when Japan is defeated 
they have still another enemy—the sea. 

These men do not blow trumpets, nor do they 
talk to the outside world about their, exploits. But, 
when they meet in the world's ports, in a pub in 
London Docks or at a club in Montreal, they talk 
among themselves. They talk, too, at sea, where 
no landsmen can overhear them. 

In this programme you will hear eight seamen 
telling of their adventures. There will' be no fan-
fares of music before they speak, for their stories are 
not unusual nor outstanding. Men in Glasgow or 
Madras, Sydney, Suez or Galveston would tell 
you much the same tales out of the magnitude of 
their experiences. But they are the stories of great 
men. 

THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN 
Thursday, 9.20 p.m. 

THE whole-hearted concurrence of scores and 
millions cif men and women whose co-opera-

tion is indispensable, and whose comradeship and 
brotherhood are indispensable, is the only founda-
tion upon which the trials and tribulations of 
modern war can be endured and surmounted.' 

Mr. Winston Churchill spoke those words in the 
House of Commons on the firat day of the war. 
The People of Britain is a tribute to those ' scores 
and millions ' who, year after year, have maintained 
the greatest combined effort ever achieved by a 
nation of under forty-seven millions. It is the story 
of etch one of us, and the common sacrifices and 
hardships which all have shared: munition workers, 
housewives, land workers, shipbuilders, members of 
the great civilian army which marcfled shoulder to 
shoulder with the fighting men. 
• We are a nation of forty-six and -three-guarter 
million people, men and women. Of those, nine 
millions are children under fourteen, and another 
five and three-quarter millions are men over aixty-
four and women _oyer fifty-nine. This was our 
ultimate war potefltial; these were the hands and 
hearts and brains which manned' our fighting Ser-
vices, made their arms and equipment and ran the 
machinery of civil life in conditions df unprece-
dented difficulty and hardship. The- official story 
of their efforts is chntained in the statistics, tables 
and graphs of the Government White Paper on the 
War Effort of the United Kingdom. The People 

m ems of human courage, suffering, ouand 
of Britai‘ rsers out to show what this effort has 
meant in  
endurance. 
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The Battle of Britain was their first 
and probably most brillian effort 
against a ruthless and, on paper, 

immensely superior force3 

'Their Finest Hour' 

The Royal Air orce 
Listen at 9.20 p.m. ,(i•F-P-

' Their Finest Hour' 

15 p.m. Thursday) 

THEM FINEST HOUR 
As part of the BBC's celebrat ons, the Home 

Service and General Forces Prog -amme broadcast 
"a series of programmes dedicated to those who 

have made possible this great victory in the West". 
They were marked in Radio Times by a set of 

illustrations by Terry Freeman. 

Soldiers of Britain 
Listen at 9.20 p.m. (Ç.F.P. 3.15 p.m. Tuesday 

A war-hardened, 
battle-trainej citizen 
army of Millions y 
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'Their Finest Hour'  

The People of Britain 
Listen at 9.20 Tonight 

In this hour of victory in the West, 
the whole Empire should pause and salute 

the Royal Navy, on whose vigilance 
depends our existence as a nation 

The Royal Navy 
Listen at 9.30. p.m. KJ' .F F.P. 3.15 Saturday) 

•-• - - - • - ...... 

g In every sea, in tropic heat and 
in the Northern ice, in gale and calm, 
they have carried the munitions 
of war and our food to the places 

needing them 5 

' Their Finest Hour' 

• 

The Merchant Navy 
Listen at 9.20 p.m. 

4, 
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TO AT 9.0 

Jim Pike 

(News of the World) 

versus 

Joe Hitchcock 
(St. Dunstan Four) 

in ' The Match of the Year' 

110 

I the Variety Department 
nnected with its programme 
LOFTUS WIGRAM, who h 
e heard on Monday n4 

ight 
angle 
t-stan 

VICTORY DAY PARADE 
Saturday 8 June 1946 saw the official victory celebration a ter the 

Second World War as a four-mile procession, comprising 20 000 troops 

II and 18 marching bands, took to the streets of London, while in the sky 

there was a fly-past by 34 squadrons. Suspended since 1Se ptember 

1939, the BBC Television service resumed, with Richard Dimbleby 

stationed in the Mall, adding "his word-pictures to the televised 

impression of the march-past". The Radio Times cover for 2-8 June 

I showed a view down Whitehall, illustrated by Harold S Williamson. 
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„e 
BBC PHOGRAMMF,S for jo. 8 MIDLANDEOITIO N Tirlety 

TIME .„.. •,,, 
l'"ene e A Ps (ier 1. 12 :Tie. yeTDiterN:lefelle1--------6;: r rte"."' 

- • 

"  IL ruin II ‘`i 

.11 Nr. MI -4I • FES'l IV tL 

Inlit II %. K Ji 

•oye 
' 

CO8NBMINIATOR 

"e iZzr, :12!Rf 
HYDE PARK — 
CORNER S 

SPAT' toA4 

The inap indicates where the BBC commentators will take up their positions. 
There will also be a commentator and a mobile transmitter in an Admiralty 
duck. After passing through East and South London. the mechanis;c1 

column will link up in Parliament Square with the marching column 
(route shown by dotted line) for the parade along 'Whitehall and the 

Alan It) the Saluting Base 

- 
1.1ECHAN•ifED 
COLUMN Jon.d7,,,,,,,,ie• 
PROCESSION l! 

JEj HER 

/11 
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NORTH OF ENG L AN D AN., 

NORTHERN IREL AND FDITION 

TM PROGRAMMES FOIL 

July 14 July 20 

RADIO TIMES 
JOURNAL OF 

' Return Journey' 

Breakfast Club 

Field- Marshal 
Lord Montgomery 

torze Juillet 
Pee mod Dar 

THE BBC 

e c 

'Mr. Beverley 
Plays God' 

PRICE TWOPENCE 

The Test Match 
u4J ainen,••••• 

Max Wall 

Sir Thomas Beecham 
the IIC Onflenert 

BRITISH ZONE 
It may have been summer 

1946 but the war still 

featured heavily on BBC 

radio. The documentary 

British Zone was about the 
BAOR ( British Army of the 

Rhine) helping to rebuild 

postwar Germany. Reporter 

Robert Barr told stories 

of hunger and suffering: 

a family of seven living in 

a one-room cellar; and 

graveyards that had been 

turned into allotments. 

1315cal" 

P  " U  

G OING et or f ¡me, oung or old, there 

••\/ 

la nothing bisruitsto restore 
energy and forestall liredneee. 

A LONDON 
GARDEN 
Monk2y-puzzle or 

rhododendrons? 

That was the question 

posec by Geoffrey Grigson, 

the man behind the Home 

Service programme The 

English Garden. The owners 

of the garden on the 

cover had neither, but 

nonetheless had created 

their own Eden outside 

their pre-fab in Lambeth, 

south London. 

Issued by the Cake & Biscuit Manufacturers War Time Alliance Ltd. 
CVS-119 

NORTH OF ENGLAND AND NOR , HERN IRELAND EDITION 

BBC FIROGRAMMI F.DEI 

Aug. 4 Aug 10 

RADIO TIMES 
JO UR NAL OF THE BBC 

..A•plIN Is • lOYÉRONA TÉE,É, 

Iona 
Se•Écr Pan 

To Rathlin's Isle' 
ta• ',a, radar and 

Tommy Handley 
I,.1 Pelelor IntmÉlcu,g 

George Formby 

'Dear Appointment' 

Eric Coates 

'A Hundr 
•0,4, 

The • 

Mystery 

WHAT EXPORTS MEAN TO 

Cleie 

• CARS + CUilERY 

108ACCO • PI1RDI • MIAT • TIMIHR 

We all want to see the shops full 
again, and the goods on the shelves 
for everyone to buy without re-
striction. What does that depend 
on ? It depends on ships going out 
all over the world carrying British 
goods for export. The money we 
are paid for our exports enables us 
to buy in the overseas markets the 
food and raw materials which we 
lack ourselves. Pottery sert to 
Canada, for instance, means bacon 
for us, and wheat and timber. 

Only by product 
more can we pay 
on which our reco 

Years Old' 

Proms' 

Playhouse 

FILL TH 
and we 

FILL THE 

g and exporting 
for the imports 
cry depends. 

SHIPS 
shall 

SHOPS 
Ittued by the B ard of Trade 
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Tin: THIRD PROGRAMME Herne Service 

SIR THOMAS BEECHAM 
Mu. 1.1,dureme Ord.my I. 

erukau 

THE BRAINS TRUST 
•nyet r.odu 

NEM, TUESDAY SERENADE 
WM+ Cry 

• SITTER SWEET ' 
. 

WORLD HARVEST 
A cam,. wYor 

Light Programme 

IRVING RERUN 
••••:he 

FASHION SALL 
tmo bjbm 

THE ARMCHAIR DETECTIVE 
Nee, 

THE   Of SEVILLE• 

Third Programme  

SUNDAY CONCERT 

SIR MAX SEERBOHM 
L.. re Reedge:..• ,.,11:crr toy uu 

•COMUS • 

An Introduction by the Director-Generel of the BBC 
SIR 11111.1Aal MU LS. a r. a. 
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HIGH ART AND TELEVISION 
ABOVE to supplement BBC Radio's existing 
networks (the Home Service and Light 
Programme), the Third Programme was 

launched on 29 September, showcasing "the 
igreat classical repertoire in music and drama". 

BELOW listings for BBC TV programmes for 

7 and 8 June, which were transmitted over a 
limited area from Alexandra Palace London. 

Msou,ur s; Le dancing In the 
opening programme 

FIRIDAY 

30. REOPENING 
of the 

BBC TELEVISION SERVICE 
by 

The Postmaster-General, the Earl 
of Listowel 

The programme includes: 
Pas seul: Margot Fonteyn 

(Bp permission of the Atitednietrater 
of the Covent Garden Opera Trust) 

John Cockerill (harp 
Produced by Philip Bate 

David Low talks and draws 

• MICKEY'S GALA PREMUERE• 
This cartoon film was the last item 
transmitted before the Television 
S'ervice was interrupted on Friday. 
Septeniber 1. 1939 

VARIETY PARTY 
introducing 

Mantovani and his Orchestra 
Jackie Hunter 

(the Canadian Comedian) 
Kay Cavendish 

(' Kay on the Keys') 
Jean Cavall 

(Singer. formerly R.C.A.F.) 
Peter Waring ( in comedY) 
Beryl Orde ( in impressions) 

 RADIeTIMES 

'Television 
is Here Again' 

Tomorrow afternoon the BBC Television 
Service resumes its daily transmission 
from the Alexandra Palace after an in-
terval of more than six years. Before the 
war the Alexandra Palace station led the 
world in television, and, on the eve of 
the reopening, this programme explains 
how a television service is run, re-
salis what pre-war television was like 

in Britain, and out-
lines what viewers 
will see in the 
coming months. 
Written by Robert 
Barr. Produced by 
John Glyn - Jones. 
Tonight at 9.30 

G. M. GARRO 
JONES, M.P., Chair.- 

man of the Tel Adnis_ory Committee 

who broadcasts Cl 9.1$ 

5.0 
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Your Evening Listenino 

EVISIO 
S Vision 45 Melt .1U N E 7 and 8 Sound 41.5 .11c/s 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

hase of the Royal coach with their 
Majesties and the Princesses. 

Viewers watch the parade from 
a position just opposite the salut-
ing base, and until the start of 
the march past they have an 
opportunity of' seeing the many 
well-known personages sitting 
near the Royal partY. 

Frederick Grise wood and 
Richard Dimbleby are. there to 
help viewers identify the people 
and the Units taking part 

IQueen Bliiabeth ,,,,,,,,, .Dorot iv Black 

Beefeater .................. Alban Btakelock 
A visit to the Mall for the pre-
parations for tomorrow's Victory 

Parade 

Announcers : Jasmine Bligh, 
Winifred Shotter, McDonald 

HobleY 
Master of Ceremonies: Leslie 
Mitchell (by courtesy of British 
Movietonews, Ltd.) 

8.30 FILM 

8.40 GERALDO 
and hi4 Orchestra. with Sally Douglas. 
Carole Carr, Archie Lewis, Sid Bright, 
Dick lames. Three Boys and a Girl 

9.10 THE SILENCE 
OF THE SEA • 

A television play of the story by 
' Vercors." Le Silence de la Mer.' 
Translated by Cyril Connolly. 
Dramatised for television and 
produced by Michael Barry 
The uncle J. H. Roberte 
The nits, Antoinette cellier 

'41::,...?.,7,ne.'r °rne•el . ;;;iirleeete!Aer, 
German :N.C.°  - a  ttenia McCarthv 
Two German troopers 

John Mackwood, Tom Raynor 
Twit Nazi officers 

Douglas Vine. Man L.awrence 
The story is set In a small country 
house tri France during six months 
from the winter of 1943 to the spring 
of 1944 

10.0 NEWS MAPS. 1939-1946 
J. F. Horrsbin returns to illustrate 
the news with maps. diagrams, and 
pis tures. Presented by Mary Adams 

10.15 FOUISHNOFF 
r.ste.nnl 

JASMINE Bure rind WINIFRED Soorrot 
ol your announcers 

3.0 FRIENDS FROM THE ZOO 
Introduced by Dr. Geoffrey Vevers 

3.20 THE SQUADRONNAIRES 
Conducted by Jimmy Miller (by Per-
mission of Butlin's Holiday Camps) 

150-4.0 FILM 

8.15 Viewers will be taken to 
Westminster to see the crowd 
a.ssembling there for the evening 
celebrations. Franklin Engelmann 
and Derek Baker will interview 
some of the spectators 

8.30 CABARET CARTOONS 
Cartoons by Harry Rutherford 
Cabaret by Peter Sinclair (Cock o' 
the North). Kathleen Moody (the 
singing starlet),_ Boyer and Ravel 
(dancing »tars), Peggy Desmond (the 
pianist and composer), Leyancla (foot 
Juggler). Pat Frost (xylophone), Joe 
Adami (juggler), the Beverley sisters 
(The Twins and Joy) (by courtesy of 
Eric Winstnne), Six Windmill Girls 
(from the Windmill Theatre), Omega 
Trio ( acrobatic speciality). BBC Revue 
Orchestra, conducted by Frank 
Cantell. Presented by Cecil Madden 

lUt 

. MA i Y;46 

0.33 FASHION FORECAST 
' How to choose a hat,' by Richard 
Busvine and Gina Davies. with illus-
trations from the summer and winter 
collections. Presented by A. Miller 
Jones 

10.15-10.25 News (sound only) 

TELEVISION PROGRAMMES 
IN ' RADIO TIMES' 

These programmes for the 
first two days of post-war tele-
vision appear in every copy of 
the London edition of ' Radio 

Times.' 
In future the week's television 

programmes will be published 
as a separate section in one of 
every three copies of the 
London area distribution. The 
present shortage of newsprint 
prevents our publishing full 
programmes in every copy as 
was done before the war. 

Listeners with television sets 
should ask their newsagent for 
the television edition of ' Radio 
Times.' (Listeners with tele-
vision sets who live more than 
forty miles from Alexandra 
Palace should ask their news-
agent to order a copy for them.) 
Any reader with a televisiol 1 

receiver who finds it difficulT 
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with all the 

Home Sers ice, Light. and 
Third Programmes 

which include: 

' HOME AGAIN' 

the traditional Christmas afternoon 
exchange of greetings preceding 

H.M. THE KING 
who speaks to hid peoples al .7.0 

CONTRIBLT/ON • ni111»:: 

The ,trelthishop of lark 
riling 011 • Tile Verdi% ad of the 

It  and the lionmeleaa' 

CHRISTMAS 1946 
The war was long over put in his message the Archbishop 

of York, Cyril Garbett, urged readers: " Do not forget those 

millions across the channel, both who were allies and our 

foes, wh are mow near starvation and many of whom 
are hom?less: The cover was by John S Goodall, who 

illustrated Dora Saint's Miss Read books in the 1950s. 



MADE hle GERMANY 
mast mum, 
Ohly when the battle is over is it 
possible fully to appreciate the value 
of the weapons that have made 
Victory possible— weapons many of 
them made by the famous B.S.A. 
Company. That's why new B.S.A. 
Bicycles* are hard to find: why there 
are no new B.S.A. Motor Cycles for 
civilian use. But when peace comes 
there'll be plenty of B.S.A. Bicycles 
and Motor Cycles, even better than 
those you knew before the war. 
*Wartime standard models complete 
with pump and tools from the 
B.S.A. dealer in your district. 

£8• I9. 5c' 5 aprnucru a e 
ax 
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FOOD PACTS 
, RADIO TIMES, ISSUF, DATED DECEMBER 25 

You need a balancd diet to keep you 

fighting fit through the winter.. So make 

full use of your rations; eat plenty of 

green vegetables and potatoes, 

fill up the corners with grain 

foods. Vegetables are specially 

.important now that fruit is 

scarce. They contain Vitamin C 

which clears the skin and helps 

you to resist infection. Remember, cook 

your vegetables less, not more, and some don't 

cook at all. 

RED CABBAGE 
RY cooking it this way. Slice 
2 lb. cabbage finely with a knife. 

Put into a saucepan with a cupful...of 
boiling water and cook for zo minutes 
with the lid on. Just before serving, 
drain, add s tablespoonful mixed 
lemon substitute, a teaspoonful of 
sugar, a sprinkle of cinnamon and 
shake well. 
The Radio Doctor says: 
" From nearly all our vegetables we 

get vitamins. For Vitamin C we depend 
mainly on vegetables now that fruit is 
scarce." 

EAT THEM. RAW 
Shredded fresh raw vege-

tables are good for you. 
Don't be old - fashioned 
about your vegetables. Try 
eating them raw. This is a 
food fact, not a food façi. 
Doctors advise raw shredded 
vegetables for the children 
because there isn't enough 
fruit now. 
We all know that raw 

vegetables aren't as nice as 
oranges, but they are as 
necessary for you as they 
are for your children. Make 
ir a rule to have a raw 
vegetable salad every day of 
your life. 

THE MINISTRY OF FOOD, LONDON. W.I FOOD FACTS No. 128 

With the car laid up for the duration, extra 
walking becomes a war-time necessity. 
Keep your shoes in a sound, supple and 
waterproof condition by using— 

CHERRY BLOSSOM 
BOOT POLISH • 

SUPPLIES ARE RESTRICTED. 
USE SPARINGLY. 

CHISWICK PRODUCTS LTD. LONDON, W.4. CR/XT. 

CUT THEM INTO SLICES 
and make the most of these 

two big-value chocolate 
coated candy bars 

They ore big not only in size but n delicious goal 5s, 

made from the very finest materials obtaina 

(including separated milk and rich-with- energy glucose). 

Part of the 

DRIVING FORCE 
behind the Offent,ive 

She is a Drivel in the ATS. She is one of the 'women whom the 
whole world acclaims now as part of Britain's great fighting 
strength. Thousands more like her are needed to release men 
for the Offensive. If you are not already doing work that is 
essential to the war effort, this is where you are needed — in the 
ATS or the WAAF. Every woman who can leave home, single 
or married, is asked to volunteer now. Over 100 trades are open. 
You can get full information from a Recruiting Centre* or 
employment Exchange. Or send in the coupon ( Id. stamp). 
• dingle girl, born between January let 1919 awl Jun. 90th 1522 r..nge 'lager the National 

Bernice Act and town go to their Rinployment Rachange cot lo a Recruitiag Goatee 

BRITAIN WANTS THOUSANOS MORE LIKE HER 

291 Oxford Street, London. W.I. 3020 - - -J-N-. 6-.1 IN THE I 
Please send me full information about the t 
C ATS D WAAF D BOTH ri,k ...hick 'W...., 1 ATS• i 
Mrs. }    1 and 
Miss Cron cue " *fro." or " Mi. " . I 

Date t . ... '....-  1WAAF 1 
County of birth ares.nor  1 

'Face the day with 

reshing Vinolia' . . . this 

pie rule will safeguard 

r charm and ensure 

sonal freshness always. 

VIIOLII 
7d a tablet 

cludong Purchase Tax 

The soap that freshens you 
Vjnolia Co. o. td. clv 256/1/ 71.1 
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